00

o package
The Mcardy package approach to the engineering of a system
allows the user to easily determine the best selection of
standard components to fulfill each requirement.
All aspects of the broadcast function
from news booth to master control
can be met with the maximum of flexibility between units.
A full range of modular enclosures
allow for the integration of each component of the system
into the most convenient working package.

McCURDY RADIO INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED
1051 CLINTON STREET. BUFFALO, N.Y. 14206 (716) 854-6700. TWX 610-492-3219

McCURDY RADIO INDUSTRIES LIMITED
108 CARNFORTH ROAD, TORONTO, ONTARIO M4A 2L4 (416) 751-6262. TELEX: 06-963533
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REDUCE NOISE AND BLOWER HORSEPOWER WITH

t neQuet

Ones

EIMAC's new patented ripple -fin anode tetrodes
for FM transmitters are the Quiet Ones because they
operate with a drastic reduction in cooling -air -flow
acoustical noise emission.
Noise measurements made on the ripple -fin struc-

ture in the annoying high frequency range (6000 to
12000 Hz) show a marked noise reduction of 9 dB to 16
dB in sound pressure level over traditional anodes.

In addition, the more efficient wave -like
geometry of the new structure allows vastly re-

which have already established an enviable reputation
fOr long life and stability.
The X-2213, first member of this new tube family,
also provides sufficient gain to permit the practical use of

a solid state driver for a power output level of 25
kilowatts in FM service.
Traditional EIMAC quality and dependability are
now available with tt-e latest in anode cooling design and electron ballistics. For complete details
on the X-2213, contact Varian, EIMAC Division,

duced r ^oling horsepower-from one-half to
one-qu licar as much as conventional tubes.

301

This new concept is the result of

EIMAC's continuing upgrading of the popular

3CX and 4CX families of FM power tubes

Industrial Way, San Ca-los, California

94070. Telephone (415) 592-1221. Or contact
any of the more than 30 Varian Electron De-

varian

vice Group Sales Offices Inroughout the
world.
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GRASS VALLEY GROUP

1115001

SM

PROFESSION/ L PERFORMANCE
IN A COMPACT PACKA3E

FEATURES

OPTIONS

Unique compactness and economy

RBG chroma keyer

10 inputs

Shadow ch-oma keyer

(including color black and color

background

RBG switching matrix

Mix/effects
matte

system with positioner, color
generator, and 32 wipe patterns

PGM/PST mixing amplifier,

plus

BORDERLINE® generator
Downstream keyer system with
BORDERLINE®

take bar

Non -sync and camera tally systems

AFV system with

Color black and color background generators

separate coitrol panel

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.
A

Station Plaza East
GREAT NECK, NY 11021
(516) 487-1311

4419 Van Nuys Blvd, Ste 307
SHERMAN OAKS, CA 91403
(213) 990-6112

TEKTRONIX COMPANY

1644 Tullie Cir, NE
ATLANTA, GA 30321(404) 634-0521

P.O. Box 482

MABANK, TX 75-47
(214) 887-1181

810 W Br stol Street
ELKHART, IN 46514
(219) 264-0931

BROADCAST INDUSTRY

11111EIVITS
Postpone Travelers
Information Service: NAB
"As presently structured, TIS (Travel-

ers Information Service) is plagued
with congenital defects," according to
a Motion for Stay filed by NAB general
counsel Erwin Krasnow.
The Motion requests the FCC to sus-

pend issuing rules for TIS, otherwise

known as roadside radio, until the
Commission rules on an NAB Petition
for Reconsideration of the plan. TIS is a
new category of station which would
operate adjacent to the standard broadcast band at 530kHz and 1610 kHz. It
would be operated by local government
entities to supply information pertaining to traffic and road conditions,
descriptions of local points of interest,
availability of lodging, rest stops and
service stations, etc.
"TIS will not provide the public with

Home Screen Competition
Heats Up With RCA Entry

the plan which conflict with Com-

13 Additional Cities To Get
Audio Program Channel
Service

mission policy and precedent," said the
NAB Motion.
NAB pointed out that TIS is funda-

teen additional cities beginning No-

it is now
receiving from conventional broadcasting and there are crucial oversights in

new or better service than

mentally inconsistent with the U.S.
position on AM spectrum use as proposed for the World Administrative
Radio Conference and urged the FCC to
defer institution of the new service until

the Conference is convened in 1979.
NAB also raised questions about type
approval for TIS transmitting equipment and potential problems of interference. Since TIS would be operated
by local government, and would probably be funded from tax money, NAB
urged that TIS applicants be required to
give the community adequate notice of
a proposed new station.

Western Union will be available in thir-

vember 1, if FCC approval is obtained.
Western Union announced that this
service to radio broadcasters would
soon be available in Kansas City,

Boston, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Cleve-

land, Detroit, Philadephia, Denver, St.
Louis, Houston, Baltimore, Pittsburgh,
and Columbus, Ohio. Cities already receiving Audio Program Channel Service are: New York, Washington, Chicago, Dallas, Atlanta, Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
Audio program channels are offered
to broadcasters via the Westar satellites
continued on page 8

"Discrete" Wins FCC Quad Listening Tests,
But Not By Much
two sets of tests, as the report sets
The "discrete" or 4-4-4 system for
quadraphonic reproduction came
out ahead in the listening tests the

FCC has been conducting at its

out in detail (and as reported in
earlier issues of BM/E), is that the
FCC tested the SQ and QS matrix
systems with the very latest decod-

equipment for each. These

Laurel, MD lab over several

ing

months, according to the FCC
report on the tests released just as

were missing from the NQRC tests
since both Columbia, with SO, and
Sansui, with QS, withdrew from the
NQRC evaluations.
The FCC report emphasizes that

this magazine was going to press.
But the margin of victory over the
SQ matrix system was quite small,

with the SQ coming out slightly

each of the proponents with

ahead, in fact, in musical preference in the "fold -back" mode for
two -channel and one -channel reproduction. The 4-4-4 was comfortably ahead in the localization

system in the tests was allowed to

tests, and a little ahead of the total
of the musical preference tests.

Other systems included in the

a

set up its own equipment and to
check it out at any time actual tests

were not underway. This made it
sure that all systems were fully and
fairly represented.
The equipment set-ups, the testing methodology, and the statistics

Competition for the home screen

tests trailed those two, overall, al-

of the results are all covered in

heated up in late August when RCA
announced its entry into the home
VCR market (above). RCA has escalated the battle for more record-

though the QS 4-2-4 did well in certain of the tests.

detail in the report. The significance of the results for the

The FCC followed closely the
methodology worked out by the

ing time and lower price with a

National Quadraphonic Radio

model that will record 4-hrs, and
sell for $1000, a few hundred less

Committee for its listening tests of

than

competitive models from

Sony, Zenith, and Toshiba. Ramifications for broadcasters may
mean an overhauling of scheduling
strategy and changes in programming content.

6

Audio Program Channel Service of

more than a year ago. This was
necessary, the report says,

to

make the results comparable to
those the NQRC got. The same
musical selections were used in
the music preference tests.
The main difference between the

FCC's ongoing consideration of
quad systems for FM is certainly
not clear at this point; the FCC, in
the report, is at pains to point out
that the "present 4-2-4 systems

with advanced logic and phase
cancellation decoders compare
favorably with the discrete 4-4-4
system." BM/E wants to return to
the report after careful study in a
later issue.
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Whether you re inves- n' in new

cameras or up:atirg the ones
Sou ra,T, it paes tc tali. to Canon.
1Ni an optics rrar u-acturer
who deals with a II he top camera
E upp ie-s, we car pit a lot of in -

format on at yourdisbasal As
well as come h-dpfui cojective
advice Because .A.013 r o axe to
c rind and the bet-er you look,
sooner or la-er tie bet e- well
look to 'iou.
When your pro DierIS have
optical solutions, %.we car offer

you the most comprehensive

lens lire in the business. Compatible with Ampei, Fernseh,
Hams, Hitachi-Shipaden. I kegarri,
Panasonic, Philips. RCA. Son-.
Thomson-CSF
justabcat
anyone else you can name h
any standard professional format.
VV can give you more fleibility, too. With the largest choice
of foca lengths. Wider wideangle shots Tighter telephoto
angles. Shorter MOD's.Largerelative apertures. More compact size. And often, more con pact price. In full servo or marual, for ENG/EJ, s-uclio or fielc
Backed by comprehensive factory service.

Whatever ycLr needs. before you make a move, ma ke a
phone call to Caron. It's a srra I
price to pay for peace cf mind.

Canon U.S.A. Inc.
Head Office 10 Nevada Drive,
I ake Success. N.Y 11040

140 Industrial Drive Elmhurst II 6012E
123 Paulanno Avenue East.
Costa Mesa. Ca. 92626
Canon Optics & Business Machires
Canada, Ltd.
3245 American Drive.
Mississauga. Ontario L4V 1B8.
Canon Amsterdam N.V.
Industrial Prodt..cts Division

De Boeleiaan 8 Amste dam Net -*islands
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ed to the House Communications Sub-

News

committee by John A. Dimling, vice
president and research director for

and/or land based microwave facilities.

NAB.
According to the data, 200,000 hours
of local news coverage was provided to
the public by TV stations in 1976,

Type I service is a 4kHz and Type II
service is at 8kHz. Point-to-multipoint
service at either bandwidth will be offered only via Westar satellites.

nationwide. The amount of local coverage continues to grow, according to

the report. Also, 89 percent of the

Subcommittee Gets Data
On Local TV Service

viewers of local news report that they

Data on local service provided by TV
stations to their communities was developed by NAB research and present-

are either "very satisfied" or "somewhat satisfied" and 81 percent agree
that "local newscasts do an excellent
job of covering most of the major news

stories in the area."
The report also indicated that there

was a growing trend toward longer
newscasts and more documentaries.
Viewers are better informed about local

political issues and viewing tends to
narrow the information gap among
social and income groups.
Other portions of the report pointed

out that a total of 168,000 hours of
programming nationwide was devoted
to public affairs and other non -enter-

tainment programming in 1975. In
three markets selected as representative

of large, medium and small television
markets, 2,900 programs or program
segments were devoted to identified
community problems in Minneapolis St. Paul; 1,900 in Omaha; and 1,100 in
Beaumont -Port Arthur.
The information was provided to the

Subcommittee because, according to

OUR LIPLOCK

John Dimling, "some people have

come to question the appropriateness of
retaining localism as a goal of broadcast

policy. -

DOES FOR AUDIO

Corporate TV Produces
More Than Nets

WHAT OUR

According to a new research study cor-

JOYSTICK DID FOR VIDEO

bined production of ABC, CBS, NBC
and PBS.
The study, "Private Television

Editing Videotape Means
AUDIO as Well as Video

AUDIO CUE
firril'',

Most videotape editing systems
Ill'
ignore audio. They solve only half
your editing problems. The Convergence ECS-1B Joystick Editing VIDEO CUE
System with Liplock' solves both
your audio and video editing
Ply(
problems and sets a new
world standard for speed
and precision.
Now that you've selected
your edit points in world
record time, set another speed
record for getting that edit
on tape with our new switch able Half Time edit cycle.
I-

porations will produce 46,000 programs in 1977-more than the com-

Half Time reduces cue pre -roll,
post -roll and recue times by 50%
and saves crucial time when you
need it the most.
Liplock' and Half -Time are
deliverable now and available only
on Convergence ECS-1B Joystick
Editing Systems. As a matter of
fact, we even have the patent*
on Joystick Editing Systems.

Call us for a demo-There's a
lot more you need to see and hear - for yourself.

Editing Means Convergence

OfCORPORATION

CONVERGENCE

17935 Skyperk C
Irvine, CA 92714
714/549-3146

Communcations: An Awakening

Giant", reports that this programming
will total more than 15,000 hours and
will be produced by some 700 businesses and non-profit organizations by
the end of 1977. The report, authored
by Judith and Douglas Brush of D/J
Brush Associates, New York, is published by the International Industrial

Television Association. The overall
size of the corporate video market, says
the report, has doubled since 1973 and
will pass the half -billion dollar mark in

1977. The market is expanding by
nearly 40 percent per year and is expected to reach $1.6 billion by 1980.

Within a short span, the authors
expect some people to be watching
more television at work than they do at

home as video becomes the prime
medium for receiving news and in-

formation about corporate policies and
activities.

Satellite Aids In Flood
Stricken Johnstown
The Communications Technology
Satellite (CTS), was undergoing tests in
Texas under simulated natural disaster

See Us At Video Expo Booth 314 & 315 And SMPTE West Booth 230 & 231

conditions to evaluate its potential for
use in emergency conditions when a
real natural disaster occurred in Johnstown, PA, where extensive flooding
caused loss of life and property.
continued on page 10
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The VIX-114-A Series Switcher
brings an end to the horsepower
race for more features in a
manually operated switcher.
Multiple key on each mix/effects unit.
10 buses on the VIX-114-4A. 8 buses for
the VIX-1142A. Independent key bus.
Pulse processing. No horizontal picture
shift at the end of transition even when
your plant is not timed properly.
Digital quad split with wipe or dissolve
in each quadrant.
Digital automatic transition timed in frames.
Dissolve or cut between three chroma key
scenes each with different background and
different title keys.
Wipe or dissolve or cut between two
chroma key scenes each with different
background and different title keys.
Guards against obsolescence. Just plug
in the PSAS and/or Squeezoom '-two
Vital add-ons.

Enjoy unique effects-star, heart, binoculars,
keyhole, etc. with rotary and new sequence
wipes with soft border. Spin the star for
added effects.

Superb reliability-human engineered
control panel.
NTSC or PAL systems.

*Production Switcher Automation System
PSAS operates on a set up the switcher and store
system.

The store function will memorize all of the peculiar

switcher settings and precise values of the handlebar
and positior settings.
Produce exciting sequences not possible manually.
Reduce post production and editing time. Store over

20 events per mix/effects. Small six -button control
panel for easy usage.

You will feel better about switching
when you check with us.
CALL TOLL -FREE 1-800-874-4608
Vital Industries, Inc., Main Offi:e, 3700 N.E. 53rd Ave., Gainesville,
32601. Phone 904/378-1581

MIDWEST-Morrell Beavers, 2644 North Seventh St.. Terre Haute, Ind
47804. Phone 812/466-3212

NORTHEAST-Robert McAll, 34 Autumn Lane, Hicksville, N.Y. 11801.
Phone 516/735-3055

SOUTHWEST-Gordon Peters, P.O. Eox 912, Arlington, Texas 76010.
Phone 817/261-5855

SOUTHEAST-Eric King, Fox Hill Road, Lynchburg, Va. 24503. Phone
804/384-7001

WEST COAST-Barry Holland, 7960 West Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles,
Calif. 90048. Phone 213/653-9438

VITAL INDUSTRIES, INC.
A HIGH TECHNOLOGY COMPANY

leo
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News
The Red Cross which was cooperating in the experiment with Comsat,
asked that the portable earth station
equipment be transported to Johnstown

for use there. The 1.2 meter dish and
other equipment was sent to Johnstown

where it was installed atop the Vocational Technology High School. In a
short time the satellite was being used
to transmit disaster -related information
such as requests for medical services,
supplies and situation maps. Eventually, the satellite was also used to assist

families in reaching relatives around
the country.
CTS, a cooperative NASA and
Canadian satellite launched in January
BTX new

4500 SMPTE edit code syn-

chronizer

will bring into sync, and hold in
video or multi -track audio recorders using 'sensible
SMPTE time code.
Use this
completely self-contained system to sync your VTR
to your audio recorder, or to expand the number of audio tracks with two
multi -track recorders in tandem.
For complete information call The BTX Corporation, 438 Boston
Post Road, Weston, Massachusetts 02193 (617) 891-1239.

sync, any two

1976, is stationed in a synchronous
orbit over the equator, 22,300 miles
above the earth. Signals were transmitted up to CST and down to a 4.6

meter antenna at Comsat headquarters

in Clarksburg, MD. Land lines connected the Comsat headquarters to Red
Cross headquarters in Washington,

D.C. The real emergency pre-empted
planned tests with the Canadians.

Billion Dollar Fiber Optics
Market Seen
Circle 106 on Reader Service Card

NEW FM AND TV
FIELD STRENGTH METER
FIM-71
Accurate - Direct Reading - Volts or dB 45 MHz to
225 MHz - Continuous Tuning Peak or Averaging Detector
(switch selectable) Wide or Narrow IF Bandwidth (switch
selectable) 20 dB or 60 dB Meter Range (switch selectable)
AM or FM Demodulator (switch selectable) Calibrated
Dipole Antenna, Mounted on Case for Near -Ground Measurements or Removable for TASO Measurements 140 dB
Measurement Range (1 µV to 10 V) 41/2 -Inch, Mirrored
Scale, Taut -Band Meter

Front Panel Speaker
Recorder Output
Rugged, Portable
Package Calibrated

With AT&T and ITT moving rapidly
towards quantity production of optical
fibers, a Connecticut research firm predicts that "a market of at least $1 billion
seems assured" for fiber optics "within
the next ten years".

The first major use of the new

technology, according to the 263 page

report prepared by International Resource Development, Inc. (IRD), a
New Canaan, CT, market research
firm, is expected to take place under
crowded city streets. Telephone and
CATV companies are expected to take
advantage of the information carrying
capacity and small size of fiber optics to

greatly expand information services
without having to increase existing
cable ducts. Another likely benefit of
fiber optics is that while services can be
increased without expansion of existing
cableways, a replacement of the bulkier
copper cable of today is likely to result
in reduced cost.
With big manufacturers like DuPont

Signal Generator,

45 MHz to 225 MHz

Battery or External

and Corning Glass gearing up to produce fiber optics in massive quantities,

Power Use as Signal
Source/Selective Voltmeter for Insertion

the report cautions small inanufacturers
about attempting to compete with "the

Loss Measurements of

Filters, etc. Measures

big boys". But, the report continues,
there may be significant business op-

FM Harmonics to -80 dB

Price - $2,500 complete with dipole antenna.

portunities for smaller firms in the
CONTACT US FOR DETAILS.

PoTOMAC INSTRUMENTS

932 PHILADELPHIA AVE.
SILVER SPRING, MD. 20910
(301) 589-2662

manufacturing of connectors, splicing
equipment and other ancillary equipment. The projected growth of the fiber
optics market is expected to impact the
$2 billion conventional cable and con continued on page 12
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Studer 867
It's got competitors ...
but no competition!
.

.

.,...

B 67 TAPE RECORD

When you buy the Studer B67 tape recorder/reproducer, you get
more than just one of the world's finest tape recorders.
You are buying an engineering philosophy where performance
is first and there isn't any second or third. You are buying a dedication
to quality seldom seen in today's world of "make 'em faster and cheaper."
At Studer, one person in every seven is a quality assurance inspector.
You are buying performance that stays within spec long after
lesser equipment has given up. If performance is an important part of your
tape recorder buying decision, test drive the Studer B67 before you decide.
You'll find the B67 is the recorder without competition.
To learn more, circle reader service number or contact:

REVOX
Studer Revox America. Inc., 1819 Broadway, Nashville, Tenn. 37203 / (615) 329-9576 In Canada: Studer Revox Canada. Ltd. / (416) 423-2831
Circle 108 on Reader Service Card

19 ALL NEW Technics

professional audio products
in stock at RAMKO RESEARCH!
units a run for their money. Power amplifiers,
parametric equalizers and a series of studio
monitor speakers that will astound you wth
their amazingly faithful reproduction.
Panasonic pulled out all stops on their
research and development program for this
series. Undoubtably, with the performance,
quality, and reasonable prices exhibited by
this audio gear the "Technics" name will be a
major consideration in your future
purchasing decisions,
Inv .imalimE1
Whatever your needs, RAMKO RESEARCH
offers a full line of the highest quality audio
equipment available. Turntables, Tape
Just introduced! Turntables, reel to
Cartridge machines, a wide variety of
reel recorders. portable and fixed
distribution, mic, line, power and turntable
cassette RIP units, power amps,
preamps. Cassette record/play units & reel
parametric equalizers. tuners
to reel recorders. And of course the most
and speakers.
advanced broadcast consoles in the industry.
If it's for the studio we have it.
The RS1500 reel to reel recorder that
outperforms anything in its class. A new
Write or call collect today for our newest
turntable, SL -1500 MK2, designed specifically
catalog and further information on the all new
for the broadcaster. A new portable cassette
Technics "Professional series" audio equipunit that gives the best portable reel to reel
ment. You'll be dollars and performance ahead.

News
nector industry but the report points out
that there is little panic among the major
manufacturers. Some manufacturers of
conventional cable and connectors have
already moved to enter the fiber optics

business in a move to protect themselves. Detailed analysis of various
manufacturers are included in the
report.

The report, based on a survey of
more than one hundred suppliers and
potential users of fiber optics, indicates
that the market is likely to grow from
about $10 million in 1977 to more than
$100 million by 1980 and will pass the
$1 billion mark by 1987. The growth in

shipment revenues will continue despite a sustained drop in pricing. Further details on the report can be obtained from IRD.

Strong Support of UHF
Urged On FCC
"The Commission's 'Mr. Fixit' approach in the area of UHF spectrum
management has been slow -footed at

RAMKO RESEARCH
11355 "A' Folsom Blvd.
Rancho Cordova, Calif. 95670
(916) 635-3600
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IL bench mark

the very least, irresponsible at the

most," according to Harford N. Gunn,
Jr., vice chairman of the Board of the
Public Broadcasting Service.
UHF television is twenty-five years
old, yet its destiny is uncertain, if not
shakey, complains Gunn. Confronted
with increased demands for additional
land mobile uses and the Commission's

OM cartridge machines

"flexible" attitude towards reallocating the UHF channels at the upcoming
World Administrative Radio Con-

ference, Gunn is prompted to ask
whether or not the "Commission is
prepared to act to help UHF." These

1101 1101

comments on UHF, and others, appear

in an article written by Gunn in the

.11

latest issue of Public Telecommunications Review, published bi-monthly by
NAEB. Gunn concludes that "the

management of the (UHF) spectrum
will determine the fate of public television, public radio, minority ownership

and participation in broadcasting as

elmismin

well as the quality of national and local
programming."

I

Measure all others against us
Other cartridge machines are copies of ITC's, but won't per-

form like ITC's. The differences are inside. Design innova-

tions, master workmanship and superb customer services are
ITC marks of leadership in quality cartridge equipment. We'll

prove it with our famous 30 -day guarantee of satisfaction.
Write. Or phone us collect: 309-828-1381.

lb

The FCC's recent decision to include
pay cable gross revenues in the base
franchise fees came under attack from
NCTA. NCTA claims that the decision

InTERnnonAL TRPETROIIICS (ORPORATIOn
2425 SOUTH MAIN ST., BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS 61 701

Marketed in Canada exclusively by McCurdy Radio Industries Ltd., Toronto, Ontario

Form 113-0004

NCTA Says FCC Decision
On Fee -TV Threatens
Consumer

1975 by ITC

will discourage cable operators from
entering the "highly competitive pay
cable business."
NCTA described pay -TV as a "high
risk enterprise that attempts to market
an expensive product in competition
continued on page 14
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FREE!

00,00
Your planning
is.Restno
guide ho a
bobber sound otiverissw
Whether you're in engineering or management
our newest catalog will prove indispensable
when planning your audio requirements.
RAMKO manufactures over 70 different
products designed specifically for the
Broadcaster and those engaged in
Professional Sound. All at prices you can
afford, no matter how small your budget.
Audio consoles, audio DA's, mic. & line
amplifiers, turntable preamps,
limiter/compressors, equalizing
amplifiers, tape winders, solid state
meters and much more. We also
distribute some of the finest
names in turntables, tape
recording accessories and other
broadcast products.
In addition to the vast array of
products, you'll find quality of design
and performance that takes second place to --none and is ahead of most. And we guarantee
it with our 2 week free trial period and
warranties of 2 & 4 years (depending on the
item).

Call, write, or circle the bingo card
today for your free copy of our
newest 24 page catalog. The
technical descriptions,
specifications and illustrations
will show you why RAMKO designed
equipment offers the best
cost/performance ratio in the industry.
Ramko understands your needs.
After all, we're broadcast engineers
too!

RAmicci RESEARCH
11355 "A Fokom Blvd.
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
(916) 635-1600
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to 5 percent of gross pay cable revenues

News

as part of the franchise fee. The deci-

with commercial television, over -the air subscription TV, multi -point distribution service, home video recorders,
and the local movie theatres. "Not one
of these other competitive businesses,"
said NCTA president Robert L.

Schmidt, "is saddled with the extra

taxation such as the FCC proposes for
pay cable television."
The FCC proposal would allow local
franchising authorities to assess from 3

AMPRO
builds audio
consoles the
way you
want them.

WEWS-TV Goes 'Total

sion has seemingly given with one hand
and taken away with the other.

Automation'

Whereas cable operators are pleased
that a ceiling has been retained on the

WEWS-TV, Cleveland, has gone to
"total automation" of its operation.
The link -up of the station's technical
operation with its business system is

level of fees that a franchising authority

can levy, "on the other hand," said
Schmidt, "(the Commission) by expanding the base upon which the fees
are calculated, has allowed those same
authorities to take an even bigger and

more regressive bite from the consumer's pocketbook."

Rugged.
Dependable.
Flexible.

Easy to work on for a minimum of
maintenance and down time.
And with all the features you want
for your particular broadcasting
needs.

So get on the air with Ampro.
You'll stay on the air!

Ampro audio consoles
available in:
Six channel with mono, dual mono,
stereo configurations.
Eight, ten and twelve channel with
mono, dual mono, stereo, dual stereo
and simulcast configurations.
Rotary or linear fader models.

unusual in that the software for its
GVG 1400 switcher consists of a
200 software package from Vital.

The GVG switcher driven by the
Vital software is interfaced with the
BIAS (Broadcast Industry Automation
System), the second successful interface achieved by BIAS in recent
months. Another anomaly at this
Scripps -Howard station was the decision to go "live" with the automation

system without a period of parallel
operation. Normally stations operate
the technical and business systems in
parallel to a manual or semi -automated

system for some time prior to

the

actual "live" switch in order to insure
that all systems perform properly.
WEWS decided to trust the computers
and proceed immediately with an

automated environment.

The first day of fully automated
operations was a bit shakey and only
portions of the program schedule were
run on the automated switcher. Within
a few days, however, the engineering
department felt more comfortable with

the new, more detailed BIAS automatic switching log and the full day's
schedule with the exception of local

news, was aired by the computer.

WEWS vice president and chief engineer, Jim Bloyd, described the link -up

as smooth and said, "I've been im-

pressed with the way both BIAS and
Vital people responded to our
project."

News Briefs
The FCC has been told, "there has been

a disturbing trend of increasing commercialism by non-commercial radio

and television stations," by general

counsel for the NAB, Erwin Krasnow.
In some cases, said Krasnow, stricter
enforcement of existing rules would be
adequate but there is a need for more
specific guidelines and restrictions on
fund raising schemes that constitute an

abuse of a non-commercial service
. New tolerances for spurious
.

.

.

emmissions from high power broadcast

AAMPRO BROADCASTING INC.
A850 PENNSYLVANIA BLVD., FEASTERVILLE, PA 19047 (215) 322-5100

Professional Equipment for Broadcasting Professionals

transmitters has been opposed by the
NAB. The proposal calls for limiting
such emmissions to -90 dB and will be
made to the World Administrative
Radio Conference. NAB believes that

current tolerances should be maintained.

In a letter from John B. Summers,
executive vice president and gm of the
NAB, to Sen. Ernest F. Hollings,
Circle 112 on Reader Service Card
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Used in 30 countries ...
DYNAIR's RX-4B
All Channel Demodulator
VT-4BU Plug-in
UHF Tuner

Model RX-4B Solid -State Off -Air Professional TV Demodulator
with Plug-in Tuner Front -Ends
fr."'

-

v

r,-:-

AFC

12

DYNAI R's Models RX-4B and R X-4BE, equipped with plug-in tuners,

are now in use in over 30 countries around the world. In fact, they
are compatible in 63 of the 136 countries with on -air broadcast
television.

Designed for professional use, the demodulators have demonstrated excellent reliability and outstanding performance with
over seven years of field use throughout the world.
The RX-4B is compatible with NTSC and PAL M color
standards (system M and N) and the RX-4BE provides operation on PAL B color standards (system B). Both operate on
115/230V, 50/60 Hz and require only 40 watts.
For monitoring video modulation levels and for use in
VI R closed -loop operation, the optional solid-state video
chopper may be added.

For off -air broadcast monitoring, CATV, or relay
service, select a DYNAIR demodulator.

Write or call us for complete details including a
free copy of our VI R applications bulletin.

DYNAIR ELECTRONICS, INC.
5275 MARKET ST., SAN DIEGO, CA. 92114
PHONE: (714) 263-7711; TWX: (910) 335-2040
Circle 113 on Reader Service Card
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News
Summers recommended that Congress

set lower minimum and maximum
forfeitures for some broadcast stations

and CATV systems. The recommendation is that $50 minimum and
$5000 maximum forfeitures be set for
stations with 20 or fewer full time employees and cable systems serving 3500
or fewer subscribers. This group would
comprise about 75 percent of all U.S.
stations, and 77 percent of all cable
General counsel of the
systems
.

.

.

.

NAB, Erwin G. Krasnow, has asked
the FCC to reject a request by the National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting (NCCB) to delay refund of fees
due broadcast licensees. Krasnow told
the FCC the NCCB "lacks standing to
inject itself into the final stages of years
of litigation," and he pointed out that
cable operators had long since received
their refunds.
According to a full page ad on the
cover of the July 30 issue of Editor and
Publisher magazine, it is the belief of
the publisher of The Minneapolis Star
and Minneapolis Tribune, Donald R.

Dwight, that unless the newspaper in-

dustry is willing to join the fight for
full first amendment rights for
broadcasters, the wholeness of the
in jeopardy.
Dwight said in the ad that newspaper
journalists have stood aloof from the
struggle "observing their struggling
fellow broadcast journalists with the

First Amendment is

comment, 'your end of the boat is sinkReacting to the possibility
ing' "
.

.

.

.

that a record of the recent committee
hearing on broadcast aspects of the
proposed Communications Act Rewrite may not be printed, NAB president Wasilewski has written a letter to
chairman of the Communications Sub-

committee, Rep. Lionel Van Deerlin,

What's so special
about Beaucart
stereo machines?
Spring
loaded
hold down
rollers

U.S. Patent
Pending

stating that a printed record "is imperative." "Since these hearings produced the first comprehensive testimony on broadcast issues in many
years," wrote Wasilewski, "it would
seem to us essential that this information be printed as soon as possible."
The NAB will hold 3 meetings this
fall to give the public an opportunity
to ask questions about radio and television codes and broadcast policies. The
Broadcast Town Meetings will be held
on October 18 in Cambridge, MA; November 11 in San Diego, CA: and NoThe
vember 15 in Dallas, TX .
.

.

.

NAB has asked the FCC to retain its

feature movie restrictions for sub-

scription television (STV). NAB would

like the Commission "to disclose the
Spherical
head -conical
seat adjusting
screws
Tapered
cartridge
guide

rationale of its abandonment of all feature film restrictions, provide interested
parties a fair opportunity for comment,
and place the burden on those who seek

repeal of the rules."
After a slump in 1975, the audiovisual product sales and services in-

dustry bounced back in

Cart
locating
spring

with

1976

gross income of $2.21 billion. According to Hope Reports, which conducted
the study, most areas of the A/V industry were up over last year. The strongest

Everything.
Don't let anybody tell you that all stereo

justing screws for which patents have been

broadcast cart machines are the same.
It just isn't so. Because we've built into

applied provide uniform, positive contact

our Beaucart stereo units proprietary
cartridge locating features which enhance
stereo phasing from cartridge to cartridge
under long term, continuous service conditions.
Take a look at the photo. No other ma-

chine incorporates these features. Our
spring -loaded rollers ensure repeatable
location of each cart's left corner post.
The tapered cartridge guide allows each
cart to squarely contact the roller and feed

smoothly into the machine. Our locating
spring positions the cart against the righthand guide every time, and our unique ad -

immune to movement from external forces.
Little things? Sure! There are a hundred
little things that make full -featured Beau -

cart the stereo machine for you.
Let us tell you more. Write or call today

for further details and pricing. You'll be
glad you did!

UMC

BEAUCART DIVISION
UMC ELECTRONICS CO.
460 Sackett Point Rd. North Haven. CT 06473 (203) 288-7731

gains were in the areas of sponsored
films, slides, filmstrip and video production while the weakest segment of
the industry was that of AV materials,
both educational and training, down 4
percent from last year.
NCTA president Robert L. Schmidt
came out with strong support for the

Wirth -Broyhill pole attachment bill
in testimony before the House Subcommittee on Communications. According to NCTA testimony, the bill
which seeks to establish some forum for

adjudicating pole attachment disputes

between cable operators and utility

companies, is essential "emergency
legislation." Pole attachment fees

which are now about 10 percent of a
typical cable operator's pre-tax profit,
are being increased around the country
60 percent
A

on an average of

.

.

.

.

continued on page 18
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BROADCAST NEWS WASHINGT
ASACA Is Known By Its Credentials
TV stations have opted for ASACA after comparing all

compensator, 3 Plumbicon® (Satican®) tubes and I and

brands. That says it all with respect to quality and

Q encoder, pre -heat circuit-low power consumption

value. This broadcast camera is also used in schools,
hospitals, institutions, etc.

of approximately 30 watts AC. Easily adapts to battery.

Your best dollar -for -dollar color mini -cam is the light as -a -feather ASACA ACC -2000. With view finder, it

weighs 21 lbs. Compact. Single unit form means no
back pack is required. Built-in gen lock.

Broadcast quality picture from features seldom found
in cameras priced below $30,000.00. 2 line contour

Optional adaptor for use with 12V car or truck batteries. No wonder top TV news crews use.

Great indoors, too! Optional 5" view finder readily
adapts camera to studio. Add remote control unit with
painting, iris and pedestal control that also accommodates many cameras and VTR.
ASACA ACC -2000 color mini -cam has overscan and

underscan switching, a wobble circuit for quick, accurate line adjustment and a sawtooth signal (100%200%) for gamma correction, knee level, white clip, etc.

Write for a free demonstration.

raficn

ASACA CORPORATION OF AMERICA
1289 Rand Road
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016

(312) 298-4380

ASACA welcomes its metropolitan New York dealer: KVC,
770 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y. 10021. Phone for free demo (212)752-3690.
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News

dual audio
editing
video controller

ruling that cable television service is
not subject to sales tax was upheld by
the Appellate Division, Third Department, New York State Supreme
Court. The decision was viewed as a
major victory for the New York State
Cable Television Association which
had been fighting the tax in court since
June, 1976.
Rex A. Bradley has been named to
chair the 1978 Convention Committee
of the NCTA
The NAB has re.

CEIIZiail
121CLEY,

TTITI
LI Ila IIIIIMI
r-r-r-rrrri 11 Mil 13:1,

{1

.

.

Management and Budget restrictions
on the number of copies of amended
FCC rules. NAB wants monthly mail-

ings of such amendments to go to

*

broadcasters which would require some

1111111111

10,000 copies instead of the current
2,000 copies permitted
The

MILLI=
L11111:1111

.

quested FCC Chairman Richard E.
Wiley to seek a waiver of Office of

.

.

.

.

Executive Committee of the NAB has

directed that a Task Force be estab-

CM

lished to attempt to foster an increase in

L

minority broadcast ownership
Action for Children's Television
(ACT) has filed a complaint with the
FTC which seeks a ban on the Ralston
.

...the sound sound
investment that expands your audio/video capability.
The Model SL2000ED, anticipating the latest broadcasting industry developments', features dual audio control capability for
stereo or dual channel application. Split audio fader arms are pro-

vided to simplify the separate or simultaneous control of both

channels in the manual as well as the automated mode of operation.
Both operating modes are available in full AFV, breakaway audio on

one channel and AFV on the other, or breakaway audio on both

.

.

.

Purina's "Cookie Crisp"

commercial. The commercial, charges
ACT, "creates for the child the net impression that it is nutritionally desirable
to consume cookies for breakfast."

"Broadcasters Clinic '77" will feature the presentation of significant

channels. All control interfaces, including fades, are, of course, available for external computer control.
The SL2000ED accommodates up to 16 separate audio inputs
and 8 video inputs (2 of which are sync/non-sync) in either the AFV or
breakaway audio modes. It has one M/E amplifier equipped with a
pattern generator (85 effects) and preset limits/wipe direction, two
audio mixers, two audio level controls and two VU meters. Prewired
options include a dual fader downstream keyer with integral color
generator, two chroma keys (RGB or composite) or one chroma key
and one 5 x 1 camera to chroma key switch, a border/dropshadow

technical papers by major equipment
suppliers and engineering consultants,
according to a spokesman for the UW-

The model SL2000ED is another example of the on -going devel-

The Theatre Television Film Light-

generator, and a genlocking color generator.

20 at the University of Wisconsin's
Madison campus. For more information, contact Don Borchert, UW
Telecommunications Center, 7th floor,
Vilas Hall, Madison, WI 53705
.

opment and product improvement activity to complement the

DYTEK Industries line of proven, cost-effective, automated editing,
master control and production switchers.

'Compatible with the latest in dual audio capabilities provided by
the Ampex AVR-3, RCA TR-600, IVC 9000 and other state-of-the-art
3/4" and 1" formats.

Computer Image
Video Controllers
products of

.

ing Committee of the Illumination Engineering Society has rescheduled
"Make It Light," the TTFL '77 Symposium in Miami. The new dates are
November 6-9. For more information,

contact George Gill, TTFL, '77, PO
Box 610124, Miami, FL 33161

Business Briefs
CMX Systems, a division of Orrox,
announced an agreement with Marconi
Communications Systems of Chelms-

AC) vi 7 -El<

ford, England. The agreement gives

DYTEK INDUSTRIES INC.
2475 West Second Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80223

Extension WHA-TV and Radio, which
will sponsor the event October 19 and

Marconi exclusive marketing rights to
CMX products in the U.K. and non-exclusive rights in other areas of the world
. RCA Broadcast Systems announced price increases averaging 8.3
.

(303) 934-5804

.

.

percent on RCA manufactured radio
and television broadcast equipment.
continued on page 105
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Their weight males them portable.
Their performance makes them professional.
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Introducing Technic; new pro:essiarcl portable

found only in higher piced cassette decks.

cassette decks. Our top -of -the -line ES-686DE speaks
for itself. Its 6 lbs.,13 oz. so,/ is Dor bble. 1-s 3 heads

specricaticrs. Plus the flexiclity of recording sound

say its professional. And all the other featu-es ;ay it
wil give you recorcings of profess anal caliber
Features like a unique anti-ro I rg mechariEm fcunprecedented portable transport '7 -ability. A
frequency generator servo motor t-ot immed ately.
coLnteracts any variDtion in rotational speed.
Separate bias and equalizat cn. Ever Dolby*
The RS-686DS also gives you :ontrols vou wcn t
find on many non -portables Like c tape/sou-ce
mo-iitor switch. Low cut filter. Mi<ea-tenua-or. And a
three -minute tape end alert eye.
A less expensii,e alternative is the RS -646D;. The

portable deck with performarce specifications usual

The R3-686DS an: RS-646DS. Professior al

wherever it -nay take you.
TRACK. S"'STEM: 4- rcck 2 -channel record/

playback. MC.TOR: =Gse-.o-controlled DC motor
(RS-686DS C: electron': speed control motor
(RS-646DS

FREQ. REP.

0'. I- 3 dB): 50-16,000 Hz

(686) 50-14,0)0 Hz (646) WCW AND FLUTTER (WRMS):
0.07% (686;. 0.10% (6461. Sr N RATIO (Dolby : 66 dB
(686) 65 cB (646). DIN ENSICNS: 3"H x 91/2"Wx 77/8"D
(686). 4V"- r 14Y.i"Wz1-"D .646). SUGGESTED RETAIL
PRICE. $.599.9f.* :68.6). 1299.95* (646).
Technics RS-6E6D3 aid -echnics RS-646DS.

A rare corr °motion of 21i..diC technology. A new

standard of a d o excelerce
*Day,. is a troderra <

Ltho-Dtcr es
neco-nrnF n -ed price, bct actual etail price will be set by dealers.

Technics

Inc.+Thchnics

Professional Series

by Panasonic

C -cle 118 or Ready Service Card

First we made
a commitment to the
broadcast industry.

Here's how it happened.
We created logical, well designed products
matched to the specific needs of electronic
news gathering and high -band production recording. And to avoid confusion with any
other products, we gave them the now -coveted
designation "B" for broadcast.
The broadcast industry took a hard look at
our BVU and BVH equipment.
And committed themselves to Sony
Broadcast with overwhelming support.
Our broadcast ENG equipment has received rave reviews for its consistent picture
quality and reliable performance under difficult
field conditions.
And over fifty of our BVH-10001" High Band recorders are in use by broadcasters across
the country. Even after months of operation,
response remains the same. "Unbelievable
quality."
Below, you'll see a list of the Sony Broadcast product line. The most acclaimed and successful product line in our history.
You'll also see a list of all in the television
industry who have purchased Sony Broadcast
1" and ENG equipment since its introduction
last year.

If your name is on our list, we'd like to
thank you.
And we'd like to reaffirm our commitment.
We'll continue our technological

advancement in professional video products.
And we'll continue to serve you with every
means at our disposal.
If your name isn't on our list yet, it's probably because you don't know enough about
Sony Broadcast.
Write or call us direct.
We'll give you all the facts about Sony
Broadcast products.
We'll tell you more about who is using our
equipment, and why.
And we'll try to convince you that our
commitment deserves your commitment.

The Sony Broadcast Product Line:
BVH-1000 1" High -Band video recorders.
BVH-500 portable 1" video recorders,

with battery operation.
BVT-1000 digital time base correctors.
BVU-100 portable U-matic recorders for
electronic news gathering in the field.
BVU-200 editing U-matic recorders for
news production.
BVE-500 automatic editing consoles.
BVG-1000 vertical interval time code
generator/readers.
BVU- 50 lightweight portable U-matic
recorders for maximum mobility in the field.
BVP-100 3-Plumbicon' portable color
cameras.
CG -100 battery -operated SMPTE
generators.

*Trademark N.V. Philip,
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Then the broadcast
industry made a
commitment to us.
Our BVH1000 Broadcast Users:
Columbia
Broadcasting
Company
Consolidated Film
Industries
Fireman's Fund
Jefferson Pilot
KPLR
KVAL
National
Broadcasting
Company

New York, N.Y.

Hollywood, Cal.
San Francisco, Cal.
Charlotte, N.C.
St. Lewis, Mo.
Eugene, Ore.

New York, N.Y.

One Pass

Productions
Opryland
3-M Company
WAFB

WRAL
WTOG

San Francisco, Cal.
Nashville, Tenn.

St. Paul, Minn.
Baton Rouge, La.
Philadelphia, Pa.
St. Petersburg, Ha.

Our ENG Equipment Users:

KAKE
KAKM
KAMR
KATU
KATV
KCBD

KCMT

KIST

San Diego, Cal.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sioux Falls, S.D.

KENS

San Antonio, Tx.

Kentucky ETV
KGO
KGW
KHQ
K I Fl

King Broadcasting

KLAS
KLVX
KMBC
KMOX

KMTV
KN BC

American

KNOE

KNXT
KOA
KOAA
KOIN
KOLN
KOMO
KOOL
KOTV

Company
Bowling Green
State University

New York, N.Y.

Austin, Minn.
Bowling Green,

Ohio
Catholic
TV Network

Chicago, Ill.

Childrens

TV Network
City & County
of San Francisco
Coast

Community College
Columbia
Broadcasting Co.
Datatron

New York, N.Y.
San Francisco, Cal.

Costa Mesa, Cal.

New York, N.Y.
Santa Ana, Cal.

KPIX
KPLR
KQEC
KQED
KRBC
KREM
KRON
KSD
KSL

Diocesan

TV Center
Duhamel
Broadcasting
Enterprises
Emerson College
Florida Video
German

TV Network
Hampshire College
Iowa Public
Broadcasting
Jefferson Pilot
John F. Kennedy

Institute
KABC
KAET
(Arizona St. Univ)

Uniondale, N.Y.

Rapid City, S.D.
Boston, Mass.

Miami, Ha.
Washington, D.C.
Amherst, Mass.

KSLA
KTBS
KTEH

KTHV
KTUL
KTVB
KTVI
KTVK
KTVU
KUTV

Des Moines, Iowa

Charlotte, N.C.
Baltimore, Md.
Hollywood, Cal.
Tempe, Arizona

Little Rock, Ark.
Lubbock, Tx.
Alexandria, Minn.

KDKA
KELO

Broadcasting
Austin Vox: -Tech

Wichita, Kansas
Anchorage, Alaska
Wichita Falls, Tex.
Portland, Ore.

KVII
KVAL
KWTV

KWWL
KXAS

Lexington, Ky.
San Francisco, Cal.
Seattle, Wash.
Spokane, Wash.
Idaho Falls, Idaho
Seattle, Wash.
Las Vegas, Nev.
Las Vegas, Nev.

Kansas On, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
Omaha, Neb.
Burbank, Cal.
Monroe, La.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Denver, C.I.
Pueblo, Col.
Portland, Ore.
Lincoln, Neb.
Seattle, Wash.

Phoenix, Ariz.
Tulsa, Okla.
San Francisco, Cal.
St. Louis, Mo.
San Francisco, Cal.
San Francisco, Cal.
Abilene, Tx.
Seattle, Wash.

San Franciico, Cal.
St. Louis, Mo.
Salt Lake City.
Utah
Shreveport, La.
Shreveport. La.
San Jose, Cal.

Little Rock, Ark.
Tulsa, Okla.
Boise, Idaho

St. Louis, Mo.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Oakland.
Salt Lake City,
Utah
Amarillo, Tx.
Eugene, Ore.

Oklahoma City,
Okla.
Waterloo, Iowa
Fort Worth, Texas

KXTV
KYW
LSU
Meyer Broadcasting

Sacramento, Cal.
Philadelphia, Pa.
New Orleans, La.
Bismark, N.D.

WGAL

National
Broadcasting Co.
Newsweek
Nexus Productions

Opryland
Palmer
Broadcasting

Prairie Public TV
Precision Video
Rochester ETA

South Carolina
ETV
S/T Videocassette

State of Alaska
Studio TV Services
Synergetic
Productions
Thomson
CFS Labs

3.M Company

USIA

New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
Nashville, Tenn.
Davenport, Iowa
Fargo, N.D.
New York, N.Y.
Rochester, N.Y.

Columbia, S.C.
Leonia, N. J.
Juneau, Alaska

Hollywood, Cal.
Syracuse, N.Y.

Stamford, Conn_

St. Paul, Minn.
Washington, D.C.

United Nations
Broadcasting

New York, N.Y.
Berkeley, Cal.

U of North
Carolina
U of Rochester
U of Texas
U of Wisconsin
Video Group
WA BC
WAPA
WAST
WAVE
WBAY
WBBM

WCAU
WCBS
WBEN
WBIR
WBNS
WBRC
WBRZ
WBZ

Chapel Hill, N.C.
Rochester, N.Y.
Houston, Texas
Madison, Wis.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
San Juan, p.r.
Menands, New York
Louisville, Ky.
Green Bay, Wisc.

Chicago, Ill.
Philadelphia, Pa.
New York, N.Y.
Buffalo. N.Y.

Knoxville, Tenn.
Columbus, Ohio
Birmingham, Ala.
Baton Rouge, La.
Boston, Mass.

WCCO Minneapolis, Minn.
WCVB Needham, Mass.
WCPO Cincinnati, Ohio
WDAF Kansas City, Mo.
WDSU New Orleans, La.
WDTN Dayton, Ohio
WENH Durham,
New Hampshire
Western

Electric

WGBH
WGBY

Lisle, Ill.

Greenville, S.C.
Youngstown, Ohio
Green Bay, Wisc.
Orlando, Fla.
Lancaster, Pa.
Boston, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.

WGNO New Orleans, La.
WGR
WHYN
WIBW

Buffalo, N.Y.
Springfield, Mass.

WIS
WISH

Columbia, S.C.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Baltimore, Md.
Youngstown, Ohio
Buffalo, N.Y.
Kingsport, Tenn.
Mobile, Ala.

WJZ

WKBN
WKBW
WKPT
WKRG

Topeka, Kansas

WKYC Cleveland, Ohio
WKZO
WLS
WMAL (Evening

Kalamazoo, Mich.

Star Broadcasting)

Washington, D.C.

Chicago, Ill.

WMAQ Chicago, Ill.
WMAR Baltimore, Md.
WNBC New York, N.Y.
WNDU South Bend, Ind.
WNEP

U of California
at Berkeley

WFBC
WFMJ
WFRV
WFTV

Avoca, Pa.

WNET New York, N.Y.
WNEW New York, N.Y.
WOTV Grand Rapids,
WPIX
WPVI
WRAL

Mich.
New York, N.Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Raleigh, N.C.

WRC Washington, D.C.
WSAZ
WSIL
WSM
WSYR
WTAR
WTMJ

Huntington, W.V.
Harrisburg, Ill.
Nashville, Tenn.
Syracuse, N.Y.

Norfolk, Va.
Milwaukee, Wisc.

WTNH New Haven, Conn.
WTOL
WTTG

Toledo, Ohio
Washington, D.C.

WTTW Chicago, Ill.
WTVD Durham, N.C.
WTVF Nashville, Tenn.
WTVT Tampa, Fla.
\VUFT
(U of Florida)
WWLP
(Springfield TV)
WXEX
WXXI
WXYZ
ZDF Network
(Republic
of Germany)

Gainesville, Ha.
Springfield, Mass.
Peterhurg, Va.
Rochester, N.Y.

Southfield, Mich.
Washington, D.C.

Sony Broadcast
Sony Corporation of America, 9 West 57 Street, New York, New York 10019
New York: (212) 371-5800 Chicago: (312) 792-3600 Los Angeles: (213) 537-4300 Canada: (416) 252-3581
Sony" is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation of America
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Radio Drama Again: With The Right
Angel It Could Soar
IN THIS DEPARTMENT

classics-"A Doll's House", etc.-

in the June issue,

BM /E noted evidence for rising listener interest in radio drama: the big
success of the CBS Mystery Theatre
and Great Adventure Theatre series;
the successful production of many
dramas by the Communications Department at Western Michigan University and other educational institutions. The main problem for radio
managements who might be interested
in drama is unavailability: the CBS
series are primarily for CBS network
affiliates and the material produced by

educational institutions generally
cannot be used commercially.
However, there is at least one commercial operation which is distributing

radio drama to all corners with high
Charles Michelson, Inc.,
Beverly Hills syndicator, (9350 Wilshire Blvd.) is offering taped recordings of nearly a dozen of the top series
from radio drama's heyday: "Sus-

success.

pense", "The Shadow", "The Lone

Ranger" , "The Best of Sherlock

Holmes", "Dragnet", "The Whistler", "The Green Hornet" and
others. Mr. Michelson told BM /E that
at the time of writing (August) he had
nearly 200 stations as subscribers and
the trend is sharply up: he projects at
least 250 subscribers within the year.

He said that many stations are now
taking two or three of the series at
once, whereas a year and more ago one

series at a time was the rule.
He made the point that radio managements (and radio advertisers) usual-

ly want a famous series name or a
famous actor or famous play. He cited
the "Suspense" episode in which
Agnes Moorhead plays in "Sorry,

often using actors who made strong
impressions on Broadway or elsewhere
in the leading roles. Some of the original recordings are done in Chicago and

New York, for access to acting com-

panies of such groups as the Circle
Repertory Theatre. Often cooperating
is the famous Guthrie Theatre in MinCast recording David Mamet's first radio
play, "The Water Engine," commissioned
by Earplay.

Wrong Number", as combining in one
package all these commercially attractive characteristics.
Undoubtedly the most ambitious of
the non-profit radio drama production
operations is the five -year -old

"Earplay" of the Minnesota Public
Radio Network. The money for Ear-

play-$455,000

is the

1977-78

budget-is provided by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting and the
National Endowment for the Arts. The
programs are distributed free to
CPB-qualified stations, which include the National Public Radio
members, state broadcast services for
the blind, and some school and library
operated stations. The programs go out
on discs and can be used as often as the

recipients want. Most are one hour
long, a length chosen by Earplay after
much experimentation.
Earplay is under the creative direction of Karl Schmidt, with long-time

comers who have created some excitement in the commercial theatre.
The original plays treat topics of tremendous variety.
Obviously this is very different from
the old commercial -network -oriented
drama; it is much richer and more

varied, more "highbrow", but very

exciting too. It is different in another
modern multi -track recording
techniques are often used, to lay
way:

different parts of the play on different
tracks, even at different times (special

sound effects can be added, for ex-

ample). The final product results from
a carefully modulated mixdown, very

much as current recorded music is
"created" in the mixdown. A new

manager of public radio station WHA

kind of skill has emerged, one which

at Madison, then of the Wisconsin

State FM Radio Network. In 1967 he
was one of the founding members of
the National Public Radio board of di-

The project has reached for ex-

cellence in radio drama in several

ways. One is the commissioning of
original plays by established playwrights, novelists and poets, such as
Edward Albee, Arthur Kopit, Bruce
Jay Friedman, David Mamet, Mark
Modoff, John Gardiner, Richard
Howard, Archibald MacLeish, Donald

22

Earplay also has exchange arrangements with radio drama operations in
other countries. For example, the
BBC, which produces a large number
of radio dramas every year, regularly
supplies programs to Earplay.
Looking over the list of 26 programs
planned for the fall 1977-78 season,
we see a well -stirred mix of heavyweight current playwrights and new-

experience as a radio actor, later as

rectors.

American playwright Edward A/bee
(seated right) consults with director John
Tydeman (center) during recording of
A/bee's radio drama, "Listening,"
commissioned by Earplay.

neapolis.

tremendously enriches the resources of
radio drama.
Drama critics have given a number
of the Earplay productions the full rave
response; but this has little meaning for
the program director of a commercial

radio station, because under the rules
of the Corporation for Public Broad-

casting he can't get any of the programs. What Earplay and other academic radio drama projects probably
mean to the commercial radio program
director is this: these projects demon-

Commissions are also given to fledgling

strate in this country a large pool of
high talent in playwriting, acting, directing, and modern radio -dramatic

playwrights who have shown promise
in the commercial or academic theatre.

production, using multi -track techniques.

Another has been the production of

continued on page 24

Barthelme, and a number of others.
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PROBLEM
SOLVERS

There are two kinds of suppliers in this world: (1) those who don't want
any part of your problems and (2) those who want to help you solve
them. All the first group is interested in is getting your order. Get in and
get out is their motto.
We belong to the group that wants to help you solve your problems.

If one of our standard consoles or audio systems won't solve your
problem, we'll custom -engineer one that will and we'll stick with you
until we've got the answer. We've been doing
it this way for more than ten years.
Get in and get involved is our way of doing

,NSOLES &

COMPONENTS
for audio conlrol

business.
AUDIO DESIGNS AND MANUFACTURING, INC.

16005 Sturgeon, Roseville, Michigan 48066
Phone: (313) 778-8400, Cable: AUDEX TLX-23-1114

DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE U.S.A.
BY AMPEX INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS, INC.

DESIGNS

Radio Programming
If there were some large-scale organization with the resources to put
these people to work on material aimed

directly at the needs of commercial
radio, a whole new world of radio pro-

gramming could emerge. Could that
organization perhaps be a consortium
of the stations themselves?
In England, of course, the govern-

ment is accepted in the role of radio
drama producer on a large scale,
through the BBC, which reaches the
whole radio audience. In this country
programs produced with the govern-

ment as angel (as by Earplay) are

locked into the audiences of the National Public Radio stations. We need
a free enterprise radio drama angel

MING/MANAGEMENT are adding to a
marked trend in the character of music
available to some groups of American

radio listeners: the music's range is

gramming, are done in a beautiful
music, often instrumental, style,
which the 25-49 demographics group

widening greatly, because a number of
syndicators are going outside the
American music market for substantial
sectors of their programming.
Radio Programming/Management is
getting an especially high proportion

likes.

of music from other countries. Tom

technical quality, as well as meeting

Krikorian, president and founder, says

his musical need. And the material recorded by BBC orchestras in England
also stands very high, both technically
and musically.
Tom Krikorian launched out on his

that he is now importing most of his
music from England and Japan, with
some from Germany. His reason is like

that of several other syndicators covered in this series: the American record
industry simply does not produce

enough music of the kind he needs to
satisfy his subscribing stations.
He reports more than 50 subscribers
(at the time of the interview) and satis-

with a lot of money in the bank. On the

face of it, it doesn't seem like an impossible idea; it might even turn out to
be profitable. It would certainly blow a
fresh wind into radio.

that these, and other pieces in the pro-

faction with the RPM material is

clearly very high: Krikorian says his
renewal rate over the years has been
better than 96%. The music the major-

ity of the stations have found so to
their liking is "Contemporary Beautiful Music," Krikorian's original

Radio

format.

Programming/Management
15552 Arbor Place, Southfield, MI

The "contemporary" signifies that
Krikorian uses a number of current
popular titles, to give his programs a
fresh quality that younger listeners

48075. Tel: 313-358-1040

like. The "beautiful music" means

THE POLICIES OF RADIO PROGRAM-

This combination of qualities is increasingly hard to find on the American music market, according to
Krikorian. He describes his imports

from Japan as particularly good in

own as a syndicator in 1970 after a
substantial career in radio station marketing and programming, mainly in the
Detroit area. Among his executive as-

signments were stints at WCAR and
"W4"-WWWW. Listener response
to his programming ideas at these and
other stations encouraged him to put
those ideas to work on a larger scale.
He said it took about two and a half
years to get satisfactorily under way;
his subscriber list is now at a "going"
level and growth is about as fast as his
facilities can handle. He acknowledges
that his music is to some degree com-

petitive with the various "soft rock"
formats (although different from
them). This "quieter" rock stems in
continued on page 26
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AURAL BTL. TRANSMITTER

MOOLL POL 505

FROM MOSELEY ASSOCIATES
Pioneers of:
DUAL STL FOR STEREO

COMPOSITE STL
(SINGLE LINK) FOR STEREO

SOLID-STATE STL

"THE STL" is available in two series providing monaural AM or FM, stereo AM or FM,

and quadraphonic service. For full details

on "THE STL," including the addition of
wireless remote control, please contact our
Marketing Department.

MOSELEY ASSOCIATES, INC.
SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH PARK
SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH PARK, 111 CASTILIAN DRIVE, GOLETA, CA 93017
(805) 968-9621 TELEX: 658448 CABLE: MOSELEY
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It was a college broadcast facility;
Now it's a public radio station;
KUSC, Los Angeles, still has a Stanton in every table

A group of the staff meet in the Broadcast Studio of the Station.

It is interesting that the station which provides top quality classical music service to Los Angeles was an outgrowth of a College
Radio Station ... and still bears its original call letters.
It now has been incorporated into the public broadcasting system since it was regarded as "too important a facility to be operated
only by students in as large a city as Los Angeles". It serves all of
Los Angeles, Ventura and Orange Counties (10 million persons in
the market), with a format of 85% classical music and 15% informational programming primarily from the National Public Radio
Service. KUSC goes direct from disc to air and uses the Stanton
600E on its turntables.
Since the station has received substantial university support
for upgrading their sound, which includes a new transmitting system ... new tower antenna ... new control board ... new turntables

... and new cartridges ... KUSC plans to install Stanton's Calibrated 681SE cartridges in all their turntables.
So, their sure -to -improve sound is certain to have a favorable
impact on their growing audience.

Stanton's 681 Calibration Series cartridges offer improved track-

ing at all frequencies. They achieve perfectly flat frequency response to beyond 20 Kc. And the top -of -the -line superb 681
Triple -E has an ultra miniaturized stylus assembly with substantially less mass than had been thought possible to achieve.
Each 681 Series cartridge is guaranteed to meet its specifications within exacting limits, and each one boasts the most meaningful warranty. An individually calibrated
test result is packed with each unit.
Whether your usage involves recording,
broadcasting or home entertainment, your
choice should be the choice of the professionals ... the STANTON 681.

Write today for further information to:
Stanton Magnetics, Inc., Terminal Drive,
Plainview, N.Y. 11803.

sTaNTon

© Stanton Magnetics Inc., 1977

Ellen Falconer, a broadcast engineer, with two of her

Gilbert Kuang, engineer, at the

Elbe Falconer, engineer, signaling :he start of a

associates.

Master Control Cciscli.

-deckled t-oadcast.

Alan Parker of the Programming Dent. completing a
critcal listen-ig session in the Recot Lbrary.

Visit us at the National Radio Broadcasters Conference at the New Orleans Hilton, Booth #93
Circle 122 on Reader Service Card

Radio Programming

programmer himself. Radio station
managements have no recourse but to

material: it is designed for stations that

listen

end of the demographics;

to a large sample of a syn-

do not need to emphasize the young

"Standard MOR" emphasizes

part from the "magic" line, the highly
successful programming of WGMK-

dicator's product and evaluate what
they hear against their own taste and

fairly conservative vocal repertory;

FM, in Philadelphia, and from the
often -repeated "discovery" that the

their knowledge of the market.
Krikorian says that about 65% of his
subscribers are using his original
"Contemporary Beautiful Music"; he

proportion of current hits;

"rock generation of the 50's and 60's
has grown up to a quieter sound."
However, Krikorian's program
choices and sequences are very much
his own. This emphasizes again the

now has four other formats which
cover a very wide range of the music
popular today:

point emerging from many of these

"Standard Beautiful Music" is a

studies of syndication: the real success

more conservative mix than the "Con-

factors are the taste and skill of the

S

temporary" with less use of current

EM

The unique broadcast console from
Pacific Recorders and Engineering
SYSTEM ONE is completely modular, with provision for
up to 25 input positions. CMOS digital logic provides extensive console and peripheral control capability at each

input position. SYSTEM ONE provides the flexibility
needed to meet every broadcast requirement.

ONE console is modern, versatile and provides

a quality and reliability of performance that will set a
new standard of excellence for broadcast audio.
On display, booth 124, NRBA, New Orleans

a

"Progressive MOR" is roughly a
"Top 40" format, with the highest

"Rock 'N Gold" is an album oriented rock format.
With each format the subscriber gets
initially around 200 hours of music.
With the "beautiful music" formats,
this is updated with several hours of
new music each month. The Progressive MOR is "freshened" every two
weeks; the Rock 'N Gold every week.
In each case the original library is laid
out to cover the station's 24 hours (or
other on -air period) in complete detail;
the updates are integrated into the program plan.
Each of the formats is in use by one
or more of the RPM subscribers, and
satisfaction is nearly universal. The
expansion in music styles is being paralleled by a geographical expansion:
RPM recently added three stations in
Puerto Rico and one in Alaska.
RPM, like other successful syn-

dicators, produces a careful market
analysis for each new subscriber and
makes recommendations as to format,
public service programming, promo-

tion approach, etc. However, Krikorian says that he never tries to dictate
every aspect of a station's operation
but works with the management's own
expertise to help the station move
toward its objectives.
The analysis includes recommendations on equipment complement
and use for high technical quality as
well-but again, these are recommendations which the management may
follow or not. The technical quality of
the music tapes themselves is kept high
in a computer -controlled mastering fa-

TT -1 ITT 11

cility, with all mastering and dupli-

cation in RPM's own plant. The com-

puter sets the timing of each master
recording, within limits of 1%, puts
cue tones on at exactly the right points,

takes over all other routines of the

.
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operation. The operator concentrates,
says Krikorian, on the "important
matters"-musical quality, proper
equalization, etc.
Duplication is all at playing speed,
with standard programs put onto 101/2
in. reels at 71/2 ips, two -track stereo.
Other configurations can be produced
if the subscriber wants.
From this short survey, we learn that
Radio Programming/Management is
making a strong contribution to American radio along the same general lines
as some other well -run syndicators:
music put together with high professional polish and animated by in-

TELEPHONE (714) 453-3255

TELEX 695008

dividual taste, combined with a definite upgrading of technical quality.

Circle 123 on Reader Service Card
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The Best.

Neve Custom Audio Consoles.
And introducing NECAM, a computer assisted
audio mixing/editing system for television.
15 Years of Neve
For 15 years Neve's been a world leader in the field of
custom consoles for the broadcast industry,

continuously providing the highest in quality, in
performance and in reliability. Our sincere desire to
serve our customers and our ability to build consoles
truly to customers' requirements has earned us the
reputation of being "The Best."
Over the past few years, we have made many friends
in the North American broadcast market, both with
network facilities and independent stations, to the
point where a significant portion of all network
originated audio is produced through Neve consoles
We want your friendship as well, so write us a line
explaining your requirements, or simply call, and
experienced Neve staff will work with you.

NECAM

NECAM is to audio what computerized editing is to
video. This SMI-111, time code based audio
mixing/editing system utilizes a powerful
mini -computer (not just another micro -processor)
with expandable software coupled to a dual floppy
disc drive unit.
There is no other system even approaching the
performance of NECAM. It can store and recall as
many mixes as you like, instantly. The "Merge"
function lets you combine different sections from each

of the multi -tracks with different mixes-all without
touching the master tape or losing the original
"memorized" information. And it does these things
at the touch of a
instantly, simply and perfectly
button on the small NECAM control panel. NECAM
even runs your audio tape machine for you.
NECAM may be interfaced with your video editing
.

.

.

facilities on a custom basis. Please accept our invitaion

Call Barry Roche
our Vice President/Engineering

to discuss your requirements with us. If you're in TV
sound production, NECAM is certain to be in your
future.

(203) 744-6230
Circle 124 on Reader Service Card

Rupert Neve Incorporated, Berkshire Industrial Park,
Bethel, Connecticut 06801 Tel: (203) 744-6230, Telex: 969638
Rupert Neve Incorporated, Suite 609. 6255 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, California 90028 Tel: (213) 465-4822
Rupert Neve of Canada, Ltc., 2717 Rena Road,
Malton Ontario L4T 3K1, Canada Tel: (416) 677-6611
Rupert Neve & Company Ltd. Cambridge House,
Melbourn, Royston, Hertfordshire,
SG8 6AU England, Tel: (0763) 60776
Rupert Neve GmbH, 6100 Darmstadt Bismarckstrasse 114
West Germany, Tel: (06151) 81764
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WTAE-TV: A New Sound on The Horizon
-RF.N11.N1131.R \\ HI .A \\
R first
video-tape machine?" asked Lou
Snodgrass, sound technician at
WTAE-TV Pittsburgh.

Assistant chief engineer Bill

Sat-

koske chuckled in a way that people do
when they're remembering something

from long ago. "Yeah," he said.
Snodgrass leaned back on the AD's

desk and said, "Poor ole Charlie-the
transmitter operator. I remember him
walkin' down the hall and you putting
'im on video for the first time. When
you played it back to 'im right away,
he couldn't figure out for the life of 'im
how the hell you were doin' it."
And that's the way it has been in
television almost from its inception.

modernization. What BM/E was seek-

machines with a box here to handle
telco inputs, a box there to handle an

ing was a discussion of what WTAE
hoped and expected to get from their

announce booth, a row of shop -crafted

efforts in audio. We'll go back in a few
months and find out if the WTAE experience matches their expectations.
Sound technician Lou Snodgrass is
very anxious to get to work on the new
board. In the old days, each new audio
problem was approached as it arose
and the old RCA consoles soon took
on the appearance of Rube Goldberg

pads laying ready to be plugged in if
the musical group in the studio was
blasting

sound to smithereens.

the

Operating the old board was hectic.
What was needed were the hands of a
concert pianist to get from bus to bus
and input to input and the speed of a
sprinter to make it to the patch panels
when routing problems arose.

Marvelous developments in video year

in and year out. And for audio? It's
been different. Year in and year out
television station audio has been neglected. In fact, as Ed Gordon, direc-

tor of operations for WTAE, points
out, "We could have an audio problem
and nobody at home would notice but
the minute we had a video problem the

switchboard would light up like

a

Christmas tree."

At WTAE that

all going to
change. Like many stations around the
is

country there is an increasing awareness and sensitivity to audio and how
much it can mean to quality production.
WTAE is engaged in a major modernization program. New studio lights

and a computerized lighting control
board have been added as has been a
new switcher (some time ago and already straining to meet station needs),
tape machines, telecine and numerous
other pieces of equipment. Central to
WTAE's renewed efforts in the area of
audio has been the installation of a new
custom designed Audio Designs console with plans to add a second Audio
Designs console shortly.
When BM/E visited WTAE in

mid -August, the console had not yet
been put in service. The station was in
the process of revamping its entire
audio system. An ancient audio distribution system was being replaced entirely and a great deal of planning was
going into the ultimate architecture of
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Audio Designs Custom Console in use
at WTAE has brought order to the
audio system and raised expectations
for much higher audio quality.

Specially designed machine control
board at the console may eventually
prove as helpful in post -production as
it will be in production.

the system in order to fully utilize the

opportunities presented by a major
28
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Introducing the
Newvicon' color camera
from the people who invented
the Newvicon tube.
Up to now, there were just two kinds of color studio
cameras. The kind you wanted. And the kind you could
afford. But now there's Panasonic's new color studio
camera and control unit, the WV -2150. At around
$7,000 (not including lens), it gives you the professional results you want at a price you can afford.
First there's Panasonic's Newvicon tube and all the
sensitivity that goes along with it. All you need is
200 footcandles of standard illumination at f/2.8. And
with a flip of the 6 dB gain switch, only 25 footcandles
is required at f/2.0. There's also a S/N ratio of
46 dB with standard illumination. As well as a stable

color pic-ure that's sharp and clear. With a maximum
of resolu-ion. And a mininum of blooming and burn -in.
The 2150 also includes automatic pedestal circuitry.
Automatic color level cortours for both high and low
light levels. Horizontal and vertical aperture
correcticn circuits. As well as new dynamic focusing
circuitry for sharp, even focus over the entire tube.
The camera control unit features a flip -down front
panel for easy access to all critical controls and
adjustments. What's more, all printed circuit boards
can be removed from the front. Also included is a selfcontained subcarrier phase shifter with coarse and
fine phase adjustments.
For less stringent requirements, take a look at the
WV -2310. Panasonic's new lightweight color studio
camera. At around $4,50C
(not including lens), ii
COMES complete with

two vidicon tubes. A
3" viewfinder. And its
own professional -type
camera control unit.
So if the color studio camera you've wanted
hasn't been the one yDu've been able to afford,
look again. At Panascnic.

Panasonic

For more information, write: Panasonic Company, Video
Systems Division, One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, N.J. 07094.
In Canada, contact Panasonic Video Systems Department,
40 Ronson Drive, Rexdale Ontario M9W 1B5

Panasonic
just slightly ahead of our time.
Circle - 25 on Reader Service Card
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The fire, earthquake, election
and touchdown company
now brings you love scenes
in Studio Two.
The new HK -312 studio camera from Ikegami, the ENG experts.
Wherever there's been news, from natural disasters to national elections to sport events, Ikegami
ENG cameras have been there with the news teams.
Now Ikegami makes news of its own : the introduction of our new state-of-the-art HK -312 studio and
field camera.

A complete two-line image enhancer provides horizontal and vertical detail correction. A special comb
filter keeps background noise to a minimum.
All this and a lot more.

If your budget or production requirements are
smaller, use our tried -and -tested TK-355 studio

We've built ENG cameras so good in the roughcamera. Five were used for network feed at the 1976
and-tumble of news -gathering that more Ikegami
Democratic National Convention where camera failENG cameras are in use than all others combined.
ure would blow a lot more than a few fuses.
So imagine how good an Ikegami Camera -control unit for the HK -312
The TK-355 uses three 25 -mm
camera can be in the stable environPlumbicon tubes which are bias ment of a studio.
lighted for reduced lag at low lighting
Very good indeed.

levels. This reduces studio lighting and

air conditioning power consumption.
And the camera is more compact and
lighter, a little easier to maneuver. The

new HK -312 color -TV

camera is like no other. It has

a built-in minicomputer that
helps trim the daily camera

unique half -rack CCU facilitates

checkout from a one -hour

multi -camera studio installations.
Both broadcast cameras use TV -81
minicable for ease of handling.
If you need a small, fixed -position
camera for announcer booth and news-

ritual to an automatic

run-through that's

shorter than a 20 -second

commercial. With its auxiliary
computer, you'll be able to cycle

casting, check out the Ikegami HK 309. It can be operated remotely or

your Ikegami HK -312 (and up to
four other Ikegami HK -312 cam-

simply turned on and left in fixed

eras linked to it) through every
adjustment parameter in under

position.

For movies, the Ikegami TK-950

two minutes : white balance, black

balance, flare correction, gamma

is a large -image film -chain broadcast
camera system for 16 -mm or 35 -mm

correction, video gain, beam align-

film or slides with highest quality

ment, and eight registration functions.
All this before you start shooting. The
HK -312 gives you three 30 -mm Plumbicon tubes for highest picture quality. You frame your
shot on a high -intensity, high -resolution, seven-inch

tiltable viewfinder. Signal-to-noise ratio is better
than 54 dB.

We've combined the zoom lens and camera tube
into a single rigid assembly for highest accuracy of
the optical axis. Class -A deflection amplifiers assure
maximum linearity and best picture quality. Black
level balance correction is automatic. Picture quality
and brightness are maintained in spite of flare.

color reproduction. Much of its operation is automatic, requiring a minimum
cf engineering support. Its unique optical
system is dust -shielded and unusually compact.
Ikegami has been famous for its ENG cameras for
a long time. Now take a look at what we can do with
studio cameras. For specs or a demonstration, get in
touch with us. We have
nation-wide distribution.

Ikegami

Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc., 29-19 39th Ave.,
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

(212) 932-2577

Plumbicon is a registered trademark of N.V. Philips.
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TV Programming
Now most of these functions have
been simplified and incorporated right
in the console. Snodgrass expects his
job to be a lot easier especially on the
evening news and the AM Pittsburgh
program. First of all, it will be a lot
easier to pre-set the levels of each on camera talent. To ensure a smooth and
consistent sound, a sort of audio

profile of each correspondent will be
made up over time.
With the built-in EQ and attenuators, each voice can be sweetened

to the point that it is best. Moreover,
auditioning incoming audio from the
station's microwave van can also be

accomplished. Film, cart and other
tape segments all are routed into the

make set up much easier is the built-in
10 x 70 patch matrix. Snodgrass will

high impedence side of the board and
each can be preset so that when it is
cued the only movement required will
be bringing up the pot or throwing the
switch. EQ and pads are available for
each input so that each source can be
adjusted for maximum quality.

no longer have to run from room to
room trying to locate patching prob-

The microphones in WTAE's

studios are organized by their location
in the studio, i.e. studio A, rear wall,
or ceiling, or whatever. Each section
of the studio has been laid out to carry
a number of audio cables, room for 64
microphones in all. Now nobody
expects to use 64 microphones but the
flexibility this provides for mic placement is most welcome.

Perhaps the most complex show
produced at WTAE is its AM Pittsburgh program. Both studios are used
and, in addition to the regular complement of talent, there may be a musical group, panel discussion, and,
always, a call- in segment.

Some of the things built into the
board to make a show of this complexity easier include foldback to
The AM Pittsburgh, which features a
call -in segment, will be much easier to
handle with the built-in telco system
(right). Folback and echo controls will be
a big help for musical segments.

P

lems. Also tied into the board is anoth-

er section for handling an announce
booth that will be built off to the side
of the audio console room.
The console itself looks rather complex but Snodgrass feels he can learn
the board in a relatively short time. In
the heat of a live show, like AM Pittsburgh, however, anything can happen.
So, one thing WTAE engineers came
up with was an idea for an automatic
Audio -Follow -Video system. Should
an operator become overwhelmed by a
complex segment, he can hit the AFV
button and the audio will go into the
AFV mode. This modification, conceived of by WTAE and developed by

Audio Designs, has been so popular
that other stations have requested that
it be incorporated in their units. WWJ,
Detroit, and WJZ, Baltimore, both use
this AFV function.
Another custom feature on the

WTAE console is a machine control
console that remotes control

of a

permit talent to hear their own output
without creating feedback noise.
Automatic cue tone for the line feeds

couple of audio cart machines and

are also included and a special package
to handle the telephone lines has been

will be used for production, its greatest
benefit may be found in post produc-

installed. Another factor that should

audio tape recorders to the front panel

of the console. Though this feature

continued on page 34

ft Jamieson
No.1 in TV!

Why is the Jamieson Processor No. 1 in TV?
The best answer is from someone who owns one.
Someone you know owns a Jamieson. Probably a lot of
people you know. Why not ask them about it? The best
way to get an unbiased appraisal of its performance.
Or ask us ... we'll be more than happy to tell you about
the Jamieson Processors and give you references.

Jamieson
Compact Model

JAMIESON'S ADVANCED DESIGN TECHNOLOGY FEATURES
Film advance virtually tension -free. The demand top -overdrive
film transport uses no clutches, floating rollers or film sprockets.

Smaller machines take only half the floor space.
Solution volumes reduced 15 times over open -tank designs.

Temperature in primary solutions is controlled to an accuracy of
a few hundredths of a degree.
The eliptical shape of the tube protects the film and provides high
induced turbulation.

rPlease send information on Jamieson Processors and a list of some users.

or
JAMIESON
FILM COMPANY
a division of Kreonite, Inc.
6911 FOREST PARK ROAD DALLAS, TEXAS 75235
PHONE: 214-350-1283 TELEX: 73-0932

i
I
I

Name

Title

Firm

Phone

Address
State
BM/E-1077

City
Zip

I
I
I

JAMIESON FILM COMPANY
I
6911 Forest Park Rd. Dallas, TX 75235 I
.11
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Datatek
ROUTING SWITCHER
SYSTEMS

WA

Video -Audio Switching Systems
Additional Audio Levels
Video -only Switching Systems
Audio -only Switching Systems
SMPTE Time Code Signal Switching Systems
Source -oriented Assignment Systems
Look to Datatek fo- all your routing switcher needs. We
manufacture a high quality system to satisfy your initial
requirements, with built-in expansion provision for future
enlargement
. as well as rcuting switcher-related
systems with compatible control facilities.
.

.

FEATURES
- High audio output capacity with low noise (dynamic range)
- Independent control system for each output bus
- Built-in expansion - nc group switching required

size -20x10,

'44%44.

+

20x15, 20x20, 30x10, 30x15
- Differential (hum bucking) bridging video inputs with
high return loss
- Multi -reference vertic3linterval video switching
- Four section continuously adjustable cable
equalization on both inputs and outputs
- Standard BCD positive logic, computer compatible control systems
1

16,

- Redundant Power Supplies'
- Latch Retention Battery Supplies*
Optional

For More Information, write or call

-111N7hk
DATAT E K

CORP.

1166 W. CHESTNUT ST.
JNION, N.J. 07083
(201) 964-3656

Other Advanced
Datatek Products:
TV Transmitter Color Phase
Equalizers and Waveform
Correctors, Video Sweep
Generators, Envelope Delay
Measuring Sets, and
Distribution Amplifiers for
video, pulse, audio and
SMPTE time code signals
Circle 128 on Reader Service Card
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TV Programmkg
tion for mixing a refined sound track.
For the most part, Snodgrass figures
that the console will simplify his job,
but he has been around this business a
long time and he implied that as soon
as the producers and directors figure
out how much more he can do, his job
is liable to get more complicated rather
than less.
Director Rick Ettinger already
senses the new things he'll be able to
accomplish. Music programs, field
production and post production are all
areas where WTAE expects to be able

to improve their performance. Little
documentary work is done at the station now but with the addition of a new
mobile van next year and the ability to

work with the sound track, expectations for documentary work are also on
the rise.

Among the staff, the mood is expectant; they have been accustomed, as
have a lot of people in television, to
paying more attention to video than
audio. After all, everybody knows that
the audience is equipped with those
"crummy little 3 -in. speakers" and
"no matter what we put out, they'll get
lousy audio." Or is that true? The staff
at WTAE admits that they felt like that
for years but the time has come to do

something about audio. Maybe, they
think, if we put out a better sound, this
will encourage the TV manufacturers
to install better audio systems in their
sets.

The most immediate impact of the
new console, according to Ettinger,
will probably be in the area of commercial production. Clients and
agency people are already hip to the
need for good audio on many com-

the 10 x 70 matrix in the console will
handle most of the day-to-day patching
and the modular design of the console
will permit expansion or reorganization with a minimum of fuss.

Another area where Satkoske

expects great relief will be in Proof of
Performance. In the past, it might have

taken up to a week to set up just a

mercials. The sophisticated client has,

single studio to meet a POP. Now Satkoske expects to be able to meet such a
test at almost anytime.

video and taken his sound tract to an
audio house in town.
Now Ettinger feels that WTAE can

Carrie Richards, program director
for WTAE, acknowledges that he was
once a skeptic. On a tour in the Southwest, Richards visited a station where

offer as sophisticated a sound tract as a

a complex and sophisticated audio

in the past, gone to WTAE for his

client can expect to get anywhere in
the Pittsburgh area.
Assistant chief Bill Satkoske, who is

in charge of maintaining the WTAE
operation, figures it will make his job
easier too. For one thing, the decision
to revamp the audio operation prompted a complete reconstruction of the station's audio system. The snake pit that

has grown up over the years with
cables, bridging coils and patch panels
all over the place will be replaced with
a straightforward logical system. DAs

will replace the bridging coil system
and orderly cable networks will
simplify the routing system.
Moreover, the organization of the

system is likely to remain neat since

console had been installed. Half jokingly, he asked the station's program
director, "How many symphony or-

chestras do you mix a day?" Now

Richards is anxiously awaiting the
marked improvement in audio he

thinks WTAE will achieve. The improvement that WTAE will get on its
evening news alone is worth it according to Richards. Richards also pointed
out that the acoustical design of most
TV studios is not exactly perfect and
that the EQ and attenuation available

in the console should go a long way
towards compensating for this.
In general, the feeling at WTAE is
that most of the things they will be able
to do haven't even been identified yet.

The Ultimate in Wireless Microphone Systems
Vega's new Model 63 Diversity Receiving System
virtually eliminates problem noise and signal dropouts that are occasionally encountered when a wireless microphone system is used on a set, in studios,
and in theatres. Moreover, because excellent soundtracks can be obtained from fully concealed wireless mics, much of the tedious dialogue looping on
taped programs is no longer necessary. When used
with any of Vega's fine wireless transmitters, the audio is like a hardwired connection. Of course, Vega's
Diversity Receiving System will improve the performance of any brand VHF wireless mic. It's no surprise
that the Model 63 Diversity Receiving System is being
used by all major network studios. Try one, and see
what it can do for you.

How the Diversity Receiving System works
SIGNAL
ANTENNAS

Model 63
OUTPUT

The Model 63 Diversity automatically switches electronically
to the strongest signal, i.e. eliminating signal dropouts.
a division of Cetec Corporation
9900 Baldwin Place, El Monte, CA 91731 (213) 442-0782 TWX, 910-587-3539
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The new CEI-310.
Is it really that good?
A lot of people who saw our
new broadcast quality field production camera at NAB could hardly
believe it. They asked us a lot of
incredulous questions.
Is it really that small? That portable? Is it really making those incredibly good pictures we're seeing
on the monitors? Even at those
outrageously low light levels? Is the
resolution actually as good as it

cessing? Does it really accept

different tube types -2/3 inch Saticons or Plumbicons?
Can it really operate from battery belt? Battery pack? Any 12 -volt
DC source? Or normal AC power?
11110001

8 -inch viewfinder?
The answer to all these questions, off course, is yes. Now ask
yourself this question. Shall I play it

about?

lightweight cable out to the elec-

tronics unit-for video and broad-

Is this studio camera really the same
as the portable one above?

It's really that good!
Circle 130 on Reader Service Card
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a full-fledged studio camera-selfcontained or system-with a big

safe with a big name like Philips or
RCA or Fernseh? Or shall I show a
little initiative and take a look at this
new CEI camera everybody's talking

looks?
Does it really require only one

cast quality audio? Up to 400 feet?
And up to 2500 feet with a systems
integration unit?
Is it really that automatic?
Does it really have full signal pro-

Is it really totally modular? Can
it truly be reconfigured in minutes to

Just give us the chance to
show you. Call your local CEI representative now. Or get in touch with
us directly at 880 Maude Avenue,
Mountain View, California 94043,
(415) 969-1910.

TAKE A NEW LOOK

COI
35

Give the people

what they want
...I hope that the Dolby FM effort does
finally make it everywhere...

...Until now I doubted that Dolby could significantly improve FM. But the incredible
brilliance and clarity and the extended dynamic
range of (San Francisco station) is
fantastic proof...
...I only hope the broadcasters in this area
will convert to your system ...

station) for a long time. We noticed at the
outset the richer and cleaner sound especially
in the high frequencies...

...I hope that some day all stations will broadcast with your marvelous system ...
.. All audiophiles owe you much for making
cassettes such a wonderful source of music.
I trust that your positive campaign to improve
FM sound quality will bear equally
impressive results...

... I am behind you 100%. I want quality radio...

...I've been looking forward to Dolby FM and
now my favorite (Pennsylvania station) is
installing it...

...I am convinced of the great improvement
Dolby can make to FM broadcasting ...

...I now listen to Dolby FM broadcasting on
(Buffalo station). The difference in sound
quality between (this station) and other FM
stereo stations is remarkable...
..

Bravo on your campaign ...

...Good luck on your efforts to increase
dynamic range on FM - it sure is needed ...

...I could not believe what I heard: The sound
was clear, clean, brilliantly defined. After several
hours' listening, I am still awestruck...

...We have been enjoying the benefits of
the Dolbyized FM programs of (New York

...I feel this is a step forward in FM
broadcasting ...

Dolby FM
The quotes above are selected and shortened from letters
received on the subject of Dolby FM during the past
year. Of 3,000 letters, only 5 have taken us to task sample: "... (Dolby FM) smacks of nothing more than
plain old commercialismi'
August 1977 Dolby FM statistics: In U.S.A., FM
stations in 10 metropolitan areas plus 101 other cities

DO Dolby
Dolby Laboratories Inc
Dolby'. Dolbyized and the double -D symbol
are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

with Dolby FM encoders; 14 in Canada; 17 in other
countries. 24 manufacturers with 62 different tuner and
receiver models incorporating Dolby FM decoder circuits.
Write us for technical details, lists of products and
Dolby FM stations.

731 Sansome Street
San Francisco CA 94111
Telephone (415) 392-0300
Telex 34409
Cable Dolbylabs

346 Clapham Road
London SW9
Telephone 01-720 1111
Telex 919109
Cable Dolbylabs London

77/249
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Prove to yourself how
Dolby FM solves the high-leve
high -frequency problem.
Remember the first cassette recorders with the
Dolby system, back in the early 70's? The advantages were easy to prove to yourself. You flipped
the Dolby NR switch. Now you heard it; now
you didn't.
A few years later and along comes Dolby FM,
which you are at least curious about. The same
10 dB's are still there. But, unfortunately for demonstration purposes, they are used in a more
subtle way. Let's face it, the effect is hard to hear

most of the time (that's compatibility for you). To
make a rigorous and convincing test is tough;
for example, you would have to make elaborate
in -out changes at your station and simultaneously
in the monitoring receiver - not the easiest thing
to organize.
Well, here's how to overcome these problems
and make a quick and convincing test of the
effect of Dolby FM on high-level high -frequencies.
The demo is artificial, but technically valid

1. Using a receiver with Dolby FM circuitry, defeat the interstation
muting switch.
2. Tune to a vacant place on the dial to get pure high-level hiss as a
test signal (the extreme ends of the dial are usually good for this).
3. Switch back and forth between Dolby FM and conventional FM.
4. Listen to the increased high frequency content in the Dolby FM
mode. The difference should be very obvious.
In the Dolby FM position the test signal will have
a wide -range, open quality. The conventional FM
hiss will be muffled. This is the high -frequency,
high-level capability difference between Dolby FM
and conventional FM. All the highs on the record
at your station can actually get through to the
listener. This allows the rest of your-and your
listener's -equipment to do its job properly; all
other specs become more meaningful.

The reduction of low-level transmission noises,
the other half of Dolby FM, is harder to demonstrate at will. However, in due course you may
wish to check out the fact that Dolby FM provides
about 5 dB of CCIR weighted noise reduction.
This should help you get a better handle on
Dolby FM. Not only a theoretical improvement,
but one you can prove to yourself.

Technical Note
The use of wideband noise is becoming increas

ingly popular in testing audio equipment and
acoustical characteristics. Interstation noise is
equivalent to an FM carrier which is modulated
with high-level white noise. This is a suitable signal
for checking the high-level, high -frequency capability difference between Dolby FM and conven-

tional FM. Relating the test result to actual

listening, the difference shows how conventional
FM muffles loud musical signals containing sig-

nificant amounts of steady-state or transient
high -frequency energy (for example, the steep
waveforms of percussion and brasses).
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Real-time analysis of Dolby FM receiver output when tuned to
interstation noise, using Altec Hewlett-Packard 8050A analyzer.

In a "perfect" FM system the trace would be a continuously
rising straight line. Thus the results show that highly modulated
high -frequencies can be reproduced with significantly improved
accuracy using Dolby FM.

Commercial Note:
Dolby FM is worthwhile primarily for stations who wish to use minimal amounts of conventional compression and limiting. The advantages of Dolby FM cannot be appreciated in highly competitive loudness oriented market situations.
August 1977 Dolby FM statistics: In U.S.A.,
FM stations in 10 metropolitan areas plus 101 other
cities with Dolby FM encoders; 14 in Canada; 17
101,,
I. CID rf.rw ^
in other countries. 24 manufacturers with 62
different tuner and receiver models incorporating
$1350
Dolby Model 334 FM Encoder Unit
Dolby FM decoder circuits. Write for details.

DO Dolby
Dolby Laboratories Inc
'Dolby' and the double -D symbol
are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

731 Sansome Street
San Francisco CA 94111
Telephone (415) 392-0300
Telex 34409
Cable Dolbylabs

346 Clapham Road
London SW9
Telephone 01-720 1111
Telex 919109
Cable Dolbylabs London
S77/254
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Broadcasting's Audio For The Eighties
It will be of much higher quality in both radio and television than
anyone in the early 1970's could have foreseen. In this report BMIE
has put together the first extensive account of the powerful
influences now pushing broadcast audio upward. In six articles, three
covering radio and three television, we preview the coming progress
of broadcasting audio.
BRINGING TOGETHER IN ONE PLACE

descriptions of all the

main forces now operating and soon to operate, on the
quality of broadcast audio is an unsettling experience. It
leads to a conclusion for which most of us are undoubt-

edly not prepared: audio quality will be pushed far
upward in the next few years at a rapid rate, an upgrading
on a scale unlike anything the industry has known.
In the six articles, we summarize the major influences

coming to bear on radio and television audio. Though

each article concerns either radio or television, we
suggest that regardless of your special interest, you read

all of them. Developments in both fields will play an
important part in the evolution of the broadcast industry.

"Radio Satellite Nets Will Take Audio Sky High," page 52, introduces the enormous persuasive
power that satellite transmission is going to exert on the
industry, in favor of higher -grade audio. Two examples
of the coming nets are described but many others are on
the way, and the total effect will be on a grand scale.
"TV Audio Will Get A Huge Boost From DATE And
From Bell's Diplex System," page 54, tells about two

operations that will strongly influence TV audio, one
among the public television stations, the other, perhaps
more importantly, on the commercial TV nets.
"Lincoln Center Works Out Top -Grade Live Pickup
and Transmission Of Concert Hall Performance," page

competitive patterns is pushing the industry in directions
no one expected it to go a short time back. Of the new

56, shows a more specialized approach to TV audio, but
one that will have tremendous influence as an example of
what can be done.
"Stereo In TV Will Turn The Industry Over," page
58, reveals that the commercial nets are well advanced in

technology, the most important elements are satellite

planning for the biggest turnover of all, with titantic

networking, which is opening up wide as this is written,

commercial implications: universal stereo audio for TV.
This immensely important story has not been told earlier.
To the developments covered there we must add two
grand technical changes which everyone is already
watching closely, AM stereo and FM quad, clearly destined to put tremendous force into the upsweep in audio
if they become commercial realities. In an accompanying
box we give the latest status of the FCC deliberations on
both AM stereo and FM quad.
For the individual broadcaster, the overall meaning of

We set down here some overall conclusions that are
worth emphasis at the beginning. A combination of list-

ener demand, of brand-new technology, and of new

and stereo sound for television, some years down the
road but already casting shadows ahead.
The articles that follow to make up this special report
are:

"How Eight Radio Stations Take Special Care Of
Their Audio," page 38, which shows how proper operating practices are used to assure top -grade audio now.
That has a double significance: it has immediate value in
any radio station seeking high-grade audio, and also emphasizes the kind of operations care that will be needed.
"Radio Station Equipment For Top Grade Audio Is
Here Now," page 44, discusses the status of in -station
electronics equipment already available-if proper selection is carried out. The article presents some general
guidelines for that selection.

the information covered here is that he must consider
carefully the upgrading of his audio equipment and operation sometime in the coming years, taking into account

his competitive situation, programming sources available, etc. Perhaps this report will help him with some
initial guidance for his deliberations.

How Eight Radio Stations Take Special Care Of
Their Audio
Skillful and constantly applied care is essential to top grade audio
today and will be in the era of super -grade audio that is coming.
THERE IS A NITTY-GRITTY

for high-grade audio in broad-

casting, a combination of skill and hard work that has
always been necessary and will still be, whatever new
technology comes along. The combined experiences of
the eight stations covered here show many things that can
38

be done right now to solve the audio problems facing
every broadcaster and to produce, with the right choice
of equipment (see next section), a super grade of audio.
Scores of other stations could have been chosen: many
continued on page 40
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he Money Machines
The top performer in any
business is the top money
maker. And it's no different
whether your business is automobiles or race horses. You

know that total performance
is the key to a solid black bottom line. And that's why more

and more recording studios,
broadcast studios, and performing arts centers are turning to the total performer in
audio consoles: Auditronics
- The Money Machines.

With A Money Machine
you'll find you've got quality
that lasts. From the ground up
every Money Machine is bet-

ter designed and better built
to handle your most demanding requirements. And when
Auditronics has the leading
role, you'll get less downtime, superior quality,

affordable prices - the
best total performance.

That's why Auditronics consoles are

Circle 132 on Reader Service Card

known as The Money

Machines. While they save
you money, they make you
money. But don't just take our
word for it. Talk with our cus-

tomers. You'll find out why
more audio professionals are
selecting the top performer
year after profitable year
.

.

.

The Money Machine.

ouditronics. inc.
3750 Old Getwell Rd. Memphis, Tn. 38118 901/362-1350

See us in Demonstration Room 1077 at the AES-EAST

Audio For The 80's
audio of the 80's.
Busiek is in accord with all the others on the necessity

for having the tops in disc equipment. He notes that
attention has currently turned to preamps for disc
pickups: advances in the other units in the chain have
revealed that many preamps do not match pickups properly, and thus sound "bad," a quality loss for which the
cause was obscure until very recently.
For his tapes, he uses the new Ampex ATR 100 whenever possible, Nagra portables for inaccessible remote
pickups, Revox for the duplication of the tapes, always
at playing speed. He agrees with a number of others that
the new generation of audio processors is a big advance

Howard Williams, using discs almost 100% for on -air
material, is in accord with the important strictures on
quality equipment for discs put forward by the others in
the foregoing and with their fanaticism on maintenance.
He has the Stanton 681 EEE pickup, the Technics SP -10
turntable. He uses the widest possible dynamic range,
with little or no compression, protective limiting only,
from his Spotmaster processor. He, too, trains his operators to clean each record before it goes on the turntable.
And it all works. The audience has learned to expect,

says Williams, the dynamic range, the total bandwidth,
and the low distortion that his maintenance and operating

practices aim for. Any major transgression gets immediate complaint: for Williams, as for the other "good

sound" stations, no news is usually good news. The

over that of three years and more ago: the problem of

positive news, of course, is that the station's ratings are
satisfactory-the high grade sound has won a viable au-

ringing is at least now heavily on the designers' minds.

dience.

He is also pleased that equipment is beginning to
appear which takes out ticks and pops. He believes this
problem is on the way to solution. On the ever -looming
problem of how much processing to use, Busiek's advice
is not to use any if a majority of the station's listeners
will stand for it. Listeners with very small radios will
complain that the music is either too soft or too loud,
they can't get it right. So the answer seems to depend
today on who the important audience is, what equipment
they generally have, what they expect or can be taught to
expect.
WXRT-FM, Chicago. This progressive rock station
successfully battles the Chicago radio horde with its explicit emphasis on "best sound." Chief engineer

WPAT AM and FM, Patterson, N.J. Though corporately in Patterson, NJ and physically in Clifton, NJ, this
station is actually operating in the shadow of, and to a
large extent in direct competition with, New York's giant
radio stations. The AM directional array is slanted

toward Manhattan, just across the river and the FM
covers the city. The program format is a kind of freeform "beautiful music," that stretches broadly to include some MOR, AOR, etc. The audience has come
over many years to love it: WPAT has a most loyal
following which makes the station an outstanding com-

mercial success, not on the scale of WABC, for example, but far greater than anything Patterson, NJ, alone
could sustain.

Shown equipped with optional DIN -HUB adaptor for the use of open reels

A key element of the mix for WPAT is very superior
sound, and chief engineer Kenny Stout has an engineering program with some unusual methods to assure it. All
programming is put onto reel-to-reel tape in the station,
with the basic tape machines now the Ampex ATR-100s.
The transfer from disc to tape is most carefully carried
out. Stout uses a Shure V-15 Mark 3 stereo pickup. The
playing tapes are not duplicated: the masters go on the
air. The control of levels and other characteristics in the
production, says Stout, takes most of the burden off the
on -air operator: it is not up to him to set levels, they have
been established in advance.

be serviced or replaced. This includes all filters, the
STL, as well as all audio units-the complete path.
The FM station is automated and Stout's maintenance
program includes regular checks of all the automation
channels for headroom, noise, etc. For the 25 Hz cue
tones, he uses a sharp notch filter tuned to 25 Hz, pointing out that overtones of the 25 Hz -50 Hz and up will
degrade the quality if they get through.
WPAT has close cooperation between the program
department and the engineering department on the desirability of sound quality of proposed material. Selections are often made by a group from both departments,

Commercials are on carts. A rigorous maintenance

and it sometimes includes in addition, station employees
with no program or engineering expertise, particularly
young women, whose natural sensitivity to un-

program keeps disc, tape and cart machines at their best,
and is absolutely essential, says Stout, to the quality of
the sound. The station has its own test tape with five second tones at 100 Hz, 1 kHz and 10 kHz for setting
azimuth, and this has to be done almost every day on the
cart machines: constant maintenance is needed to keep
them reasonably controlled. Very careful adjustment of

pinch roller pressure and other mechanical operating
characteristics is essential to keep cart flutter from getting out of hand.

Stout and his helpers use an elaborate array of test
equipment in regular preventive maintenance of all units
in the audio line; the new Sound Technology multi -test
equipment is used for some of the tests. Stout also em-

phasizes the need for careful interfacing all along the
audio line. To preserve this he does not take out a misbehaving unit and put another in its place; there are two
complete lines all set up, one as spare, which is switched
into use instantly if any unit in the operating line has to

pleasantness in reproduced sound is well known. The
station has found this group monitoring extremely helpful in keeping the sound on the air consistently attractive
to the audience.

WCBS-FM, New York. This rock station, with one
of the largest audiences in the United States, has put
tremendous emphasis on getting the best quality out of
tape carts. Although standard carts, in the view of most
broadcasters, are inherently lower in audio quality than
the best discs and reel-to-reel tapes, the WCBS program
shows that with great skill and care carts can be brought
into today's "good sound" fold. The future of carts in
the super -grade audio era is less sure.
The network engineering department, led by Lawrence Solow and Ciro Torchia, worked closely with the
station's operating staff on the carts which are used for
all music. They came up with some unusual solutions for

Introducing MCI's
Variable -Profile
recorder
The JH-110A-14-4-VP by any other name would
be much easier to remember. But you won't forget the newfound ease of editing made possible
by its gas -spring tilting mechanism, which
allows a variety of work modes.

MCI's newest member of the JH-110 recorder
series also can handle 14 -inch reels.
A tape counter displaying minutes and seconds
in

real time can be combined with the JH-36

"Return to Zero" (CUE -UP) function.
For precise electronic editing there are new bias
and erase timing generators eliminating clicks,
gaps and overlaps, for all three speeds.

The variable -profile recorder is capable of handling

mono and stereo configurations on quarter -inch
tape as well as four channels on half -inch tape.

\\W\ \

PROFESSIONAL
RECORDING EQUIPMENT

4007 N.E.6th Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33334/U.S.A.
(305) 566-2853/Telex 51-4362 MCI FT L
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well known cart problems.
To avoid trouble in the mono mix from the continuing
headache of stereo phase slippage, WCBS-FM puts all
stereo material through a matrix as it goes onto the carts,
so that an L+R signal goes onto one cart channel, L-R
onto the other. This is decoded just before it goes on the
air, so that phase slippage between the two cart channels
does not affect the final L+R signal. They have found
this necessary to top quality in their mono signal, heard
by a large part of their audience.
To minimize skew and misalignment in the tape path,
a highly sophisticated system for guiding the carts into
the playing machines and holding them there has been
developed and applied to all machines in use. Key elements of the multi -featured system are a stiffening plate

directly under the cart to minimize distortion of the
whole cart; close side guides with spring loading on one
side and a precision plate on the other; and downward
pressure on the cart at the rigid edges, rather than in the
middle where it would tend to deform the cart.
The transfer of material to the carts gets similar care.
Every record or tape from which material is to be taken
gets a full audition by a group, and any equalization or
processing to be used is decided on. Solow and Torchia

point out that much trouble is avoided by a technical
check at the same time; for example, fairly frequently a

record comes in that is out of phase already, and a reversal must be inserted before the record is dubbed. Levels,

distortion, noise, etc., are all controlled with extreme
care. The consistency in levels is one of the most important elements of the high on -air quality.
Naturally the maintenance of the cart recorders is constant and thorough. Special mountings for the heads have
been developed that stay firmly locked, for reliability of

the azimuth and zenith adjustments. The pressure adjustment is very critical to low flutter, proper pitch, etc; it

is monitored frequently. All parts of the tape pathcapstan, guides, etc., are cleaned at least daily.
Part of the anti -noise effort is extra shielding between
stacked carts to reduce motor hum.
Discs are played on an EMT turntable with Stanton
681 pickup. The disc -to -cart systems have a combination

start, with both machines on the same switch: the oper-

ator cues up record and cart, then operates the one
switch. Every record is cleaned thoroughly before dubbing. Torchia and Solow have aimed for the greatest

possible consistency in the dubbing process and this
extends to using the same operators for each part of the
process.
The signal goes through an Optimod with very light

settings-the control of levels in the dubbing makes
heavy limiting and compression unnecessary, while still
allowing for a high average modulation level. WCBSFM knows from the audience response that its quality
fanaticism has paid handsomely.

Radio Station Equipment For Top Grade Audio Is
Here Now
Program playing equipment and electronics units for radio
broadcasting have reached very high levels of refinement
already-and more is coming.
ONE OF THE STRENGTHS we can count on for the audio of

the 80's is the quality of the in -station audio line equipment. From the program input through the transmitter, a
solid advance to the new audio has already been made.

By applying very high standards in the selection of
equipment, and with expert system design, the station
operator can have a super -grade audio line today. Some
operators have done just that, as some of the preceding
station stories suggest.
There will be further advances in station equipment,
expected and unexpected. But the real force of the grand
upsweep will come from the wide prevalence of commercial motivation for top grade audio. The main elements of that are treated in the following sections of this
report.
Here are some general guidelines for the new standards in equipment selection.

Turntables and pickups. Top quality disc playing
equipment has come into broadcasting in part from the
high fidelity industry. The direct drive turntable with DC
motor paced by a crystal oscillator, now widely used in
broadcasting, first allowed high -end hi-fi systems to have
flutter and wow at 0.03% and below, noise from -55 dB

on down. Made rugged enough for broadcast use, these
turntables have solved the flutter and table noise prob44

lems for the audio of the 80's.
The stereo pickups now popular have a similar origin:
they combine the total audio bandwidth and low tracking
force of the top hi-fi units with broadcast ruggedness.
Notions about blue-sky pickups are always plentiful in
the audio industry, like the laser beam reproducer recently suggested in a paper at the Audio Engineering
Society. Over the long range, top audio recording using
video disc techniques seems attractive and probable, allowing for four or more top -grade channels on one disc.
But the best stereo pickups we have now (or quickly
realizable improvements on them) are quite good enough
to sustain disc playing quality in the 80's.
Tape recorders. The best reel-to-reel machines are
also ready for the 80's, although in general with slightly
lower distortion and noise standards than the top disc
machines (aside from a very few, very expensive tape
machines).

But this comparative disadvantage of tape will be
more than overcome by the digital tape recorder. Apparently somewhere between two and five years away, the
digital tape machine will leap -frog over other program
origination units to audio of higher quality than anything
we have known. (See "New Machine Delivers Digital
continued on page 48
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If there's a way to get you back on the air, the
new CCA Automatic Transmitter Switcher will

either one or the other transmitter to be on the air
and the other on standby. It will then automatical-

do it.

ly transition to the alternate if a failure occurs.
Transmitter status is clearly shown with a
complete battery of twelve front panel status

By automatically sensing loss of RF.
By automatically sensing loss of audio.

By automatically sensing excessive

lights, seven LEDS for antenna configuration, and
sixteen mode control switches. An audible alarm

By automatically sensing programmed
high or low power limits.

sounds any time a status change occurs.
The CCA Automatic Transmitter Switcher
is 100% solid-state with plug-in, easy -to -service

VSWR.

The new CCA Automatic Transmitter
Switcher instantly initiates, and completes, a
switchover from one transmitter to another. It
performs all necessary intermediate steps auto-

matically - such as removal of high voltage.
Reconfiguration of the antenna switching network. Removal of a parallel transmitter from the
circuit if one is used. And, in proper sequence,

will reapply high voltage after determining
that no faults still remain - ultimately putting
it

the remaining transmitter back on the air directly
into the antenna.
CCA's new Automatic Transmitter Switcher is so versatile it can be programmed to allow

circuit boards - state-of-the-art technology
within easy reach of all broadcasters. And it's
interfaceable with all AM and FM transmitters,
requiring only low-level RF sensing inputs and
control ling interface.
If there's a way to get you back on the air,

the new CCA Automatic Transmitter Switcher
will do it.
The new CCA Automatic Transmitter
Switcher. Another reason why, with CCA, you
may never go off the air again.
For complete details call CCA toll -free,
or write.

The New CCA

CCA Electronics Corporation Broadcast Plaza Box 5500 Cherry Hill, N.J. 08034
Call toll -free: 800-257-8171 In N.J. call collect: (609) 424-1500 Telex: 845200
In Canada call toll -free: 800-261-4088. or (416) 438-6230
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Now, just about every camera you

own-live or film-can deliver better
pictures. More predictable service.
From the moment you plug in a
CAMERA READY tube. Why?
Because these are no ordinary
tubes. They're 16 vidicon types precisely matched to broadcast cameras.
Broadcast needs. A perfect marriage
of traditional RCA quality and a new

set of criteria-with strict limits on

And the new SATICON®* (selenium
such factors as amplitude response,
arsenic tellurium) vidicons for comlag, image retention, dark current
pact hand-held or small studio
and blemish criteria.
cameras, and telecine. What makes
Tubes for virtually any broadcast use. these tubes so special?
All marked "BC."
Two kinds of testing.
The CAMERA READY line consists
We test all tubes electrically under
of: Sulfide (antimony trisulfide) vidisimulated end -use conditions-and
cons for color film service. S -T (silicon that includes subjecting each tube to
- target) vidicons, with greater sensithe typical range of lighting conditivity and spectral range. Vistacon
(lead oxide) vidicons for live color.

RCA announces the

CAMERA

II SERIES

ggidAgN

A new line of broadcast vidicons
with specs, tests and data
all fine-tuned to your specific needs.

tions it will encounter in actual operation. Then, on a sample basis, we test
in a broadcast camera. Under actual
broadcast conditions. Both of these
tests help ensure reliable picture
quality.
With every tube a test data card.
When you get a CAMERA READY
tube you know.exactly what it will do.
Because you know what it's already
done. Every important test, every
important performance characteris-

tic is right there on a data card that
comes with the tube.
Easy -to -use RCA CAMERA READY
tubes are also easy to get. They're
available locally through your RCA

distributor.
For a brochure with applications
information, replacement guide and
data and specifications, write to Sales
Promotion Services, RCA Distributor
and Special Products Division,
P.O. Box 100, Deptford, N.J. 08096.
by

.m.bniSS1,1r, of trademark owner
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Fidelity," BM/E, February; and the preview of the
Audio Engineering Society convention on another page
of this issue).
Electronics. The technology of electronics for audio
has been capable for some time of satisfying practically
any demand made on it. For the audio of the 80's, the
broadcaster has to learn to ask enough of his electronics.
He will need, and will be able to get, audio units with

distortion at a fraction of 1%, really flat total -audio
bandwidth, noise in the -70 dB and below range, and
other characteristics to match.
Such characteristics are available now. And refinements of various kinds are coming. One example springs
from the finding referred to in the story of WGBH above,
that many standard preamps do not match well the stereo
pickups we use; the resulting distortion was un-

observable until distortion in other parts of the chain
came very low. Another refinement will apparently
ensue from recent studies showing that slew -rate distortion in audio amplifiers is well correlated with ear
quality. Electronics units for broadcasters are going to
get even better than they are now; the present best level is

fully up to the audio of the 80's.
System design. The audio system as a whole must
meet the quality standards, and for this there is no short
cut around high engineering skill. The best audio con-

Design Imperatives Of The
Broadcast Tape Cartridge Machine
By Preston Weaver, chief engineer,
Beaucart Division, UMC Electronics.
Users of broadcast quality stereo cartridge tape

machines have long recognized that there are certain
shortcomings, particularly in the electro-mechanical
construction of the units, which affect channel -to channel stereo phasing. These problems were nuisances, in that they affected the quality of output by FM
stereo stations. With the approach of AM stereo, phasing has become an all-important concern for all broadcasters. Even more serious has been the effect on the
mono mix from stereo carts-phase errors could seriously degrade the sound quality.
The following tells how one manufacturer, with long
experience in hysteresis synchronous motor and tape
head design, tackled the problems. First on the agenda
was the method of mounting and adjusting the heads. It
became apparent from a review of many designs that a
solid block containing the head with a simple positive
screw adjustment was required. This led to the "hemispherical head screws in conical seats" concept, which
provided smooth and easy adjustment of head height,
zenith and azimuth. It also had the advantage of providing full and uniform contact between the adjusting
screw and its seat in the head mounting block, both
during adjustment and when locked by the centralized
clamping screw. We found that once the head was adjusted and locked no change occurred from shipment,
use or abuse.
Our very detailed investigation showed important relationships between the cartridge and tape guides, and
in the method of locating and holding the cartridge in
the machine. On the first matter, we found that the best
phasing results from a given cartridge often depended
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sultants will have a role here for many station operations.
Audio processing. This function is today in more of a
state of flux than other elements of the system. We have

a new generation of processors with much lower distortion than those of three and more years ago. Many
stations are using the new processors with total satisfac-

tion. A few chief engineers interviewed by BMX acknowledge the great forward step, but believe that further refinement is needed.

In any case, the whole subject of proper processors
and proper use of them is now very much to the fore (see
the program of the NRBA Convention on another page of

this issue). We can be certain that in the coming years
there will be further refinement of audio processing as a
system, with other parts of the station technique moving
ahead to, perhaps, reduce the need for processing. (Some
of the station stories suggest this). Thus, the handling of
processing promises to be at the same high level as the
rest of the audio of the 80's.
Transmitters. Upgrading of transmitters is one of the
most essential parts of the audio upsweep. Everybody
knows that the older AM transmitters, in particular, were
not aimed at the kind of audio we envision here. If and
when AM stereo comes, there will be a double motivation for replacing older AM transmitters.
Without waiting for stereo, designers of some of the

most recent AM transmitters have given them the
bandwidth and low distortion they will need, and thus
continued on page 52
and independent guides would be required so the user
could mate the number used with the recommendations
of the cartridge manufacturer. It was further found that
the guides must all be set at the same correct height. A
new gage was, therefore, designed and manufactured

to span all guides at one time, with inside, top, and
bottom surfaces of the guides in contact with the gage.
The use of this gage will ensure a uniform tape path
when tape guides are required.
Our investigation of methods of locating and holding
down the cartridge pointed up certain common deficiencies. In many machines there is a small metal
plate under the heads (to support the center section of
the cart and shield the head to overcome a deficiency in

signal-to-noise ratio) to act as a support. Since the
hold-down spring was over the center, or, weakest part
of the cartridge, it tended to distort the cartridge causing a shift in the left corner post height and a variation
in phase angle every time the cart was inserted. We
found it virtually impossible to maintain good phasing
with this hold-down arrangement.
We decoded that the best way to hold a cartridge
would be to apply downward force over the extreme
edges, the stiffest part of the cartridge. With pressure
away from the center, we found no shift in the corner
post height and the same phasing time after time. The
lateral position of the cart is also important if the same
phase angle is to be repeatedly maintained. For lateral

stability, we added a spring on the left side of the
machine that would force the cartridge against the right
hand guide and provide a repeatable position. (Editor's
note: as the story on WCBS-FM on another page recounts, very similar methods for improving cart alignment have been developed by the CBS radio network
engineering department.)
In another vital area, much analytical and experimental work revealed the proper range of force that

on how many guides were used: none, one, two or

would provide the correct indentation of the capstan
shaft into the pressure roller for any given hardness.
When maintained at the established values, flutter,

three. From this, it became evident that three separate

phase angle, and tape speed became extremely stable.
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Now there's a
JBL monitor specially
designed for
broadcast studios.
I

121/16"

T

Fits on EIA
Standard Rack shelf.

11 4"

A

19"

Does your monitor
tell you about turntable rumble and
ambient noise (like
your air conditioning)
and tape hiss and
cue tone leakage?
The JBL 4301 will.

Our call letters.
If you're tuned into the
professional recording
studio business, you
know about JBL's
studio monitors.

If you're the station engineer or the jock on
duty, why should you be the last to know what
sound you're putting out?
Listen to the JBL 4301. It's a compact that
delivers wide band sound reproduction accuracy-the kind of accuracy your station is
going to need to keep up with the new broadcast standards.
Among other good things, the 4301 has
exceptional clarity, solid bass, open high frequency reproduction and a nice honest face.
If you'll fill out the coupon, we'll send you
a lot more specs and the name of your nearest
JBL Professional Products Dealer who would
be very glad to set up a test listening at your
convenience.

JBL
James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.
Professional Products Division
8500 Balboa Blvd., Northridge, Calif. 91329
I

like what I hear so far Tell me more.

Name

Title
Station

Address
City

L_
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The small machine for
big stations.The big machine
for small stations. AVR-2.
Tell us what it has to do. There's an Ampex
AVR-2 for every videotape assignment in
your station.
If you already have a complete production/editing setup, you probably don't
need a lot of accessories for your AVR-2.
Order it with basic manual controls, and
it's ready to go to work.
You might want Super High Band Pilot.
It comes with optional switch selection to
augment the standard High Band Color
circuits, and it adds valuable depth to your
multi -generation production work.
If you're just now growing into more
advanced production work, then you're
going to want the EC -2 Edit Controller.

This complete, sophisticated stand-up time
code editing accessory can put you in
command of as many as seven additional
(similarly equipped) machines working in
any combination of master/slave for production or multiple dubbing service.
Modular construction means an easy fit
for your AVR-2, no matter where you want

to use it-at a remote location, in your
tape room, or out in the mobile van.
AVR-2 is the quad recorder that grows.
Every accessory for this machine is available upon initial purchase or at any time in
the future when you're ready. Tell us what
it has to do, and we'll recommend the
model that suits your needs.

AMPEX

Ampex Corporation, Audio Video Systems Division, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, California 94063, 415/367-2011.
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raised their audio performance to the 80's level. To get
such a transmitter, the station operator must choose with
extra care because many with the older lower standards

are still around.
The FM transmitter has, of course, been held to higher
audio standards from the beginning. But that does not
eliminate the necessity for extreme care on sound quality
when buying an FM transmitter for the 80's. The buyer

can be sure the right transmitters can be had, if he
chooses correctly.

Radio Satellite Nets Will Take Audio Sky High,
Literally And Figuratively
The broadband, low noise potential of radio satellite nets is going to
be exploited by a number of organizations, with immense effects on
audio quality throughout radio broadcasting.
NOW WE COME TO THE QUESTION

crucial to the whole

idea of the audio upsweep: why will more and more radio
stations in the coming decade try for the best audio they
can get? Lower audio standards generally cost much less
than the best.
Powerful persuaders for high quality are coming in the

satellite networks that are springing up faster than you
can say "Jack Robinson." Two basic points are these:
the "single repeater" nature of a satellite channel and the
ample bandwidth available make it easy to distribute
nationwide audio signals of full bandwidth, low noise
and distortion; the organizations setting up satellite nets
are convinced that the American radio listener wants
such audio quality, or at least can be won over by it, so
the satellite organizers are getting ready to deliver it.
Things are happening so fast in satellites now that any
report is sure to leave out highly significant de-

velopments. Here are just two examples that will illustrate the audio clout of the satellites.

Mutual heads for wide -band stereo. The Mutual
Broadcasting Company has meant "nationwide news
distribution '' for so long that it is hard to think of it in
any other role. But the management has been considering
for a long time additional kinds of services Mutual might
Typical of electronics in satellite systems which are helping
bring the audio of the 80's is this control unit for Western
Union receive -only radio earth terminal. Unit has capacity for
six 15 -kHz radio programs.

Still the industry's MOST IMPROVED

R -MOD for Your VTR

VIDEO TAPE RECORDER

available
VR-1200
VR-2000
AVR-2

supply to its 750 affiliates. As previously reported in
BM/E, Mutual is one of the organizations planning to go
full-scale to satellite distribution.
The satellites will not only get the Mutual news pro-

TR-22
TR-70
T R-600

RECORTEC, INC.

Faster and gentler shuttling
Faster lockup, consistently
Auto -Cue for exact cueing
Auto -Edit for simple edits
Prolongs head and tape life

777 PALOMAR AVE SUNNYVALE, CA 94086 TEL (408) 735-8821 TWX: 910-339-9367
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right at the station, eliminating land lines and microwaves from the delivery loop. Mutual has an initial order

in with Hughes Aircraft for 550 earth terminals, with
more to come later. They will be supplied to Mutual's
affiliates via various lease and sale arrangements.
The wide -band stereo channel for music was being
demonstrated, when this was written, at station KIRO in
continued on page 54

In The FCC's Lap: FM Quad, AM
Stereo, TV Stereo
Three of the most weighty influences for the new, better
audio of the 80's are backed up, as this is written, in the
FCC's hopper of pending decisions. As reported in earlier issues of BM/E, the FCC, some time ago, opened

what we may hope are the final inquiries into rule
making for FM quad and AM stereo. Final comments on
FM quad (Docket 20310) are due by December 18. The
FCC will have in hand by then, not only all such recent

comments, but also the massive NQRC report of last
year, and the results of the listening tests recently completed at the FCC lab in Laurel, MD. The "get it done"
spirit of recent years may give us some hope that the
decision on this hotly contested matter will be made
early next year.
On AM stereo (Docket 21313), final comment date
has been set at October 15. The FCC will also have the

report of tests on several systems by the NASC, as
described in detail in earlier issues of BM/E. No one at

the FCC will now advance a guess on how long the

Antenna for Western Union receive -only earth terminal is this
10 -foot dish, being set on roof of WU headquarters in New
Jersey. Small size and weight of antenna allows installation
on roof of radio studio or nearby.

decision might take thereafter. Many AM broadcasters
are unhappy about delay; but there seems to be no way
to avoid it.
The third inquiry, which will have great weight on the
forward progress
companying article, is headed "TV subcarriers" and

asks for comment on the desirability of using sub carriers in the TV aural baseband for stereo, ENG
cueing and control, foreign language translations,
augmented audio for the blind, etc. Comments on this

(Docket 21323) are now due by November 25. The

grams across the country easier, cheaper, more surely,
than terrestrial lines, but will also open up spectacular
opportunities for the new services the management is

looking for. One of them: 15 kHz stereo delivery of
musical programs, including live concerts from origination points around the country. The technology for this
has been worked out by Mutual and Western Union, who
will supply the satellite channels.
Each subscribing station will have its earth terminal

general confidence in the television industry that stereo
is coming suggests that the industry will strongly support the use of aural band subcarriers for stereo. At the
time of writing, wide industry support on this had not yet
reached the FCC but it seems most probable that it will
be forthcoming.

Broadcasters (or any others) with any interest or
stake in any of the three proceedings should send their

comments to the FCC, under the respective Docket
numbers, as soon as possible.

Still the industry's MOST NEEDED
VIDEO CASSETTE EVALUATOR
IIMI

-

RECORTEC, INC.

High speed cassette tester
Edge damage counter
Gross error counter
Measures cassett length
Still useful as recorder/player
777 PALOMAR AVE SUNNYVALE. CA 94086 TEL (403) 735-8821 TWX 910-339-9367
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Seattle, and similar demonstrations will soon be made at

a number of other stations around the country. Early
reactions to the idea indicate that it will be widely used.
The significance of this for the audio of the 80's is that
the Mutual affiliates will have strong incentive to take
competitive advantage of the high quality of the Mutual
signal. This, in turn, puts pressure on the competitors.

With a number of other satellite operations similarly
making high audio quality a competitive weapon, the

audio upsweep gains great force.
It inevitably pulls along, too, the makers of radio receivers. Although the no -fidelity table -top or car radio
will always be with us, it seems reasonable to expect that

the availability of a high grade of signal off the air,
widely known through station promotion, plus the growing fidelity consciousness of the public, will induce an
ever larger segment of the public to pay the price for
radio receivers of decent audio quality.

National Public Radio: quad from the start. A
second radio satellite net will similarly carry to all parts
of the country a super -grade audio signal, again directly

to each station on the net. National Public Radio will

send up to the satellite a signal consisting of four separate

carriers, each with wide -band FM modulation. This is
analog modulation and not the "DATE" digital system,
once considered by NPR but rejected. BM/E erroneously
reported in January that NPR was still on DATE. (See
PBS, next section, for the future of DATE).
The four channels can be used as four separate mono
signals, as two mono and one stereo, as two stereo or one
quad. Each NPR affiliate-about 200 in all-will be able
to receive in any of these modes, or to choose any program when more than one is transmitted.
The four -carrier system, points out George Geesey,
technical director, will give the net tremendous flexibility and redundancy. The flexibility is particularly
wanted to allow origination from a number of points
around the country. NPR plans for around 15 uplinks
eventually, to allow programming to come from every
sector of the U.S. Geesey says the net wants to eschew
forcefully the "Washington label," become a truly national operation.
For the audio of the 80's, the NPR net will strongly
reinforce the effects of the Mutual net and of others that
also take advantage of the satellite potential for high
quality. It will be an accumulation of force, slow in the
first few years, mighty by the end of the decade.

Television Audio Will Get A Huge Boost From DATE

And From Bell's Diplex System
The log jams that have held up improvement of TV sound for so long
are being swept away by the new network transmission systems,
public and commercial.
THE AUDIO OF THE 80'S will transform the sound of television programs as well as those of radio. Again, the satel-

lites will play one of the key roles. For example, the
Public Broadcasting System, the national net of public supported television stations, is far advanced on its satel-

lite net-the management plans to have 20 stations on
the net by March, 1978, and the whole 200 -odd by the
end of the year.
An essential part of the PBS net plan is DATE, the
digital system for transmitting audio, described in earlier

issues of BM/E. DATE consists of four super -grade
audio channels digitally encoded into a single bit stream
and transmitted on a carrier at 5.5 MHz, just above the
video.
PBS will also send over the net a 15 kHz mono sound,

with analog modulation, at the regular sound slot for
video. Stations that do not choose to install the decoding

equipment for DATE will have a high quality audio
signal available.

However, Dan Wells, CPB vice president, engineering, reports that 55 stations have already signed up for
DATE decoding equipment, and the prospect is that a
heavy majority of the PBS stations will do so.
That implies, of course, a widespread expectation that
the FCC will approve stereo sound for TV. Obviously
that would bring a revolution in the television receiver
industry, of which there will be more further on. But
even before stereo gets onto the TV airwaves (if it does),
DATE will add power to the upsweep of audio very
54

much as the NPR system promises to do. By carrying to
the top the audio service that has been especially low in
quality, PBS will have an especially large effect.

The AT&T diplex system. But perhaps even more
important, because it will affect the quality of sound on
the commercial TV nets, is the diplex transmission
system going into Bell System service as this is written.
We can take this development as strong evidence of the
wind of audio change that is blowing because the Bell
System is notoriously conservative when it comes to
major shifts in system technology.
This is a major shift. Instead of carrying TV sound
around the country on telephone lines, with audio faults
that have been criticized heavily in recent years, Bell will
modulate the TV sound onto a subcarrier at 5.8 MHz and
put it on the same wideband channel as the video. This
delivers a 15 kHz, low noise, low distortion TV audio
signal everywhere in the country.

But that is not the whole story. Bell's move seems
almost sure to carry TV audio another big step further
because the system is set up for easy addition of a second
top -grade channel for stereo. The second audio channel

would go on a second subcarrier, a little lower in frequency than the first one. The prospect of stereo in TV
audio has such tremendous implications for the TV industry that we have discussed it separately in the final
article of this report.
The commercial TV nets have been pressing for better
continued on page 56
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Aulo For The 80's
quality in sound transmission for some time. All of them
will use the diplex system as fast as it gets into service.
There will be a step by step introduction of the system,
with all major routes brought in by early next year.
The Bell diplex system, added to the satellite system
of PBS with its DATE audio, will break the old four-way
chicken -egg dilemma holding down the quality of TV
sound. TV set manufacturers pleaded "not our fault"
because only poor sound was on the air. The TV station
could say that that was the kind of sound coming in over
the telco lines. Bell said the TV industry was not interested in better sound, would not pay the higher cost.
Now all that has changed and the audio upsweep will
gain great power.

The TV station operator, if he wants to do so, can

upgrade his audio with much of the same equipment that

the radio operator needs for that purpose. And recent
developments in video equipment are adding greatly to
the potential for upgrading. One of the problems with TV

sound has been the unsuitability of the quad VTR for
high quality audio. (See "Audio Is No Longer The Cin-

derella Of Television," BM/E, Oct. 75.) Important
faults are the flutter produced by the physical impact of
the rotating heads on the tape, and the orientation of the
magnetic particles for transverse recording, rather than
for the longitudinal recording of audio.
The new generation of 1 -inch helical VTRs, which are
exciting the industry on a number of counts, have highgrade audio going for them on top of their other virtues.
The Sony BVH-1000 in particular is winning the adjective "superb" for its stereo audio system. This trend
caps the others noted here: it makes us even more confident that TV audio is joining the upsweep of the 80's.

Lincoln Center Works Out Top -Grade Live Pickup
And Transmission Of Concert Hall Performances
Although very few commercial TV managements now contemplate
live pickup of symphony, ballet, etc., from concert halls, Lincoln
Center's demonstrations might just be one wave of the TV future.
The "simulcasting" of these programs has powerfully aided and
abetted the coming of the new high quality network transmission of
TV audio, described in the preceding article.
LINCOLN CENTER, sometimes attacked in its early years
as a vast mausoleum of passe cultures, is proving to be a
pathfinder, an example, a creative mover and shaker for
the TV industry.

With the twin and laudatory objectives of getting
nationwide audiences for its productions, and of finding
more financial support for those productions, Lincoln
Center has: developed the techniques for getting its pro-

ductions, both sight and sound, on the air with superlative quality; pushed hard for top quality nationwide
distribution, using "simulcasting"-stereo FM plus

TV-for the early productions, but looking toward high
audio quality on the TV carrier itself; developed methods

(not yet in use) for selling its productions literally and
directly to the audience.
The last of these developments has tremendous implications for all organizations producing culture, high,
mid or low brow-that is a big story in itself. Here we
are interested in the effects of Lincoln Center's activities
on the audio of the 80's and those are clearly most significant.

Pickup techniques. Whether or not the concert hall
itself is a durable part of our culture has been argued

lately; the lines at symphony, ballet and opera box
offices in the last few years seem to guarantee it life for at

least another generation of concert goers. So we might

expect at least a few TV program originators, encouraged by the quality of the audio of the 80's, and by

Lincoln Center's example, to turn to the concert hall
from time to time for material.
Lincoln Center's stated objectives were to get sight
and sound on the air with superlative quality, with the
normal stage lighting, and without any disturbance of the
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performers or the audience. For the video, this required
much experimentation with low -light -level cameras.
For audio, Lincoln Center adopted a no -mix -down approach, with the idea of preserving the hall ambiance to
the greatest extent possible. Microphones in general are

well back in the hall and are placed carefully for the
exact sound wanted. All balancing is done ahead of the
transmission.
For ballet, four mics are used, two for the orchestra
and two for ambiance. For opera, there are one or more
additional mics, usually in the pit, calculated to pick up
singers in the particular production. Solo instruments in
the symphony are also sometimes miced separately, with
the mic concealed near the instrument.
An interesting bit of special micing was that for the
broadcast on January 30, 1976, of a symphony concert
with pianist Van Cliburn as soloist. The piano had a mic
inside it, an AKG-451, with swivel cardioid capsule.
The mic had to be physically isolated from the piano

structure by padding: it picked up the sound on the
bounce from the sounding board. All the mics used, of
course, are of the same top grade.
The electronics in the system meet extremely high
standards of audio performance, and the audio line as a
whole was designed for the lowest possible noise, for
super -ample headroom, vanishing distortion, etc. Until
recently, Lincoln Center has used a double -system for
network recording, to avoid the well-known deficiences
of the quad VTR for audio: sound went onto Ampex
440C machines. For the future, the engineering management is considering using the Sony BVH-1000 for
network feeds, because of the high quality of the audio
continued on page 58
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A few have Autotron I, the complete automatic traffic and tilling
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...still others have chosen Autotron VI, the only total automation
system made, adding program automation control and memory
(not just interface, CONTROL) to traffic, billing, payables, general
ledger and payroll: and, throws Automatic Transmitter Logging in
at no extra charge, while even automatically rescheduling discrepancies...
...finally a group or two has chosen one central computer with
remote terminals at their other stations.
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And now, we're proud to introduce the ultimate
program automation system--(CUERAC)-Autotronics Division of Automation Electronics. Inc.
exclusively press nts Cuerac and Cuemaster reel-

to-reel ar d cartridge players and recorders, all
automatics read. Cuerac features 500 "on-line"
cartridges and is available as a stand-alone system or as a part of the Autotron business
systems. Think of the walk -away possibilities Until now programming formats have

see us at

NRBA

booth 109-110
at cOrr043nt ii c0 slt1

410 tt I

inc.

been limited to available auto -nation equipment; now, at last a total system that can
bring new dimensions to forrr atting. Economical when automation alone, but when
absc lutely creat1 The Autotron Systems and
combined with the Autotron system
Cuerac are on display ...ask about them and then se -a them in action...you'll wonder
how you got along without th-?,m so long.

One turn -key purchase or laase/bily--no fees, no percentage of billing no add-on expenses. no line charges --completely in-house.
Call Allen Collier o, Rusty Gold at Autctron-Dallas...214- 233-7629
or Larry Zaiser at Autotror -Lafayette.... 317-423-2572
or just DLit your business card in the ME il, we'll know you want a brochure.

1001 south street po box 1343-toFoysette, indiono 47902 .31714232572

ALSO VISIT US AT OUR HOSPITALITY SUITE #406
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Audio For The 80's

been trying to get numerous other common carriers to

on this helical machine (also noted in the preceding

The result of this agitation for top quality audio has
reached far beyond Lincoln Center's own simulcasts,

story).

Simulcasting as quality goad. Lincoln Center managed to enlarge to nationwide proportions its program of
sending its TV audio signals, in stereo, to FM stations
near each of the respective TV outlets. The audio transmission used a changing mix of terrestrial lines, microwaves, satellites. For the terrestrial lines, Lincoln Center
coaxed the Bell System into installing experimental diplexing systems, already in development at Bell and else-

where, putting the audio on subcarriers in the video
channel (the Bell diplex system now going into regular
service, as described in the preceding article, was in part
an outgrowth of these experimental operations).
Western Union was encouraged to supply wide -band
stereo channels on its satellites and to regularize this
operation by filing for a tariff on it. Lincoln Center has

make regularly available similar wide -band stereo for the
audio transmission.

becoming an important factor in the growing audio quality consciousness of the network operators and common

carriers, noted in the foregoing articles. And Lincoln
Center has been able, with one recent simulcast, to put
its stereo audio signal into areas holding about one-half
the TV audience in the U.S. Lincoln Center is pushing
for further expansion in the audience for the simulcasting.

The simulcast, everyone recognizes, is an awkward
way to get top -grade TV audio into the home. However,
it does get that quality there, providing a listening experience totally missing with older transmission methods.

And the Lincoln Center simulcasts have pushed ahead
substantially the prospects for high-grade audio on the
TV main line.

Stereo In TV Will Turn The Industry Over
The biggest commercial upheaval brought about by the audio of the
80's will be the equipping of the TV audience for stereo sound. The
satellite nets and the Bell diplex system will supply the essential
distribution links, as noted in preceding articles here. The FCC must
approve local stereo transmission; then the receiver makers will have
a vast turnover market.
TV nets is ready to set a
schedule yet, because some essential elements must still
fall into place.
At best, everyone agrees, stereo in TV is some years
away. But the pre -requisites are coming fast. We told, in
the preceding article, how PBS with its satellite net and
DATE audio system, will transmit super -grade stereo to
its affiliated public TV stations. That will be a highly
influential development but by itself would probably not
bring about a complete turnover in the TV industry.
NOBODY AT THE COMMERCIAL

What could cause that turnover is the adoption of
stereo by all the commercial nets-they are preparing.
BM/E, for example, recently was taken on a tour of
audio facilities at NBC network headquarters. A large
program of upgrading the audio sections of those facilities is underway, and it will have stereo capability from
stem to stern.

NBC already has in operation a digital system for
carrying programs from various origination points to
various points of use within the headquarters plant.
There are more than 300 origination points, more than
100 use points; this required over 30,000 switch points.
NBC wanted the video and four audio channels to switch
all together, with audio of top grade maintained. It is all
done with a special digital system developed by the NBC
engineering department, putting the four audio channels

into one digital bit stream, on a subcarrier above the
video.

Right now, no one at NBC or anywhere else will say
"stereo is definite-we will do it in 1980." As an NBC
spokesman put it to BM/E, "we simply want to be ready
if and when." But all acknowledge that the high-grade
transmission systems, the rising public expectations, are
going to put rising pressure on the networks for dramatic
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improvements in TV sound.
There are, of course, two more links in the chain between the program origination and the listener. The FCC
must approve the use of subcarriers for stereo in the TV
aural baseband of TV transmitters. And an FCC inquiry
on that is underway. In the accompanying box, we de-

scribe it in more detail, tell how to aid the FCC in its
decision. The re -equipping of the local station, if the
FCC approval comes, will not entail major new investment. BM/E will look into the transmitter industry's
predictions on that in later articles.
That brings us to the receiver in the living room. The
audio in the average TV receiver has been excoriated for
so many years, and with so much justification, that it is

going to be hard for us to change our habits. But the
better TV audio that now seems sure to come will be
welcome indeed-it will be one of the most positive
changes ever made by the industry, on a par with color,
for example, as a commercial stimulant.
We can be confident of this change because the avail-

ability of a high-grade signal on the air, the growing
fidelity consciousness of the public, and the lack of other
fresh attributes to sell more receivers will flip the competitive pressure from anti -sound to pro -sound.

The evidence given here for this development is a
small part of what could be turned up in a comprehensive
survey. BM/E carried out a sampling only. So many TV

stations, satellite developers, earth terminal builders,
programmers, microwave nets, etc., etc. are active on
stereo that it would take weeks to get the story together.
And things are happening fast so that any story is quickly
out of date.
But the main facts are in hand. The audio of the eighties will include a totally new deal for TV sound.BM/E
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Quality and reliability
all the way down the line.
No matter what TDK tape you use, and no
matter what application you use it for, you get
the same superior performance and reliability.
That's what you'd expect from a world leader
in ferromagnetic technology.
TDK SA, AD and D cassettes set new
standards for cassette sound and performancethey're ideal for stereo dubs from master tapes
for discriminating music clients, for instance.
TDK "Y" Series duplicator cassettes give you
superb performance in an economical package for
extra -long runs-even at speeds up to 120 ips.

Or, you can have the same quality in 1/s" pancake.
TDK Audua open reels and pancakes provide the
ultimate in 1/4" lab quality tape formulations.
And our selection of A -V, Endless, Dictation

(leaderless) and Data Cassettes is complete. Each
is designed to TDK's stringent quality controls.
Finally, our ultra -reliable test cassette series
offers long-lasting service for laboratory
measurements, quality control evaluation,
production line assembly testing and precision
servicing.
Get the TDK ful_ line story from your
professional products supplier, or write us direct.
Let us show you how TDK products can upgrade
the quality of your operation.

AUDWI L -3600N1
AI mom

VTDK.

World leader in recording tape technology.
TDK Electronics Corp , 755 Eastgate Boulevard. Garden City. New York 11530. In Canada contact Superior Electronics Industries, Ltd
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For NRBA's New Orleans Meet Radio

Looks Stronger Than Ever
The nearly 100 companies participating in the show, the full four -day multi -track technical
program, the expected record registration, are symptoms of radio's continuing upsurge.
Radio has climbed back to its own unassailable position on the national

scene. The war with television has
been over for some time. By finding a

different role, a little distance from
television, radio has been able to grow
bigger, stronger, more profitable than
it was when it reigned alone.

The main items of evidence are

known to everyone: total revenues in
1976 of around $2.5 billion, a major-

ity of the nearly 8,000 commercial
radio stations in the black; even newcomer FM becoming a success, with

the "average" or "typical" FM station making money in 1976 for the first

time. Radio's strength is also obvious
in the advance response to the Fourth

Annual Convention of the National
Radio Broadcasters Association,
which will run at the Hilton Hotel,
New Orleans, October 9 through 12.

Between 65 and 70 exhibitors will
show their broadcast equipment on the

floor of the Grand Salon, the largest
number for NRBA so far. Another 30
companies will have demonstration
and hospitality suites in the hotel,

though they are not on the exhibit

floor. And about 25 of the exhibitors

will give the show a double run by
having hospitality suites in addition to
their exhibit booths. Enough hospitality is going to be dispensed in the four
days of the show to float a small navy.
The information/technical sessions
will be presented on five simultaneous
tracks, with the headings Management, Sales, Programming, Promo-

tion, and Engineering. On two days
the Promotion track will be devoted to

sessions under the heading of Research, which, of course, is another
essential area of station operation.

A special effort has been made, according to President James Gabbert, to

make the engineering sessions comprehensive, authoritative, and up to the
minute. Jim Gabbert, himself, was the

engineering chairman and he and his
helpers have arranged sessions that
cover a number of engineering topics
of very broad interest and great importance. For example, on Monday,
October 10, there are two concurrent
engineering sessions, with different

constituencies: "How To Compete
With FM Sound," and "Improving
FM Coverage For Better Ratings."

For each session, a panel of acknowledged experts has been assembled and
broadcasters who come to listen (and
question) are almost sure to hear some
stimulating new approaches to the respective topics.
continued on page 62

DOWN
WITH VU METERS!
Stamp out mushy overloaded tapes and cartridges.
Control on -the -air distortion and overmodulation.
Make the switch from vu meters to the easy -to -read
Peak Program Meters. Standard in Europe for
more than 35 years, the PPM is being adapted by
progressive U.S. broadcasters. Eric Small
& Associates offers exclusive meter systems that
fully comply with the ballistic requirements of
the British Broadcasting Corporation. This is not a
"souped up" vu meter. A leading American
audio authority has said that even a deaf engineer
can control audio levels using a PPM. Order
your 31/2" PPM today at $198.00 freight prepaid.
Charge it with VISA, BANKAMERICARD or
MASTERCHARGE. Immediate delivery.
ERIC SMALL & ASSOCIATES

E680 Beach Street. Suite 365
FlSan Francisco, Calif. 94109

Phone (415) 441-0666
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Don't settle for
ENG-Only!

LDK-11 is an ENG and EFP Camera.
It's the unique Philips camera that
started everyone thinking ENG and
Field Production. The one camera
that does both without compromising
quality or operational features. One

of the many innovations that has
earned Philips its reputation as "the
INNOVISION company."*
With exclusive Philips design and per-

formance, the LDK-11 outperforms
those "mini" and "micro" ENG-Only
cameras. It is lightweight, battery or

AC powered, totally portable and
easy -to -operate for ENG: with full pro-

duction control either remotely or at

the backpack. Yet the LDK-11
incorporates the Philips picture -determining features that go into our most
advanced studio cameras.

Plus...the LDK-11 includes many
additional unique features for difficult

field production and ENG applications. Here are just a few :
Outstanding low -light performance:
6 to 12 dB additional gain to match

specific requirements down to 8 ft.
candles.
Bias -lit Plumbicon"" tubes for lowest lag.

Lowest Delta T permits high ambient temperature operation.

Ultra stable gamma circuitry for
true color rendition down to black.

Switchable gamma to .35 provides
contrast compression.

Production gen-lock capability up
to 3000 feet.

New %" Plumbicon tubes with studio camera resolution.

Up to 300' of Y," cable between
camera head and backpack.

combing for maximum sharpness
and minimum noise.

Magnetic shielding as in studio
cameras.
Optional 5" viewfinder.

The broad application of the LDK11 in studios, documentaries, sports,
local spots and ENG confirms that

broadcasters need-and want-more
than just an ENG camera Prove it for
yourself. For more information or a

demonstration of the LDK-11 call
your local Philips representative or
contact Philips Broadcast Equipment
Corp., 91 McKee Drive, Mahwah, N.J.
07430 (201) 529 3800.

Carry head only. Ideal operator's

CEP

weight (14 lbs. with 10:1 lens).

Change head -to -backpack cable
length without adjusting registration or set up.
True broadcast quality (27 MHz) 2 -

line contours with coring and

Innovative Leader in Work! Television.

PHILIPS
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MBA Show
How do exhibitors feel about the
show? BMIE talked to a few chosen at

random. There was a strong consensus, which can be paraphrased this
way: it's a comfortable show for us
and gets us into contact with possible
customers directly, easily; it is "our
show." If NRBA can sustain this response among exhibitors, the show
will have a long and glorious history.
Some other events on the Convention schedule include: the annual Arm-

strong Awards dinner, at 7:30 pm on
October 9; an address at the luncheon
of October 10 by Congressman Lionel
Van Deerlin, head of the House Sub -1
committee on Communications and a
most articulate and powerful government figure for broadcasters; an auction in the exhibit hall on Monday evening; a riverboat cruise on Tuesday.
A complete run down of exhibitors,
showing the main products and services each will display follows below.
Everything needed in a radio broadcasting plant will be on hand. As the

rundown shows, there will be some

interesting new kinds of equipment introduced at the show. Perhaps even
more important are the many new and
usually upgraded versions of standard
items-consoles, transmitters, tape
recorders, etc.-from firms long estab-

lished in production of those items.
This general advance springs from,
and adds force to, radio's strength

gram switching run by a single

today.

AKG Acoustics, Booth 94. Will
show microphones, headphones,

Booth 26. Showing AM, FM and TV
monitors; will introduce new models
of FM monitors.
Bloomington Broadcasting Corp.,
Booth 107. To demonstrate computer

stands, phono cartridges, reverb units.

systems for radio business automation.

What they'll show in New Orleans

Ampro Broadcasting Inc., Booths
8, 9, 10. Will introduce the new
Monomax, cassette record and playback equipment. Also showing their
line of audio consoles and cartridge
equipment.

Audio Sellers Inc., Booth 27. Will
demonstrate their music libraries, the
Money Machine and Music Explo.
Automated Processes, Inc., Booth

66. Is introducing a new series of

audio consoles for AM, FM and FM

stereo for combined on -air and produc-

tion use. Also a new intercom system
using digital techniques, with 4 -wire
interconnect; and cross -point audio
switching system with BCD and
touchtone access; also the line of audio
distribution amplifiers and full series
of modules for audio processing.

Automation Electronics, Booths

109, 110. Will demonstrate business
automation systems and also combined

business/program switching systems,
using the Cuerac 500 -cart multicart
machine, with both billing and pro-

Honeywell computer.

Belar Electronics Lab, Inc.,

Broadcast Electronics, Inc.,

Booths 56, 57, 58, 59. Single and
multiple deck tape cartridge systems;
audio consoles.

Broadcast Programming Intl.,

Booths 73, 74. Will have information
on all syndicated music formats: Rock
Gold, Country, MOR, AOR, Easy Listening, Classical, Adult Contemporary, Bright and Beautiful.

Cablewave Systems, Inc., Booth

4. Will be showing coaxial transmission line systems. Will introduce a
new low-cost dehydrator, Model
SPD-10.
Capitol Magnetics, Booth 14. Will
introduce the new Studio Pak AA -3
tape cartridge, shown in prototype at
the NAB, now with production

samples. Also the complete line of
low -noise magnetic tape, magnetic

film etc.

CBS Technology Center, Booth

122. Will demonstrate quadraphonic
broadcasting equipment and professional test records for disc recording.

rPerfect Timing,

theOn
Air

[Illmanomi
Presettable
tape timer

tistai

If you do OFF -AIR taping, or if you want to
start your recorder when you'd rather be
elsewhere, ES 1296 is for you! Presettable

ifiri:1SLATOR

r

up to 96 hours in advance, starts any
machine you want, turns it off after an hour,
and for only $150. For $25 more, you get an
option to turn off your equipment in 16, 33,
66 or 138 minutes, or 33,
66, 138 or 250 minutes.
And for another $25, we'll
give you Sequential
Turn -On, for solenoid

ape
I: ir7i2dusti-qta is; fr-ice.

operated recorders.

21 Commerce Drive Montgomeryville, Pa. 18936
(215) 368-2600

Write, Wire or Call: (213) 674-3021

TWX 510-661-7265
I1
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CCA Electronics Corp., Booths
Complete line of AM,
FM transmitters will be shown; will introduce an auto -switching 55 kw FM
transmitter.
42

through

55.

Cetec Broadcast Group, Booths
32 through 37. Will show AM and

FM transmitters, audio equipment, FM

antennas, automation systems. New
item at the show will be the CetecSchafer Series 7000 automation
system.

Collins (Rockwell), Booths 63 and
64. Will show for the first time the new

Model 828E-1 "Power Rock" 5 kw
AM transmitter; and the Mark 8 stereo
audio console.

Consolidated Electronics, Booth

111. Will show their Cuerac 500 -cart

machine, run by a Honeywell computer.

CSI Electronics, Booths 91, 92.
Complete line of AM and FM transmitters.

Delta Electronics, Inc., Booth 22.
Will have on demonstration an impedance bridge, automatic modulation
controller, automatic power controller.
Digital Products Corp., Booth
118. Will show their automatic telephone calling system'which can make

up to 1000 calls a day, deliver a recorded message to each called person,
record the responses: used for listener

surveys, opinions on radio program-

90. Will

schedule entries, also expandable. Unlimited real-time switching, automatic
fade, English print-out logging are

reduction systems for recording and

standard. Also shown: Instacart and
Go-cart multi -cart players; Marc VII

ming etc.

Dolby Laboratories, Booths

89,

show the Dolby FM broadcast
encoder, Model 334; the Dobly noise

STLs, Models

360

and

361.

Edco Products, Inc., Booth

5, 6.

On display will be the CA -77 dbx cas-

sette recorder/players, Rapid Q tape
cartridge equipment; the STE-100
stereo phase enhancer.
Fidelipac, Booth 114. Will show

their new wow and flutter meter; also
their line of tape cartridges and accessories.

Harris Corp., Broadcast Products
Division, Booths 28, 29, 40, 41. Will
demonstrate the MSP-100 audio processor, the MS -15 FM exciter; will
show the System -90 automation
system; the MW-lA 1kW solid state
AM transmitter; the Criterion 90 cartridge machine; the M-90 audio console (both introductions at the show);
and the Technics SP -10 MKII turntable.

IGM/NTI, Booths

119, 120.

Are

going to introduce a new audio switch-

ing control system, "BASIC," which
operates from commands in plain English, handles 16 sources (optionally
expandable). Basic A has RAM static
memory for 4000 schedule entries, optionally expandable. Basic B uses

floppy disc memory for up to

control system.

Inovonics, Inc., Booth

95. Will

show audio signal processors; magnetic recorder electronics.

International Tapetronics Corp.,

Booth 25. Will have on display complete line of cartridge and reel-to-reel
tape record/player equipment, in-

cluding single and triple deck cart
machines, cart delay machines, cart
eraser/splice locator, 750 and 850
series of reel-to-reel recorders and
record/players.

Jefferson Data Systems, Booth

1000 Will demonstrate their System 80

radio

computerized

traffic/

accounting/billing service.

Johnson Electronics, Inc., Booth
24. Will introduce at the show their

new five -channel input mixer and
AD -2 antenna orientator. Also showing SCA tuners and tuner -amplifier
combinations.
Kaman Sciences/BCS, Booths 59,

60. Is going to show new BCS ac-

counting packages. Will have data on
the complete line of BCS computerized accounting systems.

Kay Industries, Inc., Booth 18.
continued on page 64
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FROM MOSELEY ASSOCIATES
Pioneers of Digital Transmitter Remote Control
The Model TCS-2 Telecontro System, using full digital techniques, provides
command, status, and telemetry capabilities for remote operation Df broadcast
transmitters. Double-bufferec, high -security PCM data transmission enables
operation over telephone or radio interconnecting circuits. Othe- TCS-2 fea-

tures-one-man calibration, optional DC operation, RF lilterirg/shielding,
BCD outputs and microcomputer input/output ports. Best of all-the TCS-2 is
available at a very affordable price!
Contact our Marketing Department for information on the TCS-2 and all the
Moseley Digital Remote Control Systems.

MOSELEY ASSOCIATES, INC.
SANTA BARBARA FESEARCH DARK
SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH PARK, 111 CASTILIAN DRIVE, GOLETA, CA 93017

(805) 968-9621 TELEX: 658448 CABLE: MOSELEY
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bution amplifiers, turntables and the

NRBA Show

line of studio furniture systems.

Will have new transmitter models of
rotary phase converters. Also showing
the complete line of rotary phase converters.

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.,
Booths 102, 103. Are going to introduce their new Model 4301 broadcast monitor.

LPB, Inc., Booths 84, 97. Will

show for the first time their new DJ10
complete studio furniture systems.
Also showing audio consoles,
preamps, compressor/limiters, distri-

Marathon Products Corp., Booth
108. Will have for the first showing
their 1976 NAB Standard AA car-

Booth 7. Will introduce a new series
of phono preamplifiers. Also showing
audio consoles, complete stereo "on air" package system.

McMartin

Industries, Inc.,

tridges. Also showing line of car-

Booths 70, 71, 72. Showing AM/FM

torque testers, speed indicators, demagnetizers, head cleaners.

B-1050 and B-1080 console series.

tridges, audio and TV tape machine

Marti Electronics, Inc., Booths
104, 105. Introducing new STL
system and mobile repeaters. Showing

line of aural STLs, remote control
systems, complete ENG systems.

McCurdy Radio Industries, Inc.,

transmitters, FM monitors, RPU
equipment. Will introduce the new
Micro Controls, Booth 113. Will
have a complete line of aural STLs,
both wideband composite and narrow band; also remote control systems; and
introducing a new ATS. Also showing

subcarrier transmitters and receivers,
STL accessories.

No other tape cartridge machine
can do so much for so little

sures super -quiet operation.
O Deck is milled from a solid block of

line or radio link makes all inter-

O

Heavy-duty micro adjustment
head assembly with adjustable
tape guides. Designed for easy,
accurate adjustments.

and plays mono tapes in the "A"

size cartridge, stops automatically on the 1 kHz cue tone
and-offers you longer life, less
maintenance and better performance than any other cartridge

Moseley Associates, Inc., Booths

TCS-2 telecontrol system which provides command, telemetry, and status

O Direct -capstan, 450 RPM, hysteresis -synchronous drive motor

At last-a machine that records

five -channel mono console in a portable case; and the Model 2580 automatic antenna heater control.
Minneapolis Magnetics, Booth 85.
Showing their line of broadcast tape
recorder replacement heads.

O ITC's famous air -damped solenoid

heads.

SERIES

sole; also showing the Model 6455

98, 99. Is introducing their new,

1/2 inch thick aluminum. It won't
warp... presents the same flat,
stable surface to cartridges every
time. Assures correct azimuth of

PD 11

Model 6445 five -channel stereo con-

Compare for yourself
with Teflon coated plunger as-

MR/
Recorder/reproducer $790

Micro-Trak Corp., Booth 65.
Showing the System D complete
studio audio control system with

-with an electrolyzed shaft
-minimizes wow and flutter.

Eliminates need for rubber belts

and separate flywheel assembly.
O New trim -line design lets you place

three units side -by -side in a 19
inch rack. Each unit is only 53/4
inches wide, 51/4 inches high and
15 inches deep.
O Features latest solid state components, even for switching applica-

tions. No relays. Printed circuit
cards plug in.

report channels, each channel independent of all others. A single telco
connections. Two TCS-2 systems can

use one interconnecting link. Also
showing: the line of aural STLs, digital
remote controls, remote pickup links,
audio amplifiers,
units.

audio processing

Fred A. Nudd Corp., Booth 19.
Will show for the first time at NRBA
their line of communication towers.

Orange County Electronics
Corp., Booth 123. Is introducing a
new generation of FM audio processors.

Also showing

combination

processors, "Stressor" and others.

Orban Associates, Inc., Booths

15, 16. Will introduce their new Optimod-AM audio processor. Will also
show the Optimod-FM stereo synthesizer, dual -spring reverb units,
compressor/limiter, de-esser, parametric equalizer.

Otari Corp., Booths 86, 87. Showing their line of tape recorders and duplicators.

machine at an economy price.

Pacific Recorders and Engineer-

Reproducer
$590

Call us and we'll prove it to you
For complete information call us collect at 309/828-1381. You'll
be talking to experienced broadcasters who not only know what
ITC equipment can do-but know what you want it to do.

inTERnemona TAPErRonics coRpoRanon
P.O. Box 241 2425 South Main St., Bloomington, IL 61701
112-0001

ing, Booths 124, 125, 112. Is showing
for the first time a new series of digital
clocks, and a new standard broadcast
console. Also on display: the Multi limiter and Multimax processing units,
the line of audio consoles.

Paperwork Systems, Inc., Booths
11, 12. Will introduce at the conven-

tion new computerized billing and
control system for cable television.
Will also show the line of computer
systems for broadcast traffic/billing/

Circle 146 on Reader Service Card
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accounting/payroll systems, including
the BAT 1350, 1450, 1500 and 1750.

switching card; and a new broadcast
module combining the 6681 fader and

Co., Booth 96. Will have their line of
FM antennas installed on tower sections for the first time at a show. Will
introduce a new super -power FM antenna. Also showing transmission lines
and accessories for FM antenna

integrated amplifier. Also showing examples from the line of modular consoles.
Scully Recording Instruments,
Booth 58. Will show the line of broadcast recorders and loggers.
Eric Small and Associates, Booths

Phelps Dodge Communications

20, 21. Will show their Telesis ATS/
remote control/auto logger, turntables, tape machines, the LiteAlert;
peak program meters; tape/cart/disc

systems.

QEI Corp., Booth 13. Will have a
new automatic switch system. Also
showing improved ATS and line of

transfer system.

transmitting equipment, monitors, and
audio processors.

Sono-Mag Corp., Booths 81, 82,
83. Will introduce at the show a new

Ramko Research, Inc., Booth 80.
Will have new amplifiers, equalizers,
tape recorder, cassette decks, speakers, tuners and turntables. Also showing their line of consoles, audio amplifiers, turntable preamps, tape winder,
reel-to-reel recorders, power amps.

remote control system and a DP -2 pro-

grammer with "Super -Clock." Also
showing their line of radio automation
systems.

Stanton Magnetics, Inc., Booth
93. Will show for the first time at

RCA Broadcast Systems, Booths
75, 76, 77, 78. Showing their solidstate AM transmitter, BTA-55S; 20

NRBA the 881S cartridge, the 681EEE

cartridge (S -type) and the BPS play-

back system for stampers and mat-

cast cartridge.

Telex Communications, Inc.,

Booth 23. Are introducing the new
CM series of cart recorder/players; and
new lightweight headsets. Also show-

ing the line of recorder/players and
other headsets.

lime and Frequency Technology,
Inc., Booths 38, 39. Are introducing
the new Model 770 STL; also showing

the line of AM, FM frequency and
modulation monitors; digital remote
control system; STL equipment.

UMC Electronics Co., Booths 30,
31. To show their line of tape cartridge

recorder/players, splice finder, audio
heads, motors.

Thomas Valentino, Inc., Booth

67. Will demonstrate their library of
sound effects and background music.
Ward -Beck Systems, Ltd., Booths

61, 62. Will introduce a new line of
radio modules for the R1200 and
R2000 series radio consoles, with
many original features. In addition,
will show the Model 1002 portable

kW FM transmitter; BTE-115 exciter;
BC -50, BC -15 consoles; line of broadcast microphones; BA -I46, 147
speech processors.

rices. Also the line of other cartridges,
headphones, the stylus timer, and turntables.

Equipment Corp., Booth 115. Will
introduce new plug-in cards in the 725

reel-to-reel
recorders, mixing consoles, microphones.

equipment and line surge protectors.

series of amplifiers, equalizers, etc;
also a new power supply for remote
attenuator boards; an 8 x 8 remote

2. Bringing their Series 700 cartridge
recorder/players and Mark IV broad-

their Mellowmusic syndicated format.

Studer Revox America, Inc.,

Robins Broadcast and Sound

Booth 3.

Is displaying

Tapecaster TCM Inc., Booths 1,

console, the M7012 intercom, the 600
Series distribution and monitor amplifiers.

Wilkinson Electronics, Inc.,
Booth 79. Will show transmitting

Windchime Communications
Inc., Booth 121. Will demonstrate

TELEX
MAGNEC080

TELEX /

h1AC.Pir CORD

Telex/Magnecord broadcast cart machines run

cool and steady. So cool no ventilation is required, so steady not even voltage or frequency

fluctuations will alter their speed. Thanks to
our dc servo flutter -filter drive.

The MC series offers broadcasters a host of

options, including field convertability from

mono to stereo or play to record and, of course,
end of message, secondary/tertiary cue tones.
Designed for type A or B carts, the MC series

dc solenoid and fast forward are standard features on every MC unit.
Four broadcast cart machines to choose from
in the Telex/Magnezord MC series. Running

cool and steady. With a pleasant surprisethey're affordable.
For detailed information please write:
PRODUCTS OF SOUND RESEARCH

TELEX®

meets all NAB specifications, offers full immunity to EMI and RFI, is remote controllable
and automation compatible with CMOS digital
logic. Audio muting, air damped low voltage

COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

9600 ALDRICH AVE SO. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55420 U.S.A.
Europe: 22 rue da la Legion-d'honneur, 93200 St. Denis, France
Canada: Telak Electronics, Ltd., Scarborough, Ontario
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Miami Newsfilm Update:

The two largest TV network affiliates in this
competitive "Top 20" market choose to upgrade their
newsfilm equipment rather than switch to All-ENG,
recognizing the indispensable role of 16mm newsfilm in
a balanced newsgathering operation.
Despite the continuing "All-ENG"
hysteria, the majority of affiliate and
independent TV stations across the
country have opted for a balanced
newsgathering operation -a healthy
mix of modern, one -man -band news film cameras and a limited number of
ENG units with live transmission
capabilities.

"Our cost analysis left it very much
up in the air as to whether ENG
saves you money in the long run."
WCKT-TV, the NBC affiliate in Miami,
has won numerous awards in recent
years for its outstanding news coverage
and investigative reports.
"We have two ENG units with live
and tape capabilities;' says Gene Strul,
News Director, WCKT-TV. "The time had
come to decide whether to go All-ENG
or to retain film cameras.
"Our cost analysis left it very much
up in the air as to whether ENG saves
you money in the long run.
"We have also found that, contrary
to reports, ENG units still do not serve
as replacements for film cameras. We
still cannot edit tape with any great
speed. And the support equipment for
ENG is bulky and difficult to maneuver.
We use helicopters frequently to cover
stories. (We also use them to rush
material to us.) On occasion, we also
shoot film from boats. ENG could be a
problem when a helicopter or boat is
needed. We also do a lot of investigative
reporting where ENG would be difficult
to use because the amount of equipment required would let everyone know
what we're doing.
"As far as the public is concerned,
it doesn't make much difference whether
we use tape or film. The audience isn't

interested in the difference - unless it's
live. Of course, the public isn't gaining
66

What's happening in a "Top 20"
market like Miami is typical of current
trends in gathering news for
television.
Basically a flat narrow strip
along the coast, with the Atlantic
Ocean on one side and the Everglades on the other, Miami is considered among the fastest growing

markets in the country. Long favored
as a major convention town, Miami is
also a gateway for South America,
Central America, and one -stop service to Europe. Since 1960 Miami has
been the third -ranked city in the
country in terms of datelines, with
more hard news stories in one day
than any other market this size.

anything if a story is put on live just to
use the live capability. That's just a
promotional gimmick, and the public
gets blasé after a while. After all, they
have already seen a moon walk live,
and they see golf games and other
events live. After a while they say 'so
what: Why bring in a feature story live
when it could have been done better

on film?
"The question was: should we
invest in modern newsfilm cameras or
more ENG? We felt that our two ENG
units were enough to supplement film
and serve our purposes at this point.
And so, as our old newsfilm cameras
have gone out, we're replacing them
with new CP-16 units:'

Gene Strul (right), News Director, WCKT-TV, and Dave
Choate, Assistant News Director, in conference

about an upcoming investigative series. "We have
found that, contrary to reports, ENG units still do
not serve as replacements for film cameras,"
says Gene Strul.

Dave Seeger, Newsfilm Reporter, WCKT-TV, loading
his CP-16 into the news car. "VNF 7240 gives us
a lot more latitude," says Seeger. "Working on
various investigative series and shooting frequently

at low light levels, I've probably 'forced' more film
than any photographer around here:' (Eastman
Kodak has recently developed a new, remarkably
fast stock, VNF 7250, with an ASA rating of 400,
which permits shooting at light levels as low as
two footcandles without requiring any forced
developing! If needed, the new VNF 7250 can
be pushed three stops to an ASA of 3200!)

Frank Broughton, Lab and Photographic Equipment
Manager, WCKT-TV, accepts delivery of eight
CP-16's from Charles Sutyak of Photomart (the
regional CP-16 dealer headquartered in Orlando,
Florida). WCKT-TV purchased two CP-16's in 1973,

two in 1975, and in the winter of 1976-77 twelve additional CP-16's!
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"I don't think our equipment
inventory should lie exclusively with
ENG or film," says Ralph Renick,
Vice President for News. Wometco
stations. The WTVJ-TV news
department equipment inventory
includes two ENG vans,
five ENG cameras, and nine
of the station's CP-16's.

"1 don't think a station should
go All-ENG primarily because,
with present ENG technology,
your coverage would be limited:'
VVTVJ-TV, the CBS affiliate, is the oldest
station in Miami. And the "Ralph Renick
Report" is probably the longest continuing newscast in America. WTVJ-TV
also has the greatest number of ENG

Ralph Renick (left),
Vice President for
News, Wometco
stations, with Jim
Rutledge, News
Assignment Editor,
WTVJ-TV. "We see

film as part of the
news operation for
the foreseeable
future," says Renick.

units in Miami: five.
"I don't think our equipment inventory should lie exclusively with ENG or
film:' says Ralph Renick, Vice President
for News, Wometco stations. "I don't
think a station should go All-ENG
primarily because, with present ENG
technology, your coverage would
be limited.
"Plus, some stories, especially
features with a great deal of motion
involved, lend themselves better to a
newsfilm camera. Stories that are better
covered with film include some breaking
stories where you have to be able to
move rapidly, and out-of-town stringer
stories. While film in our shop is becoming a back-up or secondary system of
coverage, with ENG being our primary
and preferred mode of coverage, it
is important that the news manager
invest sufficiently in film equipment that
is reliable.
"As for film versus ENG cost
factors, the extra personnel involved in
ENG and other extra expenditures have
made the two a financial draw, they
break down about evenly."

Cameraman Jeff Fort,
of WTVJ-TV, takes a

light meter reading,
getting ready for a
federal prisoner to
come out of the
courthouse building.
WTVJ-TV acquired
twelve new CP-16's in

the fall of 1976, of
which nine were
assigned to the
news department.

The leading TV stations in
Miami may differ in their general
approach to news and newsgathering, in the specific tape/film ratios
they use in covering the news, and
the extent to which they use ENG live
capabilities. Though the competition
among the stations is keen and lively,
on one subject there's a definite
consensus: 16mm newsfilm still
remains the backbone of a balanced
TV newsgathering operation.

G
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AES New York Meeting Will Show
Big Advances In Audio
Plans for the biggest Audio Engineering Society New York meeting in
history are further evidence that audio, including audio in
broadcasting, is moving ahead broadly.
their own.
There will also be a number of other pioneering papers

on digital techniques in the full session on that topic.
These help show the way into this new technology with
so much promise for broadcasters, as detailed in the February, June and August issues of BM/E this year.

There will also be at least two papers, these from

THE SPECIAL REPORT beginning on another page in this

issue, "Broadcasting's Audio For The Eighties," describes the array of powerful influences that will push the
quality of audio in radio and TV rapidly upward over the

coming decade. There is an abundance of evidence that
the technology of audio will be ready for, in fact, will be
well ahead of, the much stricter demands to be made on
it.

A batch of additional evidence on that point comes
from the plans for the 58th Convention of the Audio
Engineering Society, scheduled for November 4 through
7 at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York City. It will
be the biggest New York meeting in the Society's history, and it shows an audio industry and profession rich
in progress toward higher -grade audio. The meeting will
have the largest number of exhibitors, over one hundred,
in New York history. It will have the largest number of
technical papers, some 75 or more.
Directly addressed to broadcasters is the technical session, "Audio in Broadcasting," scheduled for 9:00 AM

on November 7, the last day of the Convention. The
chairman will be O.S. Paganuzzi, facilities chief at NBC
Network headquarters in New York. The papers will be:
a report by Ben Bauer of CBS Technology Center and

Gustavo Cota of Audiorama, Mexico, on the quad-

the digital tape machines mentioned above) are: expansion of the movement toward multi -testing equipment, mainly from Amber, B&K, Inovonics, Sound
Technology; impulse noise reducer, from Scientific
Audio Electronics; more equalizers and more kinds of

raphonic broadcasting of the Filharmonica of the Amer-

equalizers, from a number of firms; special effects units
from firms established in this field, including Eventide,

icas; Oscar Bonello on the plans for broadcasting the
1978 World Football Championships in Argentina;

MXR, MICMIX and Lexicon, with new units from

Robert Lifkin of Regent Sound on the use of syn-

ally dozens of firms, with automated consoles em-

chronizing equipment in pre- and post -production of
sound for TV programs; Paul Wickliff of AT&T on the
new Bell System diplex transmission of TV audio (see
discussion of this in the "Audio in the Eighties" report);
and Hans Schmid on the "Chirp Test," new fast way of

phasized by Neve, Harrison and MCI; new speakers also
in a flood. This constitutes a very light sampling of the
exhibits; the total is varied beyond anything the AES has
assembled in New York in earlier years.
Special historical exhibits have been arranged to mark
the 100th anniversary of the recording of sound, which

checking broadcast technical performance.
Also of prime interest to broadcasters is the fact that at
least three digital tape recorders will be described, or on
display, or both, at the convention. Soundstream Inc., of
Salt Lake City, will show the latest form of their digital
machine, described in BM/E in detail in the February

issue. Mitsubishi will have their digital machine, introduced last May at the Los Angeles Convention of the
AES. The 3M Company adds power to the movement
toward digital recorders with a paper on a machine of
68

Tomlinson Holman and others at the Apt Corporation in
Cambridge, MA, on the new ideas in design of preamplifiers for disc playback. This advance in system understanding is referred to in the equipment section of the
report "Broadcasting's Audio For The Eighties."
A number of other papers deal with other aspects of
advanced technology in disc recording and reproduction.
One of the new systems for removing impulse noises will
be described by Richard Burns and Thomas Packard of
Packard Electronics, Dewitt, NY. A paper by workers at
JVC will describe new, lower-distortion demodulators
for the CD -4 discrete quad system, which could be of
high interest if the FCC gives the go ahead for discrete
quad in FM.
A whole session deals with the advancing design of
music synthesizers, and gives further assurance that the
versatility of synthesizers will continue to go up rapidly,
with important benefits for the future of broadcasting.
Numerous papers deal with new ideas in transducersmicrophones, loudspeakers.
A few of the equipment trends to be seen on the exhibit floor that may interest broadcasters (in addition to

Sennheiser, Bozak, and others; new consoles from liter-

started with Thomas Edison's tin -foil phonograph in
1877. The AES has announced that registration this year
will be $25 for non-members, $20 for members of AES,

ASA, IEEE, SMPTE and SBE; $5 for student nonmembers, $3 for student members. Registration admits
the holder to all technical sessions, the exhibits and tutorial sessions. Full information on the convention can be
had from the AES at 60 E. 42nd Street, New York, NY
10017.
BM/E
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The
2020
Plus
Total Signal Corrector

Reduce Luminance Noise in Any Video Signal by up to 6 dB.
Restore Horizontal and Vertical Picture Detail to Pre-recorded Levels.
Time Base Correct Signals from any Video Reproducer.
Reduce Color Noise and Other Distortions by up to 12 dB.
Automatically Correct Color Versus Luminance Delay Errors.
Maintain Proper Positioning of VIRS/VITS.

Provide Remote Control of All Operator Adjustments.

Remove Accumulated Errors from an Edited Third Generation Copy to Make
it Look Like a Master.

Microtime
1280 Blue Hills Avenue
Bloomfield, Connecticut 06002

MICROTIME

(203) 242-4242 TWX 710-425-2390
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ONE THING
ABOUT THE NEWS
BUSINESS:
YOU NEVER GET A
SECOND TAKE.
Here's a videocassette made for the people who make the news.
It's the new "Scotch" R Brand Master Broadcast U-Matic
videocassette. MBU for short. The first 3/4" videocassette designed
specifically for tough ENG recording and the repetitive stress
of editing.
We took the same high energy oxide videotape you've used
for years and fused it to an incredibly strong backing. The
result is a videotape that won't twist, tear or jam in
the field. An unyielding videotape that won't
stretch under the strain of tape editing's
shuttling modes or degrade in extended
stop motion.
And to protect it even under the worst
conditions, "Scotch" MBU videotape
comes packed inside a high impact
cartridge.
Of course, "Scotch" MBU videocassettes
have the same high signal-to-noise ratio and
low headwear and dropout rates of our superb
quad tapes.
So if you've ever worried about a good story
and a videocassette breaking at the same time,
record on "Scotch" Master Broadcast U-Matic
videocassettes. They'll always back you up.

3

COMPANY

"Scotch" MBU Videocassettes.
"Scotch" is a registered trademark of 3N1 Company, St. Paul, Mn. 55101, c 1977, 3M Co.
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An Introduction To Digital Television
Part IV: Digital Memories
By R.N. Hurst

IN THE EARLIER ARTICLES in this series, we have dis-

paper, and hence serve as memory devices for my

cussed the essential elements of a digital television

thoughts.

system-sampling, A -to -D conversion, and D -to -A conversion-which permit us to translate the familiar analog

In electrical circuitry, many alterable devices are

signal into the digital domain for the purpose of performing some digital -based operation on it, and to retranslate the resultant signal back into the analog
domain. While the video exists as a digital signal, a wide
variety of operations can be performed on it. Indeed, as
the digital television industry matures, we shall likely see
such digital processing functions as picture en-

hancement, error removal, noise reduction, geometric
manipulation, and chrominance modification-as well as
other powerful functions as yet unconceived. At this
early stage in the industry's development, however, the
emphasis is on the storing of the digital television signal
in digital memories, primarily (or at least, initially) for
the purpose of modifying the time/frequency basis of the
incoming signal. Memories, therefore, are the key elements of the presently -popular time -base correctors and
synchronizers.
Since an understanding of these key elements is essential, we shall, in this article, present digital memories of
several forms, starting with a very simple memory element and progressing by steps to an understanding of a
relatively complex memory array.
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Simple flip-flop circuit.

available to us as memories. For example, a capacitor
can be charged and made to hold that charge; a transistor
can be destroyed by avalanche breakdown; a fuse may be
blown-and will serve as a memento of past overloads.

What is a memory?
A memory, in the broadest terms, is any device that
can be altered-either permanently or temporarily-with
the alternation being used as an indication of some event
which occurred in the past. In more primitive times,
notches cut in a stick, or a blaze -mark on a tree, served
as memories, or memory aids. In some cultures, knots
tied in a string in certain patterns kept records of accounts, or of tribal history. Even the marks that you are
now reading are alternations to the surface of a piece of
Author Hurst is Administrator, Broadcast And Technical Training, RCA, Camden, N.J.
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Fig. 2. Flip-flop with two outputs.
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All these techniques are currently in use as electrical
memories, but none is so common as the alterable -state
circuit known as the flip-flop.
A flip-flop is shown in its simplest configuration in
Fig. 1. In this circuit, if we assume that Qi is conducting
initially, it shorts to ground the base of Q2, and thereby

reset "pushbuttons." If the data value is high at that
instant, the upper "button" is "pushed," causing Q to
go high-and stay high, even after the clock pulse ends.
If the input data value is low, however, the inverter will

"push" the lower "button," causing Q to go low-and
stay low.

forces Q2 to be off. This state-Qi on and Q2 off-will

So, at the instant of clocking, the data value on the

persist almost as permanently as a notch in a stick, unless

"D" input is passed through to the Q output, as sketched
in Fig. 3B, and held there, at least until the next clock
pulse. This type of flip-flop is known as a "D" flip-flop.
Also, since the input at the clocking instant is seized and

something is done to change it. That something can be
the depressing of pushbutton S 1, which shorts the base of
Qi to ground, forcing it to be off instead. Since Q I now
no longer is shorting Q2's base, Q2 will come on, and
will stay on even after Si is released. The fact that Q2 is
on, therefore, is a memory of the fact that Si was pushed
sometime in the past.
A flip-flop is usually diagrammed as a box with two
outputs labelled Q and Q, respectively, as shown in Fig.
2. The two outputs, which correspond to the two collectors in Fig. 1, are always opposite to each other; that is,

held at the output, this circuit is sometimes called a
latch.
A single "D" flip-flop can remember only one high or
one low at a time; it can seize new data only by totally
forgetting the former data. To avoid this data loss, we
sometimes provide a long string of "D" flip-flops, as in

when Q is high, Q is low, and vice versa. The pushbuttons of the elementary flip-flop of Fig. 1 can be visualized as driving the input connections labelled set and
reset in Fig. 2; these functions have the same action on
the flip-flop as the corresponding pushbuttons of Fig. 1.

But the input to be remembered by the flip-flop is
rarely a finger on a pushbutton, but is instead an elec-
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Fig. 4. Flip-flop formed into a shift register.
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and, at the clock pulse, #2 will seize and remember that
high, while #1 is now free to remember the new low. At
the subsequent clock pulse, the high will be passed to
flip-flop #3, and so on down the line, appearing after n
clock pulses at the nth flip-flop's output. A memory holding a string of data like this is called a register, and since

Fig. 3A. Flip-flop extended to remember data.
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to the next one in line, just before it is required to remember new data. If, for example, flip-flop #1 had just
remembered a high, and next will have to remember a

low, the high at #1's "Q" will be seen by #2's "D",

I- - - - CLoCK RUSE

I

Fig. 4, so arranged that the first flip-flop can shift its data

a

Olitiivr

CLK

I

brigade -fashion down a long line, it is known as a shift
register.
If, for example, there are 910 flip-flops in a shift register, and the clock rate is 14.3 MHz, (or one pulse every
69.8 ns,), then it will take a given data bit 69.8 x 10-9 x

910 = 63.55 microseconds-one TV line-to traverse
the entire shift register. This would constitute a one -line
delay.

Unfortunately, the 910 -bit shift register of Fig. 4
Fig. 38. A flip-flop is clocked.

trical data stream, in the form of a series of highs and
lows appearing on a wire. To permit our flip-flop to
remember electrical data, we can extend it as indicated
(conceptually) in Fig. 3A.
In this figure, highs and lows are presented to an input

marked "D" (for data). Since switch Ss is open, however, nothing happens. Then, at some instant, a clock
pulse is applied to an input marked "CLK", momentarily closing S3, and connecting the input data to the set/
74

could handle only one bit of our 8 -bit system; that is, it
could discern only black or white. To handle the 28 =
256 levels required for gray scale resolution, we must
have 8 flip-flops in #1 position, 8 more in #2 position,
and so on, for a total of 910 x 8 = 7,280 flip-flops. This

configuration, shown in Fig. 5, is reasonable only
through the high memory density and low memory cost
made feasible by LSI.

Avoiding the tunnel
An undesirable characteristic of the shift register is
continued on page 76
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AM, FM, SW BROADCAST
IN

...m.10.1.11110

2500G 25 Hz TONE GENERATOR
For production studio use to insert the standard
25 Hz automation actuating tone. Starts tape
transport and actuates muting to eliminate bias
pops and other start-up noises. Tone button
applies 25 Hz tone and stops transport at end of

MODULAR
PROGRAM
AUTOMATION

tone.

r-

2500S 25Hz TONE SENSOR
Senses the presence of pre-recorded 25 Hz tones
on audio material and provides automation control
functions. Features tone removal filter, adjustable

delayed stop contacts, and fixed tone alarm for
automatic tape rewind.

6000T TIME ANNOUNCE CONTROL UNIT
Adds versatility to your automation system by
using two cartridge machines or reel-to-reel transports for automatic time announcements. Contains its own internal IC clock. Power failure
interlock disables time announcement until clock
reset.

Controls provides the total modular approach to
Automated
AM, FM and Short Wave program automation. Our individual modules
may be used alone, assembled into complete automation systems, or
used with existing equipment to update and expand automatic
programming. All Automated Broadcast Controls equipment is
manufactured to the highest standards for excellent reliability and easy
maintenance. Easily obtained solid state devices are used with printed
circuot contruction, socket mounted integrated

2800S SEQUENCER
Low cost way to start automation with easy and
economic expansion at a later date. Uses keyboard
Eighty
entry for simplicity of programming.
events of pre-programming provide ample storage
for most formats.

circuits and quick

disconnect interface connectors. All equipment is covered by a one year
full warranty.

KARTEL MULTIPLE CARTRIDGE MACHINE
The 2400R cartridge machine (shown above) is simple and reliable - so reliable
it is used by the U.S. Government for flight training. Provides six second access to
any one of 24 cartridges.

2800 APM AUDIO CONTROLLER
AND PROGRAMMER
The 2800 family of audio controllers is perfect for your new
automation system, or for use
with present audio sources.

1200 C TIME PROGRAM CONTROLLER
Provides 10 programmable exact time points per

Features 2000 pre-programmed
events (expandable to 8000) 12

hour for real time control of 2800AS and 2800
APM plus digital clock display. 8 relay function
outputs for time announcements, transmitter on/

multiple cartridge players.

off control and other functions. Crystal time base
and battery backup.

RMD REMOTE CONTROLLER

audio sources (expandable to
96), full random select for 9
Accessories include remote control,
logging and computer interfaces.

automated
broadcast
controls

Provides full entry remote control for traffic department or control room access to automation
Allows complete programming with
system.
display of next -to -run or program -entry.

1110 Taft St. Rockville
MD 20850 USA
TEL. 301-762-0558
TEL. 301-762-1944
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nal Fig. 1, combining it with the data drive scheme of
Fig. 3A, to make a slightly different configuration, as
drawn in Fig. 6. Here, the "pushbuttons" are not pushed
alternately to set and reset the flip-flop, but are

"pushed" simultaneously to connect the two flip-flop
connectors to the data and inverted data, respectively.
The data value itself directly forces the set or reset. If the
data input is high at the time of clock, Q is forced high,

and Q low. The flip-flop will then remember this information.
Note that the data values go in at Q and Q, which are
also the outputs. (This was also true in Fig. 1, although it

was less obvious in the drawing.) This enables us to
make a very simple system to read the stored information
of the flip-flop. See Fig. 7.
In this figure, pushing the "pushbuttons" connects the
Fig. 5. Shaft register organized to handle 8 -bit system.

flip-flop to the same data lines, but now a pair of
switches on the right enables the data stored in the flipflop to appear on the output lines. (Please remember that,
throughout this article, the emphasis is always on con-

cepts, not actual circuits.) This sharing of input and
output on common lines enables us to make a string of
randomly -selectable flip-flops as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 6. Flip connected to data and inverted data.
Fig. 8. String of randomly selectable flip-flops.
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Fig. 7. Fig. 6 organized to read stored information.
Fig. 9. -1 of n" decoder as selector switch.

that it operates like a tunnel, in that a bit entered into the
register is totally inaccessible until the required number
of clock pulses makes it drop out the far end. In many
applications, it would be much better if we could store a
bit anywhere in the memory, at any time, and also could
extract a stored bit from anywhere in the memory, at any
time. The storage elements of such a memory would be
accessible on a random basis. Such memories exist and
are called Random Access Memories, or RAMS.
To understand a RAM, let us revise slightly our origi76

Here, the pushbuttons have been replaced with FET's,
which are turned on when the "selector switch" chooses
that pair of FET's. It would be possible, for example, to
write in flip-flop #2, then read from flip-flop #7, then
write in #75, then read from #12, and so on, with each
flip-flop randomly accessible for reading or writing by
controlling the position of the selector switch.

Of course, the "selector switch" is not actually a
continued on page 78
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Single-track to 24 channels;
there's an Ampex professional recorder for you
ings (and playbacks) that simply
cannot be matched by any
other machine. Quality shows
in the fully servoed transport
with automatic tension control
and dynamic braking. The lift out remote control has LED
indicators that show how every
channel is set up. There's search to -cue, 60 or 120 ips shuttle under
capstan control and super fast
rewind. And many performance
specs are a full order of magnitude
better than any you've ever seen in
a production recorder.

On the Air
in Mono or Stereo
ATR-700 is the professional's
portable. Take it along to remote
events, and you'll get full -range recording because the transport is
solid, the motors are heavy-duty, and
the servoed capstan keeps speeds
right on the nose. Use it full-time in
the studio, and you'll appreciate the
flexible controls, the rugged connectors, the switchable equalization
and the fine appearance of this new
machine. ATR-700 fits into your program plans.

Absolute Precision
from One Channel to Four
ATR-100 is the finest audio recorder
ever offered for sale. Use it for
monaural, two -channel or four -channel work, and you'll produce record-

The Multitrack
Entertainment Business
Machine
Ampex gives you a lot of reasons
to buy an MM -1200 multichannel
audio recorder: fidelity, versatility
and reliability. Performance specifications alone have made this the
best seller among professional multitrack recorders. And M M-1200 features still head the industry -8, 16, or
24 channels, electronic tape timer,
search -to -cue, quick -change heads,
and pull-out modular electronic bays
for instant servicing. Add to the
standard features a wide range of
options such as a variable speed oscillator, synchronizing equipment,
video layback head, and many others.
That's why you see so many MM -1200s

in professional recording studios,
and that's why, sooner or later, you'll
buy an MM -1200 for your studio.

Versatile, Reliable
Mastering and Mixdown
AG -440C capability takes you
from one to eight separate channels
of sound for imaginative, creative
production work. Use this machine
for mastering, sweetening or mix down work, and trust it to turn in a
reliable, professional performance
every time. Available with a wide
range of accessories and offering Sel
Sync* synchronizer as a standard
feature, the AG -440C has earned a
permanent position in the world
lineup of fine recording instruments.

Information on every Ampex
recording product is available free to
professional users. Ask for the
brochure that presents complete specifications on each of the products
mentioned here.

AM PEX
Ampex Corporation
Audio -Video Systems Division
401 Broadway
Redwood City, CA 94063
Phone 415/ 367-2011

* TM Ampex Corporation
Circle 152 on Reader Service Card
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that instant.
Note that only 4 row lines and 4 column lines-a total

Digital Memories

of 8-are needed to access 16 flip-flops. For larger
switch, but is instead a device such as in shown in Fig. 9.

This figure shows how the selector -switch function is
carried out by a device known as a "1 -of -n decoder." In
the figure, a 1 -of -8 decoder is shown as a replacement for

an 8 -position selector switch. To "position" the "selector switch" on, for example, the 5th contact, the binary
code for 5 (which is 101) is supplied to the three wires

RAMs, the saving is even more impressive. A 1024 -bit
RAM, for example, can be arranged in a 32 x 32 array,
and the arrangement permits 32 plus 32 wires to access
32 times 32 flip-flops. This configuration can be seen in
Fig. 11, which is a partial block diagram of an actual
1024 -bit RAM.

which are the input of the I -of -8 decoder. This will cause
32 2/R./

the 5th output wire to go high, while all other output

RAff'hir/ERS
/NOVI

wires remain low'. If this wire is enabling the fifth flipflop of a string, as in Fig. 8, then the fifth flip-flop can be

WE

written into or read from, while the other flip-flops
remain untouched. Placing 101 on the 1 -of -8's input,
therefore, has located and enabled a particular flip-flop
for us; 101 is therefore that flip-flop's address. Placing
010 on the input would locate and enable the 2nd flipflop; 110 would locate the 6th flip-flop, and so on. These
binary numbers are all addresses, and are used, in any
random order, to access the RAM's flip-flops.
As long as we are dealing with RAMs of only 8 flipflops, it is reasonable to use a 1 -of -8 decoder and to
string a separate enable lead to each of the eight flipflops. However, a 1024 -bit RAM would require a 1 -of1024 decoder, with 1024 lines to the 1024 flip-flops.

This would be a bit awkward, so most high -density
RAMs arrange their flip-flops in a square array, which,
as we shall see, cuts down considerably on the number of
enabling leads required.
Fig. 10 is an example of a 16 -flip-flop memory ar-

ranged in a 4 x 4 array. A 1 -of -4 decoder is shown
selecting the third column from the left, while another
1 -of -4 decoder selects the second row down from the
top. At the intersection of the row and column select -
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Fig. 11. A 1024 bit RAM in 32 x 32 array.

The figure shows a 5 -bit row address of 11100 (deci-

mal 28) selecting the 28th row, and a 5 -bit column
address of 10001 (decimal 17) selecting the 17th column.

The chosen flip-flop is at the intersection of the chosen

row and the chosen column, and its total address is
11100 10001.
The figure shows that the data enter the array through

32 individual write amplifiers; the driving of all 1024
flip-flops from a single amplifier would offer problems,
so the drive is supplied on a per -column basis. Similarly
the outputs are coupled through 32 sense amplifiers; the

row/column selection process ensures that writing and
reading is isolated to the chosen flip-flop.
Note that the figure shows an input marked CE, which

is chip enable. When this control line is high, the
memory is disconnected from the outside world, and can
neither read nor write. You will also note another control
line marked WE, which is write enable. To write in the
memory, a valid address must be presented to the two
1 -of -32 decoders, the CE line must be low, and the WE

line must be low. When these conditions are met, the
data bit on the input will be written into the selected
flip-flop.

To read from the memory, you must select the flip-flop
to be read by a valid address to both 1 -of -32 decoders,

and you must again pull the CE line low, but the WE
Fig. 10. Sixteen flip-flop memory in 4 x 4 array.

lines is a flip-flop marked "X". This is the flip-flop
selected. And, although data is applied to all flip-flops,
only the "X" flip-flop will record the impressed data at
'The reader should be aware that, in digital circuitry, it is conventional to
number outputs, flip-flops, etc., starting at zero instead of I. The outputs of
the 1 -of -8 should be labelled 0, 1, 2, 3,
7. However, in introductory
.

.

tutorial material, this convention forces the writer to refer to the fourth
flip-flop as "flip-flop #3," with a consequent distraction to the thought
processes of the student. For tutorial purposes, I have chosen to use
'normal" numeration.
78

must be high (that is, the inverse of Write Enable is Read

Enable). Under these conditions, the data bit stored in
the chosen flip-flop will appear at the output.
Static vs. dynamic rams
The RAM just described is a reasonably permanent
memory. If a bit is stored in one of its flip-flops, and we
keep power applied to the memory, that bit will sit patiently, forever, waiting to be read. Nothing is done to
the RAM during the waiting period; the circuitry is staContinued on page 80
OCTOBER, 1977-BM/E

More performance per pound
for SIT from NEC.

11 a pinch you could use NEC s
portable MNC-61A color camera in
your studios. It delivers that kind of
quality. )'et this field -ready, backpackless
camera weighs less than 20 lbs. And
the weight is evenly balanced for easy
shooting from the shoulder.
Use of large-scale integration
keeps power consumption at only 25
watts, so you can shoot extra hours if
necessary. And you have a choice of
Plumbicon* or Saticon** tubes.

To give you mare flexibility, the
MNC-61A is deEicn3i to take C -mount
or Arri-mount le -sea Everything s been
thoucht througt- to gve you peak
performance for every pound your
cameraman carries, every dollar you
spend.
It could cnly came from one
of the worlds la-gest and most
expe-ienced makers of brcadcast
equipment. Anc it does. That s NEC
Write or call us ior cetails.

NEE America. Inc.
Brcadcast Equipment Division
13C Mart

Lane

Elk Grose Village, Illinois 60007
(312) 6L0-3792
Circle 153 on Reader Service Card

tionary, or static, until the output bit is actually re-

Csub is charged, (stored bit = 1), then C, is caused to
discharge (output = 0). Similarly, if Cs,, is not charged,
(stored bit = 0), Cp will remain charged, (output = 1).
Of course, a simple inverter on the chip can reinvert the

quested. For this reason, such a RAM is called a static

data.

Digital Memories

RAM .

In contrast, there is a class of RAMs whose memory is

very brief-in the order of milliseconds-unless some
action is taken regularly to refresh the memory. A bit
may be written in, just as in the static RAM, but during
the waiting -to -be -read period, a series of pulses must be
applied regularly to the RAM to refresh its memory. A
RAM of this type is called a dynamic RAM.
The dynamic RAM's tendency toward amnesia is at-

Refreshing without pausing
Each time a dynamic RAM's memory cell is read, an
amplifier looks at its (inverted) output, re -inverts it, and
feeds this data bit back to the write side to refresh the

REFRESH

4filarFrEIL

tributable to the fact that it does not use flip-flops as
memory elements, but stores its bits on tiny capacitors on

the chip. As the capacitor charges leak off, the information is lost, unless action is taken to recharge those
capacitors which held a charge, (carefully not recharging
those capacitors which were not charged).

MeNoky
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0877?
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Obviously, a dynamic RAM is somewhat more difficult to use. It is popular, however, because at 4 transistors per cell, it uses much less chip area per cell than the
ten -transistor -per -cell static RAM; hence, the number of
bits per chip can be markedly increased by the dynamic
RAM configuration.
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Fig. 13. Refresh scheme of a dynamic RAM.
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charge on Csub (See Fig. 13.) Fortunately, we do not
need a refresh amplifier for every cell, or a 1024 -bit
RAM would have 1024 refresh amplifiers. Instead, the
chip circuitry is arranged so that each column has a refresh amplifier serving all 32 cells of that column, as
shown in Fig. 14. Thus, only 32 refresh amplifiers are
needed.
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Fig. 12. Dynamic RAM memory cell.
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Fig. 12 shows the simplicity of the dynamic -RAM
memory cell. Although only one FET, Qi, is shown, the
"switches" labelled Qw, QR, and Q, are also FET's. The
writing function takes place to the left of the dotted line;
and the read function, to the right.
When data appears on the write data bus, a write select
bus closes FET-switch Qw, causing capacitor cub (which
is a stray capacitance in the substrate) to charge (for data
bit = 1) or not charge (for data bit = 0). Qw then opens,
and the charge (or lack of charge) on Csub represents the
stored bit.
To read the memory is slightly more involved. First,
Qp is closed, causing capacitor Cp to charge up to the
power supply, VDD. Then, FET-switch QR is closed by
the read -select line. If the bit -storage capacitor Csub is
charged, (stored bit = 1), Qi will be on, and closing QR
Will discharge Cp. If Csub is not charged, (stored bit = 0),
Q1 Will be off, and closing QR will have no effect; Cp
will remain charged. Since the output data bus is tied to
Cp, the output will correspond to the charge on Cp after
the above operation. Note that the output is inverted; if
80
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Fig. 14. System requiring only 32 refresh amplifier.

As can be seen in the figure, the selected enable line
for the rows causes every cell in that row to be refreshed,
but only the cell at the intersection of the high row -line

and high column -line (marked "X") is actually read to
the output.
At the next instant, another row address will activate
OCTOBER, 1977-BM/E

the 3rd row -enable line, and all cells of the third row will

have their turn using the refresh amplifiers to refresh
their bits. To completely refresh the entire RAM, it is
necessary only to scan through all the row addresses
once, within the time specified by the manufacturerusually about one scan every 2 milliseconds or so.

Sharing pins: the multiplexing of addresses
The tiny chips of silicon on which these memories are
built will fit easily in a 16 -pin DIP. However, their com-

plexity is such that they require more than 16 pins to
supply addresses, power, and controls. So manufacturers
are often forced to house the memories in the larger 18 and 22 -pin packages, just to get the required number of
wires in and out. As an alternative, it is possible to share

certain pins of a 16 -pin package, and thus be able to
operate the chip in the smaller package. When hundreds

or even thousands of these chips are used in a large
memory, such as a frame store, the use of the srhaller
chip can dramatically reduce the board count, and hence
reduce the cost of the product.
The pin -sharing is done between row addresses and

column addresses. Consider, for example, a 4096-bif
RAM. It requires 6 row -address lines, and 6 column
address lines, for a total of 12 required address lines.
Since only 6 pins are allowed for the 12 lines, the 6
row -address bits are applied to the pins first, (See Fig.
15), and these six bits are temporarily stored in 6 latches.
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UHF Station

Managers
and Chief
Engineers...
This remarkable low -noise preamp and
new antenna make poor UHF pictures
good, and fair UHF pictures excellent.

You might have read about the new Winegard AC -9990

NEmatil CELLS

preamplifier combined with the Winegard CH -9095
antenna, in the "UHF Equality" article in the November,
1976 BROADCAST MANAGEMENT/ENGINEERING. The

article stated:
"CUB (Council for UHF Broadcasting) members
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broadcasting. It seems likely that many UHF fringe area viewers will be willing to make the fairly large
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who have tried the new combination say that it
has excellent characteristics. It seems to be another worthwhile aid to the improvement of UHF
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Fig. 15. Pin sharing 4096 -bit RAM.

The column -address bits are now applied to the same six
pins, and these bits are stored in another 6 latches. (The
latches are told when to seize the bits by the row address
strobe pulse (RAS), and the column -address strobe pulse
(CAS), respectively.) All 12 address bits are now avail-

able to the memory -cell matrix, and will be used to
locate the one particular memory cell being addressed at
that instant by that combination of address bits.
Next . . .
In the next article in this series, we shall discuss how
these memories can be used in hardware to accomplish
BM/E
time base correction and synchronization.

investment-$65.95 list for the antenna and $78.50
list for the preamplifier-for what will give them
in many cases a very substantial improvement,
lifting them out of the 'fringe" category."

Actual home installations, presently in use, have
brought about significant results with good reception
of UHF stations extended up to 30 additional miles,
nearly doubling the stations' effective range.

This means that TV households barely receiving you
can now get good, watchable pictures. Those with only
fair reception can now get excellent reception.
We want you to know about these extraordinary Wine-

gard UHF reception products so you can help your
viewers improve their reception while increasing your
audience and reach.
If you would like more information and a copy of our
"UHF Tips" booklet, please write us on your letterhead.

WINEGARD
The Winegard Company
Dept. UHF. 3000 Kirkwood Street. Burlington. Iowa 52601
Circle 154 on Reader Service Card
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What The VU Meter Is/Is Not/Will Be
By Dr. Roland Gubisch

As a culmination of the issues
raised in a series of Speak Outs on
vu meters, Dr. Gubisch provides a

historical perspective on how vu

meters got to be what they are
today and discusses future trends
in sound level measurement.

A VU METER WITH THE WRONG
DYNAMIC response can fool an audio
engineer into setting program levels

too high-and running afoul of the

FCC-or too low, and losing listeners
to "louder sounding" stations. But a
vu meter is a vu meter, and they're all
the same, true? False! During the last
10 years many meters intended for
consumer -type applications have been
popping up in professional broadcast
and recording consoles, disguised by
such impressive names as "sound
level meters," or just plain "vu
meters." Very few of these perform as
the Standard Volume Indicator specified in ANSI C16.5.

Are we being too fussy? Judge for

yourself: a "true vu meter" has a
maximum overshoot, or pointer de-

flection beyond the correct indication,

of 1.5% of reference level (Ovu); a
"pseudo vu meter" may have 5% to
25% pointer overshoot. An engineer
setting program levels with this
"pseudo vu meter" would drop average station modulation from 100% to

80%. But there aren't any hard-andfast rules for knowing how much a
"pseudo vu meter" is fooling you.
The same meter on different program
material might lead the engineer to
overmodulate 10 or 20%. If the station
is already running near FCC modulation limits, going higher is bad news.

In a recent "Speak Out" in BMIE

(June, 1977) Hans Schmid pointed out
how even a "true vu meter," one that
performs per ANSI C15.5, can lead to
incorrect program level settings as content changes from voice to rock music,
or even from steady to staccato voice!

Dr. Gubisch is product marketing
manager, Analog Products, for
Weston Instruments and a member of
the AES committee charged with revising the vu meter standard.
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Fig. 1. Trends in vu meter packages. Weston Models 962
(left, 1948), 2042 (center, 1969), and Mustang 7542 (right,
1976). Upper photo shows front and case design; lower
photo indicates change in profile over the years.

This problem becomes a nightmare
when the vu meter doesn't conform to
any particular standard for accuracy or
ballistics. Because the hazards in being

fooled by a vu meter are real-legal

and financial-it's worth a few
minutes to review the history and
future of these indicators.

The vu meter history
By 1937 a number of meters were in

use to monitor and compensate for
program power losses in telephone
transmission cables and studio equip-

ment. Many of these meters had differing calibrations and response times,
resulting in inconsistent output levels
as audio engineers responsed to

changes in program content. During
1938 and 1939 engineers from Weston

Instruments collaborated with engineers from CBS, NBC and Bell Telephone Laboratories to develop an indicator with consistent performance
and a meaningful display.
This background work led to several
publications in 1939 and 1940 which
continued on page 84
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NCAA Football lead-in
courtesy of ABC Sports
and Image West.

GREAT
MOMENTS IN
DIGITAL
VIDEO HISTORY.
THE FRAMESTORE SYNCHRONIZER
BECOMES A TOOL
FOR ENG AND PRODUCTION.
AND MICRO CONSULTANTS IS THERE WITH THE QUANTEL DFS 3100.
Our DFS 3100 is a lot more than a synchronizer. It makes ENG
more practicable, more professional, more profitable than
ever before.
It takes only 83-4 inches of rack space. Of course, it's also portable
-and rugged enough to take the rugged treatment portable
units get.
It makes production more vibrant than ever before. It lets you
compress live images. Move them around with a "joystick:
Freeze them. Run them through your switcher for special effects.
Make hot cuts. Time base correct. And control everything from
a remote panel.
It's been used by networks and local stations to enhance
practically every recent major television event you can think of.
The Olympics, the primaries, the political conventions, Seattle's
Sea Fair, Monday Night Football, the Super Bowl, and more.
Local stations also use it to zip up their news programming.
Production houses (like Image West) use it for innovative post
production.
See for yourself. Ask for a demo in your own facility. Write
or call Micro Consultants, Inc., P.O. Box 10057, Palo Alto,
California 94303, (415) 321-0832.
Circle 155 on Reader Service Card
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The dig tal video people
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VU METER: IS/IS NOT/WILL BE
Volume Indicator in compliance with

C16.5! Why not? Because C16.5

stipulates that a Standard Volume In-

dicator consists of two parts: 1) a meter
and 2) an attenuator or pad. U.S. meter
manufacturers do not offer such an at-

tenuator. This point may seem nitpicking, but it's one often overlooked.
Other points not specified in ANSI
C16.5-1954 include:
1) Meter sensitivity: Ovu is defined
as 1 mW in a resistance equal to the
circuit or line impedance. Today's

"vu" Meters equate 1.23 V as Ovw,
or 4dB above 1 mW into a 600 ohm
line.

2) Pointer speed toward rest position; the standard merely states that it
should be "not greatly different" from
response time upscale.

Fig. 2. Trends in vu meter styling; Weston Mustang Series

7500. Left, panel mount; center, window mount, right,
bezel mount.

3) Pointer target shape: although
recommended the adoption of a stand-

ardized volume indicator. In 1942
these recommendations were formalized as a standard which is now
ANSI C16.5-1954, reaffirmed in
1961. Vu meters, by one name or an-

other, have been with us for forty
years.

The standards

the spade has become conventional, it
is not required.
4) Meter impedance; the specifica-

There are some commonly -held
misconceptions about what C16.5 does

tion refers to "good practice" being
12.5 times the line impedance. Over
the years, 3900 ohms has become

and does not specify, so it's worth
looking at a few of its details. For example: No major U.S. manufacturer of
panels meters offers for sale a Standard

common for the meter. As low -power

semiconductor circuits proliferate in
consumer and professional audio components, even the 3900 ohm custom is

STOP
TAPE DELAY ENDS HERE
THE TIME TUNNEL
The Time Tunnel digital audio delay system is here. A professional broadcast quality six second audio delay that is
virtually
maintenance free.
The Time Tunnel utilizes a digital memory system to provide consistent high quality audio reproduction month after monthyear after year. Unlike tape delay systems, the Time Tunnel has no moving parts to wear, no preventative maintenance is
necessary and the performance does not degrade with time.
The Time Tunnel is offered in two models, TDG-1 with a 15Khz bandwidth and the TD.G-2 with a 7.5Khz bandwidth. Both
models have a frequency response flat within
.25db and a total harmonic distortion of less than .5%.
The Time Tunnel also offers a wide dynamic operating range of greater than 66db with a clip -level of 1 2db and a system
signal to noise ratio of greater than - 80db.
End your broadcast delay problems forever.
Call or write:

aN113( SYSTEMS, INC.

"The Innovators"

COMEX SYSTEMS INC.
Executive Drive
Hudson, NH 03051

603-889-8564
Circle 156 on Reader Service Card
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changing. To reduce meter -induced
distortion below 0.3%, some console
manufacturers are now seeking impedances of 15,000-25,000 ohms.
Notwithstanding these exceptions,
ANSI -C16.5 does establish rigorous
requirements for vu meter accuracy
and dynamic performance:
Frequency: deviation from 1 kHz indication
±0.2 dB 35-10 kHz
±0.5 dB 25-16 kHz

vu meter costs two or three times
higher than, for example, a standard
0/1 ma sensitivity.

Until a few years ago such ex-

pensive "true vu" meters were used
not only in professional broadcast and
recording systems, but also in quality

"hi-fi" amplifiers for the consumer
market. Competitive price pressure
over the past ten years has forced high
fidelity component manufacturers to

scale is now a standard option with
several meter vendors. It provides
brighter, more uniform illumination
than the older method of locating two
lamps below and in front of an opaque
vu scale. The lamp is more readily ac-

cessible for replacement, as it is not
buried inside the meter case.
During the past five years console
manufacturers have also succumbed to

increasing profit pressure, and have

"pseudo vu"

abandon "true vu" meters in favor of

begun to substitute

Deflection: 0.3 sec. ± 10% to 99% of
reference value
Overswing: 1-1.5% of reference
value

virtually no standard sensitivity or ballistic response, but having buff type A
or type B scales conforming to ANSI

ANSI C16.5. Some of these console
manufacturers were no doubt assisted
in their transition by meter vendors

These are the familiar specifications

meters are typically 200 microamps or
1 mA in sensitivity, with response time

which so-called

"true" vu meters

should meet. That buff -colored dial,

originally conceived to relieve eye
strain yet provide good contrast for
continuous monitoring, is recommended, but not required by C16.5.

vu meters in the marketplace
Analog panel meters designed and
built to meet the requirements of
C16.5 as well as customs added over
the years are costly to manufacture,
compared with "plain -vanilla"
moving -coil analog meters. The rapid
response time and low overshoot requires a special coil or magnet or both,
as well as hand -selected internal resistances. These special features lead to

cheaper "pseudo vu" meters-with

recommendations.

"Pseudo vu"

and overshoot of about 0.5 seconds
and 5-257q respectively. The sluggish
response and high overshoot of
"pseudo vu" meters can lead to substantial errors of under or over correction of audio level, depending upon the
nature of program content.

The wide use of sound level in-

dicators in consumer equipment has
led to several improvements in meter
cosmetics and lighting, which are now
available to professional users. Panel,
bezel and window -mounting styles
give the console designer several

esthetic choices; before, only a protruding panel -mount version was available. Rear illumination of a translucent

meters for those which conform to

who claimed to provide "true vu"

meters at very attractive prices. But
those meters did not meet standard performance requirements. Other console
manufacturers candidly acknowledged
their less -than -standard meters, but

resorted to ambiguous labels such as

"sound level meters" or "program
level meters"

or merely "vu

in-

dicators."

The 'uture of vu meters
This trend of expanding use of non-

standard vu meters in professional

equipment is continuing but it will be
offset over the next several years by
two factors: 1) Solid state circuitry
built into analog meters and 2) New
standards which account for "true vu"
continued on page 86

Increase Your Modulation...
MAXIMUM signal loudness and performance...
minimum distortion...wiith Harris MSP-100 AM/
FM/TV Audio Processor.
Extremely flexible, the MSP-100 optimizes your
signal no matter what the format. A tri-band AGC
processes
spectrum.

separate

segments

of

the

audio

A sophisticated limiter program sampling circuit
automatically selects the proper attack/recovery
times.

...with the new

MSP -100
rk,r1 HARRIS
OMMUNICATIONS AND

stir ORMATION MANSEIN

Ease of adjustment and repeatability of settings
is assured by use of p-ecision step switches.
reading output. .rugged modular construction...simplified maintenance... LED's for
monitoring and troubleshooting.
Peak

The MSP-100 has it all, and packs a powerful
sound. Write: Harris Corporation, Broadcast
Products Division. Quincy, Illinois 62301.

See Us at NRBA Booth # 28, 29, 40 and 41.
Circle 157 on Reader Service Card
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Speak Out
and "pseudo vu" meters. With semiconductor technology it is possible to
design an inexpensive amplifier circuit
with a frequency response characteristic which, when used to drive a

"pseudo vu" meter, will provide performance meeting most or all of the
requirements of ANSI C16.5. With
sufficient unit volume the circuitry can
be customized on a small IC chip and
located within the vu meter case itself.

Such an "electronic true vu" meter
would require power supply terminals
as well as audio signal input terminals.
The concept is workable and has been
used in some audio processing equipment, but it has not yet been packaged
by meter manufacturers.
Another opportunity for semiconductor technology to marry analog
displays comes from the development
of peak -program meters. Widely used
and promoted by the BBC, peak -program meters typically feature an electronically -synthesized response time of

10 milliseconds to tone bursts and a
fall back time of 2-3 sec. Studies indicate that peak -program measurements are less dependent upon program material than are vu measurements, and the use of peak -program

rather than vu meters results in an

overall level increase. The EBU
(European Broadcasting Union) published a performance standard for
peak -program meters in 1974; and

since that time U.S. acceptance has
been growing. At least one domestic

manufacturer of professional broadcast
recording equipment now features
peak -program meters in console
modules.
Solid state "bar -graph" displays
made from a row of 6 to 50 individual
LED lamps are beginning to appear in
consumer hi-fi components for sound
level indication. They're being fea-

tured for their novelty rather than for
clarity of display (which is currently
poor). As these LED displays become
refined and are joined by liquid crystal

and other similar display methods,
solid state vu meters will become

popular in consumer and professional
audio equipment. The chief advantage

of solid state displays over electromechanical ones is their virtually instantaneous response times-which
can be tailored to provide the best fea-

tures of both peak -program and vu
meters.

Another potential advantage is the
ability to "freeze" solid state displays
at an instantaneous peak value, a
useful feature for tape processing.
These trends in usage and technology present an enormous challenge to

Next to your Oscilloscope, perhaps the most
powerful test instrument you can own.

the conscientious broadcast equipment
manufacturer and buyer. What will be

the best display for the 1980's? How
do I specify? What standards govern
performance? In contrast to the last
three decades of stability, the next ten
years will be a hardware merry-goround.

Fortunately, work is going on right
now to revise the present ANSI C16.5
standard to broaden its application to
future sound level indicators. It will

very likely define some "less than
true" vu meters as well as true versions, peak -program and solid state
display types. The standard will also
be compatible with its European
counterpart to be published by the IEC
(International Electrotechnical Commission).
In

the meantime, however, users

and manufacturers of broadcast
equipment must either insist upon doc-

umented compliance of prospective

meters with ANSI C16.5, or they
should try samples of several different

meters to determine which one will
best satisfy their audio monitoring
needs. Among "pseudo vu" meters
there is a wide selection available of
vendors, styles, methods of illumination and price. As in the past, product
reliability and vendor service are frequently overlooked, but important
points to consider.
BM/E
Oscilloscope photographs of some typical examples of plots
made using the 4400 and an oscilloscope.

Swept sine wave frequency response plot of the reciprical
action of a low frequency equalizer. The small negative
spikes are markers at 62Hz. I kHz and BkHz. The amplitude
window between the top and bottom reference lines is 30dB:
the horizontal axis is log 20Hz to 20kHz.

Amber model 4400 Multipurpose Audio Test Set,
US list $3650. Oscilloscope not included.

The Amber model 4400 Multipurpose Audio
Test Set-a powerful, comprehensive test
instrument combining in a single package
almost all the test and measurement facilities
needed for professional audio testing.
Use it to plot the frequency response of a
tape recorder, o microphone or a speaker.
Look at the slope characteristics of o filter or
equalizer. Equalize a monitor system,
measure the crosstalk In a console, check
the gain of an amplifier or plot the phase
response of a preomp-the 4400 will give
you a fast, concise and accurate picture of
the performance of a piece of equipment.
It incorporates o function generator with
low sine wave distortion, 10 octave log

amber

Amber Electro Design Limited
1064 Golf Rood
Montreal. Canada H3E 1H4

sweeper, tone burst generator, noise genera-

tor and high power (over +30 dBm) output
amplifier. It has an auto -ranging digital
dBm meter with over 150 dB measurement
range, a frequency counter, a multifunction
filter that con be used as a spectrum analyser
and four digital memories that give you X Y
frequency and phase response plots on any
non -storage oscilloscope.

Frequency response of the speaker and room in a monitor
system. The top trace, with 40dB window between reference
lines, is before equalization. the bottom trace after equalization. The source was pink noise and the plots were made
using the spectrum analysis mode with a Yroctave bandwidth.

A fantastic time saver both in new product
development and regular equipment
maintenance. If you're involved in professional audio-acoustics, studio equipment,

tape recorder maintenance, whateverfind out what the incredible Amber 4400 con
do for you.
Exch.. Export Agent

Tel: (514)769-2739

Gotham Export Corporation
741 Washington Street
New York. New York 100t4

Telex: 05-25451

Telex 12.9269

Tel (212) 741-7411

Spectral analysis of the noise floor of a tape recorder playing
back erased tape, A 2% litter bandwidth was used. Bottom
reference line is -90dBm, top - 30dBm. Second trace is
phase shift versus frequency between,two reproduced tracks.
Top reference line is +180,, middle 0° and bottom -160°. The
marker is at 4kHz in the 20Hz to 20kHz sweep
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The
FASTEST
AID

CONVERTER

in the West

(and East)!
Computer Labs MATV-0816 for TBC's, Frame Stores, and Synchronizers
When you convert video into 8 -bit digital signals
at rates through 16 MHz, you've got the fastest
commercially available analog -to -digital con-

this modular A/D is ideal for use in time -base
correctors, electron,c frame stores, synchronizers

and other video applications.

verter in town.

The MATV-0816 is the latest addition
to Computer Lab's specialized equip-

That's 4 times NTSC -3 times PAL!!!!

ment for digital video. Other recent
products include the MATV-0808

This represents a major breakthrough in
high-speed A/D technology by the company that's been the leader of high-speed
conversion for the last decade.

(8 -bit, 8 -MHz A/D), MATV-0811 (8 -bit,

11 -MHz A/D), and the MDD-0820A

The most economical A/D in its performance
class, the self-contained MA -N-0816 occupies
21 cu. in., and requires only external power

(8 -bit, 20 -MHz "deglitched" D/A).

Computer Labs will supply video A/D and

supplies and clock signal. Weighing less

D/A's in modulles, on our standard PC
boards, or for a modest engineering

than 10 ounces and dissipating less than 9 watts,

charge, on customer -specified PC boards.

Write or call..
COMPUTER LABS, INC. 505 EDWARDIA DRIVE GREENSBORO, N. C. 27409
(919) 292-6427, TWX 510-922-7954

COMPUTER

-LABS
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INTERPRETING THE
&

REGULATIONS

Personal Attack Rules
By Frederick W. Ford and Lee G. Lovett; Pittman. Lovett. Ford and Hennessey, Washington, D.C.
THE COMMISSION HAS JUST IMPOSED a

$1,000 fine upon

the licensee of non-commercial educational television
station, WNET, for violating the Commission's personal
attack rules.' The station had presented a news documentary about Times Square in New York City. The
documentary focused upon blight in the area, the dim
prospects for restoration and, specifically, a residential
hotel inhabited by elderly persons who were, allegedly,
taken advantage of by the owner. The documentary portrayed the owner as a "slumlord" who had intentionally
set fire to the building to force elderly tenants to vacate.
He had also "possibly" threatened the life of a priest for
protesting living conditions.
The Commission found that all of these remarks constituted personal attacks. The station taped (prior to

broadcasting the program) an appearance by the building
owner. The station did not send the owner a script or tape
of the broadcast, nor did it offer him further response
time after the broadcast. The Commission found that the
licensee had violated the personal attack rules2 since the
station edited his remarks and permitted only responses
to specific questions. Despite providing this opportunity

to respond, the licensee failed to comply with the personal attack rule requirements.
This decision has dismayed a number of station exec-

utives. Others, including many non -broadcasters see it as

necessary to balance the pervasive power wielded by
broadcast media outlets. In any event, station managers
and operating personnel should regularly review the per-

sonal attack rules to avoid running afoul of the sometimes tricky requirements.

A personal attack can occur only when a station is
presenting views on a controversial issue of public importance. Any attack made "upon the honesty, character, integrity or like personal qualities of an identified
person or group" constitutes a personal attack.

The Commission's Rules do not prohibit personal
attacks. Broadcasters' free speech rights are constitutionally protected. The Commission can make no rule
which infringes upon a licensee's discretion in its programming. Anyway, the subject of a personal attack has
other remedies in most cases. If the licensee makes libelous statements, the person or organization attacked is
always free to sue the licensee.
Seven -Day Rule

When a station makes a personal attack, it has an
obligation to submit to the individual or organization
attacked the following within a reasonable time, but in
no event, more than one week:
(1) The date, time and identification of the broadcast
containing the personal attack; (2) A script or tape of the

personal attack; and (3) An offer of a reasonable opportunity to respond over the licensee's facilities.
Note that the time requirement is first a "reasonable
time," and, second, "no more than one week." In certain circumstances where time is of the essence, notisa

fication seven days after the personal attack may not be
deemed reasonable. Station personnel should keep this in
mind when coordinating personal attack notification.
Look at each factor involved. Is there any reason why the
person or organization being attacked should, in all fair-

ness, be notified in fewer than seven days? This is a
matter of licensee discretion-responsibly and ob-

jectively exercised.

Right To Respond
When a personal attack is made, the right to respond is
personal to the individual or organization attacked. The
broadcaster cannot specify a reply spokesperson, even if
that spokesperson espouses the same point of view as the
person or organization attacked. On the other hand, the
person or organization who has a right to reply time may
specify an alternative spokesperson. Since the personal
attack rules come within the gambit of the Fairness Doctrine, a broadcaster may still have a duty to provide an
opposing point of view if (1) the person or organization
attacked declines to take advantage of offered response
time and (2) the station has not presented balanced coverage of the controversial issue of public importance
upon which the personal attack was based.
Most broadcasters will agree that it is hard enough to
police their own broadcasts for compliance with the per-

sonal rules. But, the Commission has deemed fit to

extend broadcaster responsibilities even farther. The personal attack rules apply to any broadcast aired by a station, including syndicated programming, network programming, etc.

Exemptions
Personal attack rules do not apply to the following:
(1) Attacks on foreign public figures or foreign organi-

zations:
(2) Attacks made by "legally qualified candidates, their

authorized spokesman, or those associated with
them in the campaign, on other such candidates,
their authorized spokesmen, or persons associated
with the candidates in the campaign; and
(3) Attacks made during bona fide newscasts, news

interviews and on -the -spot coverage of news
events.

This final exception is especially tricky. The WNET
case noted at the beginning of this discussion is a case in
point. The station argued that the presentation on the
Times Square area constituted a news program. The
Commission disagreed stating that it was a news documentary not exempt from the personal attack rules because it had been broadcast three times over the period of
a year.
Note that the exemption from the personal attack rules
does not apply to editorials broadcast by the licensee.
Broadcast matter exempted from the personal attack
'Educational Broadcasting Corp.. 40 RR 2d 1676 (1977).

'Section 73.123 of the Commission's Rules (for AM stations); Section

73.300 (for FM stations); and Section 76.697 (for television stations).
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IT GROWS ON YOU!
IttertttrfeterrrE

No matter what size your station, or how fast you're grow-

ing, TFT has a digital remote control system that can fit

It's A.T.S. Compatible. Full provisions for A.T.S. (Automatic Transmission Systems) are built into the TFT 7600

your budget and grow right along with you.

System. An A.T.S. °verde is also provided.

It's called the TFT 7600 System.

It's Wire or Wireless. TFT 7600 is designed to operate on
either a voice grade phone line or STL and TSL transmis-

It's Expandable. The root of 7600 is the Model 7610,
10 -channel Raise/Lower System. Add Model 7615 Direct

sion links.

Control and Status Monitoring System and you have 15
more digital controls and 15 more status indicators. Now
add Model 7620 or 7630 Channel Expander at the remote
point and you increase the Raise/Lower control capability
up to 3 fold. Several Expanders may be added to provide
up to 110 channels of digital -emote control and status
indication. Finally, the Model 7640 Multiple Channel Data

It's Economical. Now vou can have a full digital remote
control system at competitive prices to analog, and at about
half the cost of other digital systems.

As with all TFT broadcast products, engineering excellence
is the key to acceptance. That's why, in the 9 months since

TFT 7600 was ontroddced, over 60 systems have been

Display adds the digital display capability for simultaneous
meter readings plus Limit Alarms and Automatic Logging.

delivered and are now handling the remote control needs of
every size radio and TV station throughout the country.

It Saves Operating Costs. Your weekly calibration can be
performed by one person. Also. several different remote
sites can be operated by one person from a single control
point.

Plan for your growth potential now, with the flexible TFT
Model 7600 Digital Remote Control System. For full information, call or write TFT. In Canada, call C.C.A. Caldwell
(800-261-4088)

It's Reliable. Proprietary TFT double -scan -compare digital
data filtering plus parity check ensures highest possible data
'integrity throughout the system.

See the 7600 at NR BA

INC.
TFir TIME AND FREQUENCY TECHNOLOGY910-338-0584
3000 ,DLCOTT STREET. SANTA CLARA CA 9505/ (408 246-6365 TWX No.
Circle 160 on Reader Service Card
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rules is not exempted from the requirements of the Fairness Doctrine; a licensee must continue to make the fol-

lowing determination for the Fairness Doctrine compliance: (1) Did the broadcast matter constitute a treatment of a controversial issue of public importance? If so,
(2) has the station presented, in its overall programming,
balanced coverage of the controversial issue?
One additional note must be made concerning the "legally qualified candidate" exemption. The exemption is,
loosely speaking, a candidate -to -candidate exemption.
What if a candidate makes a personal attack upon a non -

candidate? Does the station have to comply with the
personal attack rules? Yes. The station must comply with
the personal attack rules outlined above.

Examples Of Personal Attacks
Even after reviewing the personal attack rules carefully, many broadcasters have trouble picking out "borderline" personal attacks. Review of a few Commission
decisions on the subject should be helpful.
In one case, the Commission held that remarks by a
broadcaster that actions of two persons who initiated a

lawsuit to block construction of an "airpark" were

"questionable" and characterization of the individuals
as "troublemakers" were not attacks on the honesty,
character, integrity of those persons. Hence, there was
no personal attack.
In another case, a broadcast editorial criticized the bail
set by a Justice of the Peace as follows:

The Lightweight, Sophisticated, Easy to
Use, Completely Self -Contained, and
Incredibly Affordable Color TV Camera.
That's a lot to say about any camera. But with
the FP3030, it's almost an understatement. The
FP3030 is rapidly becoming the #1 choice of
corporate communications centers, hospitals,
schools, and even broadcasters. And no wonder,
when you consider its sharp images and true
colors, its featherweight portability, and its equally
light price tag. But best of all, the FP3030 is so
easy to use that all you do is point and shoot! No
complicated adjustments to worry about. And
check out these added features:

Weighs only 81/2 lbs. (including viewfinder,
standard 6 to 1 zoom lens, and battery). Comes
with rugged, heavy duty shipping case.

Exclusive single Tri-Electrode Vidicon tube for
registration -free color.

Internal NTSC, or External Sync for multi camera system use.

C -Mount lens-wide variety of auxiliary lenses.
3 -way power-AC line, Battery, or external
DC (12V).

Can be used with any video tape recorder from
cartridge to quad. Pistol grip on camera controls
tape recorder.
VTR playback on camera viewfinder.

See the FP3030 at your Hitachi dealer.

HITACHI

Hitachi Denshi America, Ltd.
FORMERLY HITACHI SHIBADEN CORP OF AMERICA

Executive Office:
58-25 Brooklyn -Queens Expressway, Woodside, N.Y. 11377
Offices in: Chicago - Los Angeles- Dallas - Atlanta

"Judge Morelli, in our opinion, mind you we said in our
opinion, you are not an honorable Justice of the Peace.
Five Hundred Dollars Bail. It's disgusting. You should
get out of Office, that's what we think."

The Commission held that this was not a personal attack
because it criticized an official action of the Justice of the
Peace and was not personal in nature.
When a licensee accused an individual of "pandering

with falsehoods," a personal attack occurred.
Two cases involving hospital personnel are instructive. In one, the Broadcast Bureau held that a station's statement that doctors and nurses in a particular
hospital were "incompetent" did not constitute a personal attack. In another case, the Broadcast Bureau held

that a personal attack occurred when a station, in a

broadcast involving a controversial issue of public importance, accused a doctor of "unethical conduct" in the
death of two young children and of being convicted and
found guilty in the death of a young boy. The distinction
between these two cases appears to be that they first one
did not sufficiently identify the person or group being
attacked; the second one was unquestionably clear as to
the individual being attacked.
Characterization of an association as one with "subversive designs" (where the word subversive clearly
meant Communist) constitutes the personal attack.
Proving A Personal Attack
The First Amendment dictates that broadcasters maintain maximum possible control over programming con-

tent. For this reason, the person complaining of a personal attack rule violation has the burden of proof against

the accused station. In any area of adjudication, the
burden of proof is a substantial handicap. Further, in
reviewing a personal attack complaint, the Commission
will utilize the following standard: Whether the licensee's judgment as to (1) what the issue involved is
and (2) whether that issue is controversial and of public
importance, transcends the bounds of reasonableness
and good faith. The Commission cannot substitute its
own judgment as to what is reasonable or done in good
faith.
BM/E
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The VTR Format of Tomorrow.
While others are still talking about it...
Bosch already has it: the BCN System.
Since the BCN was first introduced, more than 370 of these systems
have been ordered from all parts of the world.
More than 150 of them have been delivered and are in operation.
The four basic requirements placed on a new VTR

The BCN System meets these four basic
requirements for a new VTR format today:

Top broadcast quality for all TV standards.
Universal applicability.
Reel-to-reel and cassette handling.
Adaptable to future developments.

The compatible and economical BCN

format:

The portable
BCN 20

I" format produced by Bosch guarantees
broadcast quality in all TV standards
and color systems (PAL, PAL -M,
SECAM, NTSC). For all fields of
telecasting and VTR applications. It is
adaptable to future developments in video
tape and video head technology. The segmented -field process makes purely electronic
switching of writing speeds possible. As a result, the BCN is already
an economical and universal VTR with a guaranteed future today.

The BCN System offers two different portable versions:
the portable BCN 20 with a tape capacity of more than 60 minutes

The
BCN 5 cassette

VTR

on one reel - and the BCN 5, the 20 -min.
cassette recording and play -back version.
Both versions operate under all conditions
with full broadcast quality. In the future, the
BCN cassette version will also be used in an
automatic multi -cassette VTR.

The BCN System features electronic editing with:
Single -picture display - for an unlimited time with no danger to
the tape.

1

Jogging - single -picture search
mode, forward and reverse.
Slow-motion, fast -motion variable take -search mode.

The secret of
success:

the BCN scanner

The BCN System is not only a broadcast VTR:
It is also the electronic alternative to film. For the quality- and
economy -minded industrial user, and for all professional
non -broadcast applications.
The BCN System is offered by four leading manufacturers
of "broadcast" equipment, and it is produced in both Europe and

the USA.

Tape guidance system in the BCN 20

And all this with a state-of-the-art
digital store.
The BCN format also offers the
possibility of filing over 100.000 single pictures (for example,
slides) on a 90 -min. video tape with an extremely short access
time to each single picture.
The BCN System is designed for both basic tape -handling
methods: reel-to-reel and cassette handling in full broadcast
quality, in both portable and stationary VTR's.

BCN -a format with a guaranteed future.
See us at Booth 26 and 27, SMPTE show, Oct. 17.20,

Century Plaza Hotel, Los Angeles.

BOSCH FERNSEH

Robert Bosch GmbH, Geschaftsbereich Fernsehanlagen ,
Postfach 429. D-6100 Darmstadt. Federal Republic of Germany

Robert Bosch Corporation, Feniseh Group.
279 Midland Avenue. Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07662
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A Speak Out For Satellite Networking

Broadcasters Better Get Ready To
Take Advantage Of New Networking Capabilities
By Bill Wormington

FOR THE PAST SEVERAL MONTHS the

than land lines, the economics of satel-

been one of the main topics of conversation wherever and whenever
broadcasters and advertisers have

lite transmission becomes more im-

both general and
markets.

portant.
The general feeling in the broadcast

Our initial operation, when completed, will provide us with coverage

gotten together.
The Fourth Network concepts have

would seem to be that it's a "gimmick," a "show -biz" stunt without

possibility of a "Fourth Network" has

covered a wide spectrum of pos-

sibilities; a coalition of the independent TV stations throughout the country; a mixture of independent TV stations and CATV systems covering the

major markets and the

program -

oriented networks such as the recent
"Operation Prime Time," effort
which was built around quality programming first, with the network then
being put together.
All of these are praiseworthy ventures and they have stressed more than
ever the need for an alternate networking apparatus to the present three network structure.
Yet, few people have considered the
area in which the greatest strides are
being made: the satellite area. For the
past two years, Transcommunications
Corporation of Greenwich, Connect-

icut, has been developing a Satellite
Network Service system which encompasses the most advanced improvements in the State of the Art of
the broadcast transmission system and
which now constitutes a potential network which will eventually cover
every major market in the country.
There is little question that satellite

transmission of broadcast programming is becoming more and more important to both station operators and

programming executives. The costs
savings alone are of sufficient magnitude to immediately catch the eyes of
cost-conscious comptrollers. When an
independent TV station such as

KBMA-TV in Kansas City can save
over 60% in the transmission of
baseball games using satellite rather
92

industry about satellite transmission

practical industry applications. They

couldn't be more wrong. Our firm,
Satellite Network Services, Inc., is al-

ready functioning as part of a soon operational network service
interconnecting various markets in the
country.
When fully operational, our services
to -be

will be as a major distribution video
network. Our clients will be a combination of radio, TV, CATV, MDS,
program and package producers, syndicators, motion picture distributors,
and a host of others.

Most of the thrust of a "Fourth

special interest

of 50% of the total United States popu-

lation; 57% of total ADI households;
95% of all independent VHF stations,
90% of all independent UHF stations,
31% of all cable television subscribers
and 59.2% of all effective buying
income.
Of all these markets 93% have au-

thorized MDS stations, 87% have
pay -TV programs and it covers 62% of
all retail sales generated in the US. The

coverage also includes 94% of all
major professional sports teams, 84%
of all Fortune 500 manufacturing companies and 60% of all television revenues generated.
Satellite interconnection will also

include data for specific areas, specially developed video programming

Network" concept has been towards
the utilization of the independent TV
stations throughout the country. Yet
the largest investors of Earth Stations
by far are the CATV systems operators. As these CATV operators continue to expand their potential for receiving additional programming from
a wide variety of sources their potential for audience growth assumes significant proportions-and the satellite
importation of distant signals, if it is

for professional groups, sales seminars
originating at one point and distributed
to a number of regional headquarters
of major companies and a wide variety
of additional information.
Broadcasters have had their heads in
the sands for so long that it's become
second nature to shun any advances in
technology. What's new? to them

With well over 100 Earth Stations
now being utilized by both independent TV stations and CATV systems,

entirely new concept of distribution for
both video and non -video information
and when this satellite -oriented system
achieves its maturity they may well be
in the position of the buggy whip company owners who thought that the auto

furthered, could change marketing
areas.

the potential for an interconnecting
network service to supply programming, scheduling, transmission, mar-

keting, network clearances and the
other detail work becomes increasingly
important. The effective management
of such a networking enterprise would
result in lower distribution costs and a

greater diversity of programming to

usually means "how much was your
profit this year?" They are facing an

would never make it. The technology
is already here and it's only a question
of time before another form of "net-

working" makes its impact on the
communications world.

Mr. Wormington

BM/E

is president of

Satellite Network Services, Inc.,
Greenwich, CT.
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Now ready!
A new line of VHF tetrodes with PYROBLOC' grids...
for super -reliable FM -radio transmitters
3 kW to 30 kW of output power.
Only one power tetrode needed.
Direct solid-state drive for the output stage.
Witt- a big extra plus: ---1CMSON-CSF s own PF line-circui-. desigis fcr optimum overall
amplifier performance and -eliability!

11,

THOMSON -C SF
THOMSON-CSF ELECTRCN TUBES /

0 ELOOMFIELCI AVENUE / CLIFTON NJ 07015 / TEL.: ;2C11779.10.04 / 1VVX : 710,989.7149

France T1- OMEON-CSF Divi ;izsr label Electromques / 38, rue VaLthier / 52100 BOULDGNE-3 L_ANCC,URT / TOL. ::1) 604 81.75
German/ - THOMSON-CSF E e1 ton anrihrei Gmbh / Leerbachstr. 58 / SOCO FRANKFURT ire MAMA I Tel., r06111 71.72.81
638.14.58
Italy -1-1-0MSON-CF Tubi Elettron ci SRL ' Viale degli Am-niralli 71 / I - 00 36 R DsAA. Tel.:
: (0K) 264.63.41
Japan TI-OMSON-CSF . r pan K < / TBR Buildilg / Kojimachi 5-7 / Cliyoda-Ku / TOKYO 102 /
al.. 1) 22876.09
Doha t MADRID
St aM - THOMSDN-CSF Tubos E ectron cos S.A. / ?Ocala 87 /
Swedsn - THOM X,14 -CS--, Elektionrer AB / Box 27080 3 10251 STOCKHOLM 271 Tel.. '.03) 225.815
United Kingdom - THOMSON4CSF Components 31 Matanals _td / R ngway House / E ell Road / BASIN GS. T01;E fiG:4 COG / Tel.: (0256) 29155 Telex :858866
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Broadcasters
GET UN -HOOKED FROM
THE TELEPHONE COMPANY

- PROVIDE YOUR OWN

GREAT

"PROGRAM LINES" WITH

MARTI su

IDEA
CONTEST
25. Automatically Rotating
Power Control To Zero
Upon Plate Shut -Down.

STL-8 Transmitter

FEATURES

All Solid State
Direct FM Modulator

Charles Kelly Jr., CE, James Burt,
Asst. CE, KRSJ, Durango, CO

Problem: Many transmitters develop high surge currents in the high

voltage stack rectifiers when the plate
supply is turned on. This can stress the
rectifiers and contribute to failure at a
later date.
Our FM transmitter works more reliably if the operator rotates the power
adjust control to zero before applying

plate voltage. When they forget the
procedure it often means expensive
stack replacement. The objective is to
design a device to automatically rotate

the power control to zero upon plate
shut -down.

Solution: This simple circuit simply

energizes a relay for 30 seconds following the shut -down of the plate circuit. When the plate control relay shuts
down the trigger is dropped to ground
which sets the timer producing a positive voltage which will drive a small

relay. The length of the pulse is dependent on the 470 /IF electrolytic and
the 100k time set pot.
The relay can drive the power adjust

motor and the length of the time required is set with the 100k pot. Another set of contacts on the relay can in-

hibit plate turn -on until the pot is at
minimum.

Modular Construction
Test Meter Built in
Proven Reliability in hundreds

of installations
Unsurpassed for Dual Channel
Stereo STL, Single Channel AM
STL or Inter City Relay
SPECIFICATIONS - STEREO

Stereo Cross Talk

-65 DB
-65 DB or less

Noise
Response

-±0.5 DB 30-15000 Hz.

Distortion

Less than 0.5%

KRSJ transmitter saver.

Providing An Alarm
For The End Of Automation

PRICES

26.

Dual Channel Stereo
$4,160.00
Single Channel
$2,290.00
Cost of Antenna Systems not
included.

Tapes.
Stuart Graham,
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REMY

Chief Engineer,
319I

24Y

LAMP

Problem: The live announcer on

Pllor0-

I

CELL

AM is responsible for changing the

automation tapes when they run out on
FM. Since there is always some leader

/

I3ELL

tape at the end of the reel, a visual

ae

Solution: Using a photocell, with
decreasing resistance when struck by
light, across the tape path and hooked
in series with a 24 V relay solved the
tacts to latch itself on and another to
continued on page 96

0

DrifbZ

inspection of the tape does no good a:
all and dead air was common as reels
ran out. An inexpensive, simple, and
reliable system to let the announcer
know that the tape needed changing
was called for.

problem. The relay uses one set of con-

MARTI actronici,

Ki 2fY

\

WAYX, WLTE-FM, Waycross, GA

STL-8 ACCESSORIES

RMC-20 Digital Remote Control
ST-10/SR-10 Digital Status/Alarm
RMC-2AX Analog Remote Control
SCG-8 SubCarrier Generator
SCR -8 SubCarrier Receiver
ASO-8A Automatic Transmitter
Switcher
ASO-200A Automatic Receiver
Switcher
CLA-40A Compressor/Limiter
HRC-8A Transmitter Combiner
Complete Antenna Systems

T,9Pt 11;Th'

RLARIN

geSET/AYAS7E.R

ow/OFF

Su//Tell
i21/1/ FROM
gProfrIATiON

fOoERSONLY

Graham's system for alerting
announcer that tape needs
changing.
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New! For heterodyne VTRs

516 Digital

Corrector
Time Base

a broadcast quality, digital TBC
It's the CVS 516, first digital TBC made and priced to
give users of non -segmented, heterodyne VTRs all the
proven advantages of modern digital video processing.
The CVS 516 is ideal for ENG, teleproduction, studio
VTR backup and much more because it comes with features that, before, you'd find only in TBCs costing up to
twice as much.
For example, correction of chroma/luminance delay
problems, a 3 dB chrome noise reduction, velocity compen-

sation and color dropout compensation are standard.
So is "Gyrocomp," an exclusive, use -proven CVS
memory design that easily handles severe gyroscopic dis-

tortions-without breakup.
There's also a broadcast stable, gen-lock sync
generator, automatic VTR advanced sync and a built-in
completely adjustable processing amplifier.
If all that's not enough, add our optional, moderately
priced Image Enhancer/Noise Reducer. This plug-in card

CVS

substantially reduces luminance and chroma noise and
significantly improves subjective resolution. And, to tame
even the wildest instability, you can add our optional 16
line window.
Simple operaton is another plus for the CVS 516.
Front panel controls give you total mastery of your video
signal. Each control also has a preset unity position to
give you a consistent starting point for all your tapes.

All this, and more, is contained in a package that
weighs only 25 pounds. is only 31/2 inches high and uses

only 175 watts-major advantages with today's increasing emphasis on ENG and field production.
So, to give your heterodyne productions the quality
they deserve, get the one digital TBC made and priced to
do the job-the CVS 516. For full details and/or a demonstration, contact your authorized CVS Distributor or CVS.

And ask for our new booklet about the basics of digital
time base correction. It's free.

Consolidated
Video
Systems, inc.

1255 E. Argues Avenue, Sunnyvale, California 94086 (408) 737-2100 Telex: 35-2028
Circle 165 on Reader Service Card
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Counter Calibrator
Synthesizer.
27.

provide power to a bell alarm. The bell
is loud enough to be heard anywhere in
the building, but does not "bleed

Rod Allen, Xmtr. Supv., WKBS-TV,
Philadelphia, PA

mike is on.
24 V is supplied by the automation
system power supply and the alarm is
re -set by a master on/off switch for the

Problem: To accurately calibrate

over" on AM when that announcer's

"tape alarms." Windows are placed
on the tape immediately after the last

station's main frequency counter for
use in direct measurement of visual &
aural carrier frequency and for checking and setting secondary standards.
Solution: The three major TV net -

selection by removing the oxide from
the tape with acetone. Two photocells
can be connected in parallel for each
relay used thus making expansion of
the system for two or more tape decks
very inexpensive.
"DEAD AIR" caused by the tapes
running out, or breaking has been vir-

being one of the final products, of
counting down, from this reference.
This far exceeds FCC specifications
for a primary frequency standard for
TV use. The color burst is also traceable to National Bureau of Standards,

who publish all Network Subcarrier
offset frequencies, monthly.

To use this atomic standard is a
matter of feeding 1 volt P.P. of corn posit video, from network show into
P.C. board. R.F. output frequency will
be exactly 107386363.64 Hz. A divide
by ten output is provided for under 100
MHz counters. A 12.6 volt, .5A,
center tapped transformer is used to

power board directly. D.C. supplies
are on board.
On the board, the 3.58 MHz burst is
sampled, held, then multiplied to 107
MHz, using a divide by N synthesizer
circuit. The output is phase locked 30
times above the burst frequency.

tually eliminated at WLTE by this

system costing less than $25.00 for 4
tape decks.

Output RF exceeds 2.5 volts at 107
MHz and 3.5 volts at 10.7 MHz. The

A note about Great Idea No. 12

3.58 MHz output is for HI -Z reference

"An LED, Cart Status Circuit"

use only. RF output should be terminated into 50 ohms at counter input.

Ricky Benson noted a mistake in the circuit diagram for his Great Idea. The SCR
is shown backwards in the circuit. The Cathode should face the LED and the Anode
should face the "+ VDC."

Several checks and adjustments

should be made while using video
input, to insure correct operation. DC
Allen's synthesizer P.C. board.

If we miss you in New Orleans

3

works all use atomic frequency referenced sync generators, with color burst

across filter caps. should be +8 and
+18 volts. Look for noisy, positive,

Visit our Exhibit in Las Vegas

Good Reasons
for Audi -Cord's Success

Audi -Cord's Sales have been Overwhelming!

Here's Why - Our Original Features:

1. ModQuad

Internal Digital Recording Timer

Replay Reminder/Lock System
Internal Response Test System

Up Front Maintenance Controls
Superb Head Mountings & Mechanics

2. Record -Play

Our Commitment Remains - Good Equipment at Fair Prices.

AUDI -CORD CORPORATION
1845 W. Hovey Ave., Normal, IL. 61761

"Design Innovators - Quality Manufacturers.'
Call Carl Martin, (309) 452-9461 - or
ask your Broadcast Sales Representative

3. Single Play

Circle 166 on Reader Service Card
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Determining Cause Of
Sound Flutter Or Wow On
28.

RCA TP-66.
Tom Schultz, Engineer, WGHP, High
Point. NC
Underside shows
circuit connections
on Allen's synthesizer board.

Problem: A simple method is
needed to determine if sound flutter or
wow on an RCA TP-66 film projector
is caused by irregular speed of the
soft -driven sound drum, film wrap, or
the pressure roller.

going, separated sync. at collector of

Q2. Check burst gating, using dual
trace scope and horizontal trigger pulse
from 74C14. The low cap. probe goes

on the 15 gh coil test point. Standard

probe on the 4049 test point. Burst
should fit inside positive going gate
pulse. If not, change 4098 I.C. or R -C
timing on same. While watching burst,
adjust slug in 15µh coil for maximum.
D.C. level at collector of Q4 should
be about 2.5 volts.
Frequency counter to 3.58 MHz out,

test point. Short burst coil leads together. Trim Cl for 3579.545 KC plus
or minus ten Hz.

Frequency counter connected to 107

MHz output, the 4044 removed, free
running frequency should be well
above 107 MHz, typically 130 to 180
MHz. If not, change C2.
All I.C.s can be bought locally or by
mail order. Don't substitute the transis-

tors or the 74C14. Use only R.C.A.

CMOS for the 4049 & 4098. All
resistors are 1/4 watt. All caps. are 16
volt units. The 1µf, 10µf, and 220 p.f
caps. are radial lead type. Be sure to
mount the 17 Jumpers on board before
other components. Last but not least,
epoxy heat sinks on the ECG797 and
11C90 I.C.s.

Solution: Construct a strobe disk
which can be mounted to the front of
the sound drum with rubber cement or
continued on page 98

The Professional's Parametric

Introducing the 622 .. a Parametric Equalizer with even
better performance and more cost-effectiveness than its
highly reliable predecessor. Improved manufacturiig efficiency and state-of-the-art componentry help us provide
more for less money.

"constant -Q" design by enabling 40 dB notches to be consistently obtained.

The 622 is backed by an outstanding quality control pro
gram, including the use of burned -

in, hermetically-

We've added a host of features important to you-the
professional user. The 622 now includes in/out switches for
each band, balanced inputs (with trans-

former -balanced

-

output optional), ex-

tensive RF protection, and tie latest
FET-input opamps which reduce transient inter modulation to the vanishing point and which provide THD
guaranteed less than 0.025%, 20-20,000 Hz at + 18 dBm
output. A 115/230 volt 50-60 Hz AC power suppl,1 is now
standard. A new proprietary parametric bandpass -siker has
been designed which virtually eliminates the effects of control wear and complements the notching capability of our

sealed IC's and
further burn -in procedures on
the entire equalizer. We know this is important :o you when your equalizer doesn't fail in front of an
arena audience of 5,000 people ... or on the air in drivetime
.. or in the middle cf a critical mix. This combination of unbeatable performance and quality makes the 622 the professioncl's choice.
Your Orban/Parasound dealer has all the details. Write us
for his rame and a brochuna with the complete 622 story.

orbon/parcisound
680 Beach Street, San Francisco, CA 94109
(415) 673-4544
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Great Ideas

29.

LISTEN

photo mounting spray. Sound drum
speed can then be checked by merely
observing the strobe disk in the am-

Jack Smith, Chief Engineer. KVVU-

CPAEFULLy...

slowly in one direction at constant

that's how you'll discover
the quality in every 5
channel Audio Console

built by LPB

bient fluorescent lighting. If operation
is correct, the lines will appear to be
stationary. If lines appear to rotate
speed, compare speed and direction to
that observed when projector is running without a film threaded. The same
observation indicates a film wrap problem as the film drag on the sound drum
is responsible for about one percent of

sound drum speed. Slow lock up

during start indicates a sound drum
drive problem. Erratic speed may be
caused by a bad bearing on the sound
drum shaft. For the station which may
wish to adapt this idea to other projectors or other line frequencies, the
design procedure is indicated below:

Film Speed = 24 frames/sec =

pps.

cators. transformer inputs and outputs.

spot for a continuity check with an

ohmmeter or some sort of "black

box." With an inexpensive and simple
audio cable tester, you can make your-

self, you can now leave the cable
faulty cable. 90% of the time it can be
repaired on the spot, since most of the
time the problem is with a broken wire

Fluorescent light frequency = 120

these boards have been built to match the
most critical studio application. Features
include: step attenuators. LED peak indi-

Solution: Some technicians still use
the old time consuming method of collecting the cable so that you have both
the female and male connectors in one

3.936 in.

Drum Speed = 7.187/3.936 =

small console comes of age. Flexible. immune to RFI. quiet and reliable,

Problem: If any technician has ever
strung hundreds of feet of cable at a
stadium or some other remote only to
find that you have "no audio" at the
mixer end, then he will be familiar
with the hassle involved in tracking
down the bad cable.

strung out in position, and check each
one in just a few minutes to find the

1.826 revolutions per second.

the

TV, Las Vegas, NV

7.187 in/sec.

Sound Drum Circumference =

With LPI3's S-12 Stereo and S -14A Mono
SIGNATURE II SERIES Audio Consoles.

Simple, Easy, Fast
Way To Check For Bad
Audio Cable.

Marks per revolution = 120/1.826
= 66 evenly spaced marks per revolution (nearest whole number).

I

at one of the pins, brought about by
rough handling.
With this tester, when a known good

cable is checked, the indicator will
light on only one side of the toggle
switch. This has been a great time and

For mono, stereo...AM, FM, TV...
ONLY FIDELIPAC® GIVES YOU A CHOICE

internal power supply and more.

When you need an audio console that's
small in stature and has quality written
all over it,

have

to

listen carefully to what we
or write today for

say. Call

MODEL 300

MASTER CART

1 he most popular NAB

For the modern stereo
broadcaster satisfied
with nothing less than
the ultimate in
performance.

cartridge... performance
and price make it the
mono broadcaster's
first choice.

MODEL 350
For use in stereo

machines with
inadequate tape
guidance. The
precision is provided by,
adjusting the cartridge

details.

AND, for extended play. . .F idelipac's Models 600 and 1200.
For details, contact your Fidelipac Distributor or

LPB

LPB Inc.
520 Lincoln Highway
Frazer, PA 19355
(215) 644-1123

FIDELIPAC®
109 Gaither Drive

Mt. Laurel, Ni 08057

(609) 235-3511
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3000 Series

Great Ideas
trouble saver for us, and I'm sure
others will find the same to be true.

Model 3100 Slim Line - the space saver for
A size cartridges. Available in mono and
stereo playback.

111111111111110g7#

Smith's audio cable tester.
PARTS

Model 3200 Compact - for A and B cartridges.
Available in mono and stereo,
record/playback and playback only.

1-Male audio connector (mosified)
1-Female audio connector
1-Toggle switch
1-9V Power supply (battery)

1-#47 6.3V lamp
1-Wafter switch
2-1N914 Diodes (or any gen'l purpose
diodes)

1-Black Box 6" x 31/2 x 2"

rilliiiiill

11111111111.1111

CABLE
PROBLEM
Normal
1&2 Short

LIGHT
INDICATOR

*(see text)

Light "ON" in both positions
of toggle switch ("A) when in
position #1 of selector switch
("B)

Model 3300 Standard - for A, B and C

1&3 Short

cartridges. Available in mono and stereo,
record/playback and playback only.
2&3 Short

A new family of professional
cart machines with a large air -damped
solenoid, direct drive synchronous

Light "ON" in both positions

Color, Action,
Hands -free
Mobility

of toggle switch ("A") when in
position #2 of selector switch
("B)

Combine the finest omnidirec-

Light "ON" in both positions

headphone and you have the

of toggle switch ("A") and any
position of selector switch
("B")

tional dynamic boom mike with an
equally high performance binaural

superior Sportscaster headset...the
Telex CS -90. For live broadcasts,

motor, and a rugged machined deck.

Pin 2 Open Nothing in positions 1&3 of
selector switch ("B"). Light

And these Spotmaster exclusives:

will be "ON" in one of the positions of the toggle switch

with cue and program monitoring
and hands -free convenience. The

position 2.

audience hears every word, clearly,
crisply, with crowd noise for back-

Phase Lok Ill head bracket for optimum stereo phasing; a superior, up-todate, modular electronic package; a

unique cartridge guidance system; and

a full range of options including manual/automatic fast forward, additional
cue tones, microphone input and
desk top or rack mounting.

NEW

LOCATION
BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
4100 North 24th St., Quincy, Illinois 62301
Telephone (217) 224-9600

("A") with selector switch in

Pin 3 Open Nothing in positions 2&3 of
selector switch ("B"). Light
will be "ON" in one of the positions of the toggle switch

("A") with selector switch in
position 1.

Pin 1 Open Nothing in positions 1&2 of
selector switch ("B"). Light

A F I LMWAYS COMPANY

11==

ground color and atmosphere.
Circumaural ear cushions screen
out noise in the immediate area so
that special acoustic facilities are
unnecessary. Supplied with con-

will be "ON" in one of the positions of the toggle switch

venient in -line, mike -muting "push to -cough" switch. The Sportscaster

position 3.

headset. Color, action and hands -

("A") with selector switch in

VOTE NOW!

PRODUCERS OF

TAPE CARTRIDGE EQUIPMENT

from the station or on remotes,

GREAT IDEA
CONTEST BALLOT
ON READER SERVICE
CARD

free mobility. For complete information please write:
PRODUCTS OF SOUND RESEARCH

FL,
C OMMUNICATIONS, INC.
9600 ALDRICH AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN. 55420 U.S.A.
Europe: 22, rue de la Legion-d'Honneur,
93200 St. Denis. France

Canada: Telak Electronics, Ltd.. Scarborough. Ontario

Circle 170 on Reader Service Card
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Available in NTSC. PAL and SECAM

30A9CAST

The honest -value compact color monitors

ailAT2 0 N
RACK MOUNT

COLOR MONITORS

aMT20 N
AM -5

EQUIPAIIENT
TV Transmitter 12 kW, Diplexed 302

For more information
circle bold face numbers
on reader service card.

Two hybrid -combined 6 kW T V
transmitters make up new 12 kW system. Model TT -447 has automatic fail-

C

0

Video/Audio Routing Switcher

ENG never looked so good!
For portability -plus. tne new Amtron AM -5
is professional in every respect Single -gun

300

Switching system has multireference
vertical interval or random switching on

Trinitron' color system. R -G -B gun switches.
A -B video input, internal/external sync.

each bus. Model D-400 can be had as

AC/ DC power operation and pulse -cross

follows: 20 in, 10 or 15 out; 30 in, 10 or

display

15 out. Enlarged capacity is available
with optional additional matrix frames.
Crosspoints are 30 x 1 or 20 x 1 audio follow -video, with discrete solid state

aJIATZON

for video, DIP reed relays for audio.

AM -12

Multireference vertical interval or random switching available for each bus.
Two video outputs and two +24 dBm

10

balanced audio outputs per bus.

ure sensing and optional modulator
switching. Personnel can work with
safety on one-half the transmitter while
the other operates. The modulator operates at TV IF frequencies; outputs are
crystal controlled carriers at sound and
visual frequencies. ACRODYNE.

TBC For PAL/SECAM

303

Digital time base corrector accepts
color or monochrome signals from
PAL or SECAM helical video tape recorders. Output of Model CVS-517 for

DATATEK.

Multiplexer For Telecine

Single -gun Trinitron' color system and Amtron

know-how makes the AM -12 color monitor

301

Multiplexer accepts up to three projector imputs simultaneously. Model

the choice of the professional ROB gun
switches underscan. int/ext sync and Wiley
light are standard. Optional pulse cross
A/ B video input and rack -mount slides.

PAL is corrected composite video; for
SECAM it is synchronized RGB that
can be routed to an RGB switching system. The unit can also act as a PAL/

TM Sony

aPAT20 N

AM -17

SECAM converter with a plug-in

SECAM option. Thus either PAL or
SECAM in can be PAL or SECAM out.

Unit has genlock signal generator;
color dropout compensation; line by
line velocity compensation; digital
color averaging; a processing
amplifier; and a 2 -line window. CONSOLIDATED VIDEO SYSTEMS.
A -standard.' in broadcasting. teleproduction.
education and government. the AM -17 color
monitor features the superior single -gun

AM Audio Processor

Trinitron' color system. RGB gun switches.
int/ext sync and underscan. plus optional
pulse -cross display and A/8 inputs

/MATZO N
P O. BOX 1150, APTOS, CA 95003
PHONE: (408) 688-4445
IN EUROPE CONTACT. C.W CAMERON LTD.
GLASGOW TELEX' 779469

TMM-205 will accommodate 8mm,
16mm and 35mm film projectors, to
feed color or monochrome camera.
Transitions from source to source take
about 0.5 seconds, and don't bounce.
All equipment can be connected to a
shelf or pedestal with three-point adjustable mount. $995.00. TELEMATION.

304

Audio processor orginally released for

FM has been expanded for AM use.
MSP-100 incorporates a tri-band AGC,

with most operating parametersfrequency bandwidth, thresholds,
attack/recovery times-variable according to user taste. The AGC module
may be set for use as a gentle AGC, as a

spectral equalizer, or a fast parallel

Circle 172 on Reader Service Card
100
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split -band compressor, or anything be-

ECONOMY!

tween. The limiter module analyses
program material and automatically
selects the optimum attack/recovery
constants. Protection module follows
the limiter, splits signal into two frequency bands to optimize limiting of

TTTT

microphone). The telephone mouthpiece is not removed, nor is telephone

features:

has no induction coils. Background

protection module that is a fast broadband peak limiter; assymetrical limiting allows operation with 125% positive peak modulation. HARRIS CORPORATION.

Lens Adaptor For TV Cameras

Adaptor is available to fit virtually all
standard three -tube video cameras, to
fit to them almost any motion picture or

SLR lens. Fixed Lens Adaptor will
hold lenses from widest angle to telephoto, has no light loss, aperature of
f/1.5, claims no field of view change,
no vignetting or distortion. It has a
built-in iris and focusing mount. ComQUIP.

Video Loss Detector

noise is eliminated by complete coverage of mouthpiece. A lever allows interjection of live commentary without
interrupting transmission of the taped
material. Unit has a frequency response
tailored to 300 to 3000 Hz for optimum
voice transmission via the telephone.
$28.50. SHURE BROTHERS.

306

Unit has four separate sync detectors,
each with alarm relay. Model 404 has
green panel LED that is lit when conditions are normal. A loss causes a red
LED to light, and two relays to operate.

6 inputs
2 buses
4 wipe patterns
variable ratio
softness

linear luminance
keyer

preview selector

mix/wipe
mix or wipe to

A/D And D/A Video Converters
305

Crril

Model 21 02

wiring system altered in any way; unit

high frequency content (for the FM
model). In the AM model, there is a

11193

1

T11'tti

308

keys

Eight -bit converters are built on single

circuit boards, are designed specifically for video applications. Model
ADC 820 is a 20 MHz A/D, with antialiazing filter right on the board, and
the entire quantizing and digital coding
carried out by three LSI chips, designed
so that sample and hold is not needed.
Differential phase is rated less than 1/2°,

AMERICAN DATA
401 Wynn Drive Huntsville, AL 35805
Ph. 205-837-5180 TWX 810-726-2125
Circle 173 on Reader Service Card

differential gain at 1% rms. Model
DAC 850 is a 50 MHz D/A converter,
also on a single card, dissipating less
than 5 watts, available with 3 times or 4
times subcarrier output filters, or with
no filter. Differential phase is rated less
than 1/40, differential gain 3/4% rms.

ADC 820, $1650; DAC 850, $525.
OEM quantities cheaper.

TEKTRONIX,

INC.

Four -Track Tape Recorder

309

One is form C, opening and closing
with signal. The other is form A, which
latches electronically until reset. Each
alarm has adjustable time control, with

New four -track machine has same
transport and chassis as earlier 80-8,

We're now national distributor of
sensational new OSRAM HMI bulbs.
And still the country's biggest in -stock
source of GE and Sylvania bulbs and
sockets for studio, theater, tv and AN.
Now plus Leecraft sockets, too.
We specialize - we've got it all for you!

delay from 1 to 10 seconds. The four
units are on one card; 101 frame holds
three cards for 12 video feeds. The 103

frame holds 10 cards for 40 video
feeds. Model 404, $420.00; 101 frame,
$245, DI -TECH INC.

Send for 108-pg. stage/tv Lighting Handbook
(50r mail and handling, please).

Acoustic Telephone Coupler

Nationwide service for over 25 years.

307

Coupler can be strapped to a telephone
in seconds to feed in recorded material,
for remote broadcasting. Model 50 AC
can be driven by any tape recorder, or
by a microphone plus a line amplifier
(including the Shure SM82 line level

Same -day shipment anywhere in US.
Rush delivery in Manhattan.

(212) JUdson 6-1620

BARBIZON ELECTRIC
continued on page 102

426

NYC 10019

Circle 174 on Reader Service Card
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Fri, MODEL PT-10,PT-11,PT-12

PROGRAM TIMER

ohm outputs. Frequency response is
rated +0, -1 dB from 10 Hz to 15 kHz

Broadcast Equipment
eight -track machine. New model 40-4
puts four tracks on 1/4 -inch tape. It has

three heads, fully integrated circuit
logic with motion sensing and a memory stop function. TEAC CORPORATION.
Phono Cartridges For Pro Use

310

New Line of phono cartridges are
aimed for heavy use by broadcasters,

discotheques, etc. Models ATP -1,

MODEL PT -11M

w

firt

-

PATENT PENDING MODEL PT -11C
ONE GLANCE,OK!

THE ULTIMATE PROGRAM TIMER

MODEL PT -12 with cue has a cue
display at the top of the main time
display. "SLOWER", "FASTER",
"START",
"STANDBY"
and
"REPEAT" are displayed in an
easy -to -understand manner.

o Rap time, remaining time or elapsed time can be output.

o Since the effect is the same as that
of a clock, misreading of the time
doesn't occur.
The performers can read the time in
this semicircular state.

o Designed to be applicable to

ATP -2 and ATP -3 have cantilevers de-

500 W Audio Power Amp

signed for trouble -free back -cueing;
they also have a highly visible coating
forcueing in low light. Stylus damping
mechanisms are individually hand -

Stereo audio power amplifier is rated at

tuned. ATP -3 has a .3 x .7 mil elliptical
is rated to track at 2-3 grams; retail $40.

ATP -2 is rated to track at 3-5 grams,

IN

has a .4 x .7 mil elliptical diamond,
retails for $30. ATP -1 tracks at 3-5

313

500 watts per channel output. Model
RB-5000 claims frequency response
from DC to 100 kHz, hum and noise at
-120 dB, distortion .009% at 1 watt. It
has a triple power supply with 3 trans-

formers, power meters, peak LED

grams, has a .6 mil spherical diamond
tip. AUDIO-TECHNICA.

Rebuilding U-Matic Kits

311

Kits for rebuilding U-Matic cassettes
consist of "Scotch" tape for insertion
in cassettes, "U -Do -It" relead kits can

be used with only a Philips -type

screwdriver and a pencil. 60 -minute kit

uses same tape as is in "Scotch"

readouts, limiter for %, 1/2, and full

U-Matic cassette. 30 -minute and 15 minute (mini) kits use "MBU" tape.

power, blower, 3 -position filter switch.
$2250. ROTEL.

Suggested list: $17.50 for the mini,
$21.00 for the 30 -minute, $27.50 for
the 60 -minute. 3M COMPANY.

Speed Shifter, Turntables

all

items in broadcasting work.

with .03% distortion. Available in table
top or rack mount, with either one control or six individual controls. $197 to
$225. RAMKO RESEARCH.

315

o May also be used instead of a

Microphone Distribution Amps

312

Electronic speed shifter allows speed of

stopwatch.
o Master/slave possible. Up to 10

Mic amps raise output to line level,

changed from minus 8% to plus 8%,
allowing music programmer to select
speed for optimum excitement. Model

units can be driven by one output.
Since it has two outputs, a total of
20 units can be operated.
o Master and slave can be connected
with one coaxial cable.

o Since signals are transferred at a
low level through coaxial cable,
there is no fear of induction or
noise effecting other equipment.
o Since timing is performed electronically, there is no mechanical noise
such as that of conventional clocks.
o Other devices can also be considered by means of code output.

provide up to 12 simultaneous, separate

feeds. MDA series have balanced
150/250 ohm input, for levels from -60
dBm to -30 dBm. Output is +21 dBm,

for 6 balanced or 12 unbalanced 600

synchronous disc turntables to be

SC -3345 can be attached to any fixed speed table using a synchronous motor.
$249.00. QRK, INC.

IN A CLASS BY ITSELF

Full or Semi Automation
from $18 per week

Other devices and optional inter-

titiettottobeELECTRONICS INC

face meet all requirements.

o Combination with a control panel,

JOHN HANCOCK CENTER
Suite 1532A
875 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611

etc. is recommended. Special mounting dimensions are also available.

N T I America, Inc.
1680 North Vine Street LOS ANGELES

California 90028

Phone 213-462-8 9 4 5

Circle 175 on Reader Service Card
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MODEL 100A
PROGRAMMER

312 / 440-3111
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Bulk Eraser

FLEXIBILITY!

314

Bulk tape eraser handles reels up to

*4.

10-1/2 in., tape up to' in. wide. Model

am*

COPAL.

1101,1.1010

(E= 00 -1,J

I

0
o

I

0171D

..,

Model 21 03

81-09 claims to reduce noise to 3 to 6

dB below normal erase head level.
Power, 110-120 V at 5 amps. PENTAGON INDUSTRIES.

studio quality audio performance. The
system consists of a transmitter with
compressor circuit which soft -limits
the first 20dB of the full 50 dB dynamic
range. Transmitter is compatible with
any electric or dynamic microphone,
runs on one 9 -volt battery. The receiver
has calibrated meter reading of vu, RF,

features:
8 inputs

3 buses
9 wipe patterns
variable ratio
softness

linear luminance
keyer

and battery condition. Its dynamic

preview selector
black/color back-

range matches the transmitter output; it
TV Master Clock/Calendar

316

System displays time and date on the

can run on AC or battery. Balanced

ground generator

output can be at mic or line level, with
monitoring by headphone or speaker on

pattern positioner
mix, wipe, mix to
keys

the line level. HM ELECTRONICS, INC.

color matte

television screen with 12 seven -

generator

segment digits. Model QSI-600 shows
Low -Cost Music Synthesizer

319

AMERICAN DATA

Music synthesizer uses system of
"writing" on 44 keys (6-1/2 octaves)
continued on page 104

401 Wynn Drive

Huntsvhle, AL 35805

205-837-5180 TWX 810-726-2125
Circle 177 on Reader Service Card

Videolippe
month, day, year, hour, minute, second. A fast -run mode allows settings
system to the time wanted; after setting

system all functions appear automatically throughout the year. The display
can be put in any screen area QSI SYSTEMS, INC.

Shipping Case, Videotape

317

Flame-retardant shipping case for 2 in.
videotape is rated to extinguish itself in
3 seconds if it catches fire. The shipper
also protects tape edges and can be se-

curely latched and locked to prevent
accidental opening. FUJI PHOTO FILM
USA.

Wireless Microphone System

318

Dupes in a
Hurry!

Because we are geared to
turn out eight video cassettes
in the time it takes most folks
to do one, we can give you
a 12 -hour turnaround on
most orders for 3/4"video
dupes.
And we give you more than
speed. Our equipment can make
time base corrections that actually improve
the quality of your cassette.
Send for our highly competitive price list
on duplicate cassettes, or just send your
order with master or original tape or film for
C.O.D. shipment.

-'

VHF high band wireless microphone
system has two selectable RF levels,
and adjustable non -clipping compres-

Industrial Audio/Video, Inc.

sor. System 22 is aimed for professional sound reproduction, claims

(713)524-1956

Dept. BME
2617 Bissonnet, Houston, Tex. 77005

Circle 178 on Reader Service Card
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Broadcast Equipment
with two metal styli to produce tones.

PLOUGH
BROADCASTING'S

Model 350S "Stylophone" also has

WHRK, Memphis,

to produce swell effects and others;
switches for vibrato, sustain/decay,

picks a new
format and
IGM's RAM

to make it go!
The new "disco" sound at WHRK

requires the capability to
program three or four times as
many events as the previous

tone switches for a great variety of instrumental and special effects tones; a
photo control that allows hand motions

reiteration, and many others. Unit
weighs less than five pounds, fits into a
brief case, runs on two PP9 or equivalent batteries. AUDIO ARTS, INC.
For more information
circle bold face numbers
on reader service card.

format. So, the 100,000 -watt,
24 -hour station went to IGM

Drop -Out Monitor

with the problem.

Add-on system provides a running account of drop -outs on videotape, on a

The solution is a RAM (Random
Access Memory) Control
System, three 48 -tray Instacarts

and four reel-to-reel playback
units with time announce
capability.

LED display registering each time a
drop -out is detected by the machine. A

low-cost printer is optional, for a permanent record. System allows monitoring tape quality and machine quality
control.

events-enough for seven days
-and, at the same time, "flag"
certain events to insert spot
changes quickly.

Lighting For New Cameras

The whole story is in IGM News,
No. 2-77. Send for it today.

A Division of NTI
4041 Home Road
Bellingham, WA 98225
206-733-4567

STUDIO TAPE EXCHANGE.

321

Lightweight lighting system for news

and other remote pickups with film
cameras consists of a focusing news

Heller -Oak knows

the Industry's needs.

light, a 100-watt/12 v 3400° K quartz

Loans

signed especially for new, faster film

Leases
Acquisitions
Refinancing

lamp and 12v battery with built-in
charger. CP Newslite system is desuch as

IG

320

VTR or VCR. The "DOM" has an

Now, WHRK can program 4096

WHRK is only one of five Plough
Broadcasting stations to install
RAM systems.

Broadcast
Financing?

Eastman VNF 7250 and

Fujicolor RT400. Newslite is for
mounting on top of CP-16, CP-16R and

other 16mm cameras. Battery charges
overnight. CINEMA PRODUCTS CORP.,
2037 Granville Ave., Los Angeles, CA
90025.
Mounts For Light Cameras

322

Dunlin fluid head has 75 lb. capacity, 4

in. center of gravity adjustment, ±50°
tilt. Petrel 777 Panatograph head has
100 lb. capacity, 2 in. -5 in. C of G.
Model 63 lightweight combination includes tripod, dolly and elevation unit,
110 lb. capacity. Dunlin head, $1575;

Petrel head, $675; Model 63, $975.

Discounting Seller Notes
Heller -Oak has built its reputation
in communications financing on
these clear-cut principles:
No equity participation

No commitment or
investigation fee

Each transaction is an
"Original" structured to
your specific needs

From $200,000 to $20,000,000
we would like to see your deal.
If there is a way to put it together,
we would like to work with you
to produce the best financing
possible.
Call or Write:
David M. Robbin or Loren N. Young

LISTEC TELEVISION EQUIP. CORP.

Digital Antenna Monitor

323

Monitor for AM antennas which are
attended during directional hours has
true ratio reading, is in rack mount 31/2
in. high, consumes 6 watts. Model CM
is type -approved by the FCC, has LED
display, continuous show of phase
sign. GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
Circle 179 on Reader Service Card
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HELLER
Communications Finance Corp.
105 W. Adams Street
Chicago, Illinois 60690
Telephone: 312/346-2300

A joint venture of
Walter E. Heller International Corporation
and Oak Industries Inc.
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News continued from page 18

Commercial Electronics Inc., CEI, has announced a
224-9600

.

.

.

.

contract with EMI to manufacture the
new EMI 2008 broadcast color televi-

Associated Press Radio has passed

sion camera to be marketed primarily in
Europe.
A.B. Pearl of Sweden, manu-

the 500 affiliate mark after just 34

facturer of PMI microphones, has ap-

The increases were effective September
15, 1977.

months of operation. Recent expansion
of the service via satellite into Alaska

helped bring AP Radio over the 500
mark with the addition of 3 Anchorage

stations and another station at North
Wometco
Pole, near Fairbanks .
Enterprises, Inc., announced that it
.

.

.

has finalized the acquisition of 80 percent of Blonder Tongue Broadcasting
Corp., owner of Channel 68, Newark,
NJ, and an 80 percent interest in BTVision, Inc., a corporation that programs
the station's evening hour subscription

OPTIMUM
CAPABILITY
0:0

I s.

pointed Cara International, Ltd.,

4145 Via Marina, #120, Marina del
Rey, CA (tel: 213-821-7898) as their
import agent for the western United
States
RCA Service Co. announced the opening of a new video.

.

.

.

tape duplicating center. The new facility is located in the Rank Office Center,
1263A Rand Rd., Des Plaines, IL.

Model 21 04
features:

The Ontario Corp. of Muncie, IN,
is scheduled to go on the air with its new
UHF station, Channel 55, in Ft.

Wayne, IN, the first of the year. The
station is currently installing a new
RCA TTY -30C, 30 kW UHF trans-

10 or 16 inputs
4 buses
12 soft wipe

brink Broadcasting, Inc. The pur-

mitter and other RCA broadcast equipment .
. The first TV station in the

3 input linear

chase, subject to the approval of the
FCC, will bring Meredith's broadcast
holdings to four VHF stations, three

Bahamas, to be known as Radio Ba-

downstream

hamas, will go on the air later this

mix/ keyer

TV system

.

.

.

Meredith Corp.

.

officials signed a contract to buy

WPCH-FM, Atlanta, GA, from Sud-

AM stations and two FM stations.
The first circularly polarized televi-

sion broadcast antenna to be manufactured by the Broadcast Products
Division of Harris Corp. was shipped
to KBYU-TV, Provo, Utah. The station has received authorization from the
FCC to conduct comparative tests of the
Warner
antenna in its CP mode .
.

.

.

Cable Corp., a subsidiary of Warner
Communications Inc., announced the
appointment of four people to newly
created executive posts in its QUBE
division. QUBE was itself recently set

up to introduce the company's new
two-way interactive communication
service on its Columbus, Ohio, CATV
system. Named to the new posts are: J.
Ronald Castell, vp marketing; James L.
Fischer, vp operations; Dr. Vivian

Horner, vp educational and children's
programming; and Harlan Kleiman, vp
premium programming.
Charles V. Andersen and Charles
A. Steinberg have been elected to the
office of executive vice president by the

board of directors of Ampex Corp
.

.

.

.

.

year using $2.5 million worth of RCA
broadcast equipment including studio

production equipment, remote news
gathering equipment and transmitting
equipment
RCA earnings in the
.

.

second quarter of 1977 rose 31 percent
over the same period a year ago, attaining the highest level of any quarter in
the company's 58 year history.
United Video, Inc. has filed with the

CCA has shipped 10 kW FM transmitters to Kuwait where they will initiate that nation's first FM stereo broadcast service
.
Broadcast Elec.

.

.

tronics, Inc. has relocated to a new
31,000 square foot plant at 4100 N.
24th St., Quincy, IL, 62301; tel; 217OCTOBER, 1977-BM/E

multiple drive
modulator

pattern presets

effects keyer

joystick positioner

3 x 1 preview
selector

color background

cutbar

and black burst
generator

)...11Th'--, AMERICAN DATA
401 Wynn Drive

Huntsville, AL 35805

Ph. 205-837-5180 TWX 810-726-2125
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FCC to carry the programming of
Chicago station WUN via satellite to
cable systems with earth stations .

.

.

.

Columbia Pictures Pay Television,
which recently announced a "major
commitment to the pay television
market," has completed production on
four shows to be included in its offerings. The four programs are: a segment

of its musical series, "In Session,"

Turn
on a better idea
FULL
EXPANSION

w
-20

"Orson Welles at the Magic Castle,"

"Jamboree In The Hills," and "No
. UA CoCover, No Minimum" .
lumbia Cablevision Inc. will use RCA
.

.

American Communications, Inc's
satellite to carry sports and special
events live from Madison Square
Garden to the nation's cable systems.

. Lee Tate, newly appointed pres-

will head the new Engineering division.

generator
blink and wipe key

.

ident of the Tape-Athon Corp., an-

nounced a reorganization of the company into four new divisions: Sales/
Marketing will be headed by Wally
Rubin; Joe E. Otis will be director of
Audio Products division; Robert
Haller was named to head the Operations division, and Bernard Sayers

patterns

color matte

Correction on 1 -Inch VTR
Standard
The story

"1 -in, VTR Standard

OK'd," BM/E, Aug., p. 6, implied
that the Ampex VPR-1 existing format
could not record VITs and VIR
signals. That is not true; it is only the
first ten lines of sync (reconstituted on
playback) that are dropped. Video verification as a result of a flying repro-

duce head is another feature of the
VPR-1

.

PRESET

-35

THRESHOLD Program -controlled filter suppresses residual background
noise in audio reproduction
systems. Selectable low frequency, high frequency, or
wideband suppression modes.

Inovonics'

DYNEX Noise

Suppressor
Model 241 -$280

inovonics inc.
503-B Vandell Way
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 374-8300
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If you want
Plumbicon*picture quality
from your ENG camera
specify Plumbicon TV camera tubes.

-

As predicted, the Plumbicon 2/3 -inch camera tube
changed the entire course of broadcast journalism
and helped make ENG the world's most
important medii1111 of information
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ISLAM/ t/28:6 TELEPHONE: 401-762-3800
* Rozistered ir.nicivw1; N.V. Philips cf the Netherlands.
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We are innovators, designers and craftsmen who have a thorough knowledge of our
marketplace and the desire to build the best possible products for it.
We are inspired by perfection, not by compromise.

We are dedicated to the achievement of excellence in quality, performance and
dependability.
We are the creators of totally balanced systems designs, in highly flexible configurations.
We are Ward -Beck!

(wia)
Tomorrow's Technology Today.

Ward -Beck Systems Ltd., 841 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1H 2X4.
Telephone (416) 438-6550. Telex 06-23469.

Ward -Beck Systems Inc., 290 Larkin Street, Buffalo, N.Y. 14210.

